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A bstrac t 

This thesis examines the role of ethnicity in the formation of rural comrnunities 

and identity on the Canadian prairies. focusing on the OpaVMaybridp district in east- 

central Alberta between 19 19 and 1945. The Ukninians and Japanese, w ho settled in the 

area with other national groups. developed a sense of community beyond ethnicity 

through persona1 and formal interactions in everyday life, creating a shared 

"Canadianized prairie experience and identity. Yet the impact of ethnicity on the 

character of this multiethnic settlement was obvious, especinlly rvhen local famers 

discovered the "ethnic" meanings of their culture and traditions by coming into contact 

with people of other origins. Ukraininn and Japanese ethnic consciousness was most 

pronounced, however, and caused tensions in the community, when Local residents 

received political influences from their respective ethnic elites centred in the distant 

urban centres of Winnipeg and Vancouver. This aspect of their identity drew them away 

from the local community into a much larger national and international world. World 

Wnr II totally changed ethnic relations in OpnllMoybndge, imposing a test of loyalty on 

both Ukrainians and Japanese, and segregating the latter as Enemy Aliens. 
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lntroduc tion 

Western settlement has been a dominant theme in Canadian history as physically 

and psychologically important to nation building. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries, a multitude of rural settlements emerpd on the Canadian prairies in response to 

pvemment initiatives to remit  immigrants from various places in the world. In order to 

survive in a completely different physical and cultural environment, the newcomers began 

to create new and often close-knit communities. Factors shaping the social networks they 

established include the natucal environment, the frontier, ethnicity. and metroplitan 

influences.' Studies on the impact of ethnicity on prairie settlement and society have tended 

to treat it as a key element in uniting people and to focus on one ethnic group at a tirne. This 

thesis. however. suggests that although ethnicity was undoubtedly r crucial part of 

people's identity at both elite and gnssroots levels. and often preoccupied et hnic elites, 

who usually resided in larger urban centres. its impact was different among the mnl 

grassroots. How settlers felt about their ethnic identity varied depending on whether they 

were politically, economicûlly, and cultunlly incorponted into the lorger Canadian society, 

had contacts with people of other ethnic origins, or were preoccupied with everyday 

survival, 

Ethnicity became a major therne in studies of prairie settlement for several reasons. 

Fint. Anglo-Canadian politicians, scholan, educaton, and othen during the settlement 

period, who had their own vision of Canada as a British country, were tryin, 0 to corne to 

terms with the ethnic (and reiigious) diveaity ernerging on the prairies. Womied about 

mass irnmi,gation which might retard settiers' assimilation to British noms, they regarded 

ethnic ûnd/or religious bloc settlements as se nous problems w hich emphasized settlea* 

cultural distinctiveness. Educators and politicians, especidly, cmfully investigated these 



bloc settiements on the prairies, and their observations often appeared as studies on 

assimilation.' By the interwar yean, while never doubting British supremacy in the 

political sphere, some writers came to enjoy the cosmopolitan character of the Canadian 

prairies, exoticizing the settlements in the West and arguing that the heritage which 

irnmi=gants brought with them would e ~ c h  Canadian culture? In this way, the ethnic and 

religious distinctiveness of pnirie settlements was, more or les,  defined by the rnainstream 

society. As a result, groups like the British and Scandinavians, who had fewer cultural 

adjustrnent problems in the new land, remained relatively invisible. 

Ethnic groups' own elites, who usually resided in larger urban centres. also played 

an important part in defining prairie settlements, determining the role of their people in 

Canadian society. Because non-British immigrants were always regarded as second-class 

citizens by mainstrem leaders, these elites saw the need to mobilize and politicize their 

compatnots around stntegies to secure full participation and recognition in Canadian 

society. At the same time as urging the settlen to be loyal to Canada, and to acquire Anglo- 

Canadian customs and English, they insisted on their nght to maintain aspects of their old- 

world culture. loyalties, and identity, Iaunching the idea of the C a d i a n  "mosaic." 

Regarding themselves as the representatives of their people, these elites tried to influence 

often geographicdly remote rural settlernents with a vanety of messages promoted through 

Paul Voisey, Vulcan: 'The hkrking of a Prairie Co~nmuniy (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1988), 5. 

' See, for example, James T.M. Anderson, The E;ducaion of the New Canadian: A 
Treatise on Canada f Greatcst EducatiunaiProblcnt (London and Toronto: J.M. Dent and 
Sons, 19 18); Robert England, The Ce& European Immigrant in C d  (Toronto: 
Macmillan, 1929); Robert England, The Colonization of Western C d u :  A Study of 
Contcmporq Lund Settfemen~, 18964934 (London: P.S. King & Son, 1936); Charies 
Young, The Ukrainian C d m :  A Study in Assimilation (Toronto: Thomas Nelson and 
Sons, 193 1); and James S. Woodsworth. Sirmgers Wifhin o w  Gate or Coming Canadians 
(Toronto: Department of the Missionary Society of the Methodist Church, 1909). 

' See, for example, John Murray Gibbon, C d i m  Masaic: The klctking of n ivonhern 
Nation (Toronto: MacCleLland and Stewart, 1938); Kate A. Foster, Our Canadiun M o d e  



cornpetin: organizations and institutions. The grassroots, however, were not always 

interested in the politics or agenda preoccupying a distant elite. 

Another reason which made ethnicity a popular topic is that immigration patterns 

indeed made ethnic (and religious) cohesiveness one of the most distinctive features of 

many prairie settlements. Ethnoreligious groups such as the Mennonites and Doukhobors - 

who came en masse and settled together in integrated colonies with a distinctive way of life. 

supported by the Canadian government's special policy of land reserves - rue an obvious 

example? Large bloc settlements were also created by the Ukrainians. iagely because they 

went where friends and relatives or simply othen of their own kind had dready located. 

Isolation from the outside world and linguistic and cultural bamen helped confilne the 

settlen to clusten. Not every group, however, established a single ethnic andor religious 

settlement. Despite the natunl preference for settling among their own people, British 

newcomers in particular pnenlly did not develop highly integnted or distinctive ethnic 

and/or religious clusten. but were to be found in large nnumbers across the prairies. At the 

same time, such groups as jews, Italians, Dutch, Chinese, and lapanese just did not have 

enough population in the prairie provinces to establish entirely single ethnic settlements: 

forced to live among settlen of other ethnic backgrounds. they contributed to the creation 

of innumenble mul tiethnic settlements on the pnines. 

Psychological, physical and social networks of people are usually referred to ûs 

"communities." Because it is a term with mmy shsdes of meming, and because 

sociologists and others differ in their definition, the centrai concept of "community" as used 

in this thesis must be clxified by exmining some scholarly arguments. Many scholars 

rgree on the point that a psychological tie stemming from common experiences is crucial in 

(Toronto: Dominion Council of the Y .W.C.A., 1926); and Watson Kirkconnell, C h i a n  
Overtones (Winnipeg: Columbia Press, 1935). 
4 William Janzen, Lintits on Liberty: The Erperiencr of ~VIennonire, Hutterite, mid 
Doukhobor Conzmunities Ni Cmxh (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1990). 



creating a sense of "community." Sociologist Ferdinand Tonnies distinguishes 

gmleinrchafr (community) from g ~ s e l l ~ ~ h a f t  (society), describing the former as a aunity 

based on common beliefs, emotions, and factors like kinship, neighbourhood, and 

friendship, while the latter represents an association of separrite individuals coming together 

around things such as the market place and professional organizations? Obviously, what 

distinguishes community from society is the emotional bond among its memben. Robert 

V. Hine also ernphasizes the role of spiritual factprs in making a "community" in his study 

of the Amencan frontier. "Without binding ties, without commonly assumed values, 

w hether they be religious, psychological, economic, or cultural," he argues, "there can be 

no community."" Thomas Bender, who also explores "communities" in Arnerica, says that 

"comrnunity is best defined as a network of social relations marked by mutuality and 

emotional  bond^."^ He ernphasizes that even kinship, neighbourhood, or fnendship does 

not alw ays constitute a "cornmuni ty ," w ithout any shared spin t and experience. Benedict 

Anderson's study of nations as "imagined communities" sees facion such as language and 

the development of pnnt capitalisrn as playing important roles in making a network of 

people imaginable and thus capable of creriting a nation or *-community" that c m  inspire 

"profoundly self-sacrificing 10ve."~ Although Hine insists that the idea that "the whole is 

greater than the sum of its parts" exists among people in a "comrnunity:' he also notes th3t 

the degree of fratenlliy varies from "comrnunity" to "~ornrnunity."~ Ethnic andlor religious 

groups, then, form a peculiar type of community that may or rnay not be synonymous with 

'Ferdinand Tonnies, Community and Associaîiton, tnns. Charles P Loomis (London: 
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1955). 

'Robert V. Hine, Communïty on the Amm'cm Fronricr (Norman: University of Oklahoma 
Press, 1980), 25. 
7 Thomas Bender, Community and Social Change in America (New Brunswick and New 
Jersey, Rutpn University Press, 1978)- 7. 
*Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of 
Narionalism, rev. ed. (London and New York Verso, 1983 ), 5-7, 141. 



"nation," and which rnay or rnay not demand an emotional cornmitment by rnernbers or 

contain interna1 tensions and conilicts. 

In addition, "cornmunities" are not always coterminous with geographical borden, 

while others are formed by people in a specific place who share a social life. Bender aques 

that the concept of "community" is more than a place, because "experiential dimension" is 

crucial to its definition.1° Nation-states, for example. appear to be based on temtory, but 

no matterwhere their membea live, they cm maintain o sense of the s m e  "community," as 

is the case with emigrants who identify with their homelands. This theory can also be 

applied to tonner frontier settlements where people have moved into cities yet maintain a 

sense of unity in retrospect, deeply relating their collective memory with locality even 

though the place no longer defines the "community" to which they beloog. Understanding 

"community" as a place is thus to restrict its psychological and experiential dimensions. 

Although "comrnunity" is not restricted by geognphical boundaries, a limited number of 

people is an important factor in defining it. Anderson's observation that "no nation 

imagines itself coterminous with mankind:" ' is true not on\ y for nations, but also for all 

other networks of people uni ted by psychological factors. The notion of "community" is 

always based on the distinction between insiders and outsiders; as Bender points out, 

"there is a "we-ness" in a cornmunity."" Furthemore, the insiden do not always have 

face-to-face relations with each other, and in many cases, do not even h o w  one another. '' 
lt is, however, a rnistake to assume that "community" is a static solidarity composed of 

specific mernben. Boundaries of membenhip are flexible, and whether one is included or 

Y Hi ne, Comniuniry on the hedcan Fronrier, 25. 

"Bender, Communiîy andSocinl Change in America ,6. 

' ' Anderson, Imngined Cumm~mities. 7. 
" Bender, Commun* and Social Change in Americu, 7. 

'-' Anderson, I m g  Nwd Communities, 6. 



excluded depends on wheo and how o'communities" are imagined.I4 Finally, because of its 

psychological and imaginative nature, sevenl types of g*community" can exist 

simultaneously, while an individual can simultaneously be a member of several 

"~ommunities.*"~ This notion is significant in understanding people's identities and 

expenences. Depending on the situation or context, a penon can identify more with one 

"community" than with other "communities*' to which he or she belongs. For example, 

immigrants in Canada can identify with both their homeland and Canada, w hile the degree 

of their sense of belonging depends on their specific expenences. Examining only a single 

"comrnunity" to which an individual or group of people belongs is, therefore, to look at 

only one aspect of who they are. 

"Community" as undentood in this thesis is a dynarnic solidarity of a limited 

number of people who share a common spirit. values, and expenences, which can happen 

anywhere at any tirne, assisted by factors such as the environment and institutions. 

Therefore. the study of community building on the Canadian prairies needs to investigate 

the interplay of a number of "communities" with which local settlers may have identified. 

John Bennett and Seena Kohl argue that there were three concrete stages in cornmunity 

building during the settlement of the Canadian md American Wests. The fint s3w the 

creation of cooperative relationships among neighbours and fnends for their common 

necessities. The second w;ts chancterized by the construction of institutions such as 

schools and churches which played a key role in defining organized cooperative life. In the 

third stage individual settlernent clusten were physically and economically defined by 

outside factors such as railway construction and the development of to wns.'%wever, the 

"Bender, Commun@ und Social Change in Amcrica. 33. 
l6 John W. Bennett and Seena B. Kohl, Senling the Canadim-American West, 1890-1915: 
Pioneer Adapfatun and Cunununip Building (Lincoln and London: University of 
Nebraska Press, 1995). 



process of creating psychologcal bonds arnong people who were often initially strangen 

also varied with the degree of ethnic or religious homogeneity of the settlen and the extent 

to which they retained their ethnic and religious identity. Multiethnic and multireligious 

settlements went through more complicated processes of uniting people than those 

consisting of or dominated by n single ethnic or religious group because of divisive factors 

such as culture. language, and faith. 

This thesis deals with the OpaiMay bridge area in est-central Alberta w here people 

of vanous ethnic origins settled, focusing on two cultunlly different groups: the 

Ukrainians and the Japanese. This area offen an ideal setting for n case study of 

community building in sevenl ways. First, it was settled by racialiy, religiously, and 

cultunlly diverse groups such as the British, Poles, Ukninians, Japanese, and French. 

Euaminine, two completely different minority peoples in a multiethnic settlement provides a 

better understanding of the roles which ethnicity played in creating communal networks on 

the prairies. It offen insights into how such mainstream ideologies as Anglo-confumity 

and the melting-pot. together with the notion of a mosaic as defined by ethnic elites, played 

out among the rural grassrouts. Second, located on the edge of the Ukninian bloc 

settlement, the area was mainly populated by Ukrainian settlen, while also relatively close 

to the city of Edmonton. This situation becomes a good mesure of how much cultural and 

political influences from the mainstream Society penetrated a rural senlement where Anglo- 

Canadians were not a majority. Third, the OpaVMay bridge are* as so-called bush country 

which was isolated and not ideal for farming, shows whether a cornmon frontier experience 

and challenge united people of different backgrounds and langmges to develop a sense of 

community. Fourth, this district matured as a local community in the 1920s and 1930s' 

when the Canadian-bom children of the original Ukrainian and Japiuiese immi,mt settlen 

were gmwing up, perrnining cross-generatiooal cornparisons with respect to cornrnunity 

building. Finally, while OpalMaybridge had r strong sense of unity by the time Worid War 



II broke out, wartirne events show how local ethnic relations cm change in ternis of crisis, 

even in dose-knit local societies. 

Chapter 1 looks at how historians and othen, prirticularly sociologists, have dealt 

with ethnicity in studies of prairie settlernent. Chapter 2 provides the necessary background 

to a case study of OpaiMaybridge, in ternis of Ukrainian and Japanese immigration, 

settlement patterns, and institutional developments, as well as the establishment of 

OpalMaybridge itself. Chûpter 3 explores how a local sense of community developed at 

OpalMaybridge between Ukninian and Japanese settlen through vanous levels of 

interaction in both public and private spheres. How interaction arnong settlen for the 

necessities of everyday life developed n sense of community beyond ethnicity, and how 

ethnicity was incorponted into local identity and experience, are the main questions. The 

chapter depends heavily on on1 interviews with the second genention and immi,pnt 

autobiographies, alwgs recognizing that persona1 recollections are affected by subsequent 

collective memory, the way in which interviewers set questions, unreliability because of 

distance from events. and unreliability and selectivity due tu nostalgia." However. for a 

new, srnall settlement like OpallMaybridge, which did not even have a community 

necvspaper, few wntten documents exist; in addition. people's insights and feelings. even 

in retrospect, are particularly important to a study of identity. Chapter 4 situates 

OpalMaybridge Uhinians and Japanese within the context of larger "Canadian*' and 

"ethnic" communities. How the mainstream ideology of Anglo-conformity affected the 

local social structure and ethnic hiemrchy, and how area residents became Canadianized. is 

one question. How the nation-wide ethnic networks established by Ukninian and Japanese 

elites centred in Winnipeg and Vancouver simultaneously affected their lives and identities 

is a second question. As sources, the chapter relies rnainly on ethnic and mainstream 



newspapers and other writings from the period to constnict the p a l s  of both Anglo- 

Canadian and Ukrainian and Japanese dites; on l  interviews are again important for the 

attitudes of the Ukninians and Japanese in OpaVMaybridge to these outside issues and 

messages. Finally, chapter5 explores how a special event l i b  World War II had a crucial 

impact on Ukrainian and Japanese ethnic groups in Canada, creating uncertainty and 

insecurity, testing their loyalty, and even changed the relationship between local Ukrainians 

and Japanese in a smdl community l i h  OpallMaybridge. Using this fnmework, this thesis 

concludes that both Ukninians and Japnese at OpaVMaybridge developed an identity and 

sense of community that was simultaneously "Canadian" and local based on shared 

axperience and place, and '*ethnie" and outward Loo king, tying them to homelond traditions 

and concerns. 

17 Ibid., 94. For an in-depth discussion of oral history as a source, see Bruce M. Ross, 
Remamberhg ihe Pa.st:Descriptions of Autobiogrc~phical klemory (New York and Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 199 1 ). 



Chapter 1 
Sc hoiarl y Understanding of Rairie Ethnic andor Runl Communi ties 

hir ie  settiement, and the development of human networks or cornmunities on the 

frontier, have been among the most popular topics in studies of the Canadian West. The 

main purpose of this chapter is to review how scholars, especially historians and 

sociologists, have dealt with the roles of ethnicity and religion in the formation of 

cornmunity. General prairie histories, for exnmple, tend to treat ethnicity and religion as 

independent themes and do not incorporate them into an analysis of either ruml cornrnunity 

building or the creation of a prairie society. Furthemore, they most often discuss 

individual ethnic and religious groups in isolation, and only nrely examine the local 

relationships crossing ethnic and religious lines which occurred in multiethnic settlements. 

For their part, ethnic and ethnoreiigious histories, which concentnte on a specific group, 

mûlyze environmental, social, and economic factors only within the frarnework of ethnicity 

or religion, and do not pûy attention to the role of these elements in tmsforming or 

tnnscending ethnic and religious boundaries. As a result, ethnic and religious groups 

appear to be independent of prairie society and tied to their people nation-wide. Also. 

dthough studies on specific local settlements tend to examine the impact of a variety of 

elements, including old-world traditions, ethnicity and religion are often disconnected from 

larger political phenorneon and treated only as customs and culture which immigrants 

brought to Canada. 

Ethnicity and religion have been important themes in the Litenture on the Canadian 

prairies. Many studies, in fact, define "community" primarily in ethnic and/or religious 

terms. Unquestionably, ethnicity and religion united people in the Canadian West, as 

immi,mts settled among their own kind with whorn they could share customs, faith, 

culture and language. In this sense, ethnicity and religion first determined settlement 

patterns. It would, however. be a mistdce to Say that ethnicity andor religion are the only 



elernents which created "communities" in the Canadian West. As Paul Voisey argues, it 

was '"the interplay among heritage, metropdis, frontier and environment'" that was cnicial 

in creating nird prairie communities as part of crystallizing prairie society.' in general, 

studies which define a "community" prirnarily in ethnic andor religious terrns tend, 

consciousl y or not, to neplect possible factors uni ting people across ethnic andor religious 

lines, and faii to explore how ethnicity andor religion in turn have been affected by the 

pnine experience. 

This tendency is seen in both speciaiized and pnenl  studies of the Candian 

prairies. For example, books by Howard and Tarrtam Palmer, Genld Frieseii and 

Benjamin G. Srnillie al! look at prairie communities in ethnic andor religious terms. 

Because they emphûsize ethnicity and religion as nation-wide phenornena, they can 

overlook local forces which affected ethnic and religious boundaries. Donald A. Smith's 

chapter in the Palmea' study, PeopIes of Albertu: Pomuitr of Cnlriircil Divmic ,  for 

example, discusses the French community in the province divorced from its local context 

and solely in nation-wide tems, claiming that *"the resuqence of a dynamic. assertive 

Quebec h a  given the Franco-Albertan community 3 real opportunity to regain lost 

ground."' It is only natural to pay attention to the larger ethnic andfor religious networks to 

which settlen and their descendants beloriged, but the local environment and its impact 

cmnot be ignored. As Smith supgests, Franco-Albertans were and are indeed part of a 

lûrger French network connected with Quebec, but he does not show how the Franco- 

Alberta community differed frorn Quebec, affected by its numencai weakness, 

hornesteading experience, and interaction with other groups. AM and David Sunahara's 

'Paul Voisey, Vcrlcan: The birzking of a Prairie Communi~y (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1988), 248. 

'Howard Palmer and Tamm Palmer, eds., Pcoplcs of AIbmta: Portraits of CuIturaI 
Diversi- (Saskatoon: Western Roducer hir ie  Books, 1985), 108; see also Howard 
Palmer, Lund of rhc Second Chance: A f1istot-y O/ Ethic Croups in Sotithern Alberta 
(Lethbridge: Lethbridge Herald, 1472). 



chapter also takes this nation-wide perspective and looks 3t the Japanese in Al berta in 

connection with their counterparts in British Columbia, without sxploring how difkrences 

between two provinces in their policies towards the Japanese distinguished the Albertan 

experience from the British Colurnbian one. Similady, Gerald Friesen's survey of 

Canadian prairie history not only situates ethnic groups in their national context but also 

discusses them in tems of "pan-Anglo Saxon," "pan-Geman," and "pan-Ukrainian" 

identities in Canada? Because he deals with such themes as "the ml west" and 

'*immi0pnt communities" in completely separate chapten, he does not show whether and 

how these identities were shared by al1 m l  settlen belonging to the groups he discusses, 

or whether and how they were shaped by the frontier.' Smillie's much narrower focus in 

Visions of IIW NL'W Jer~isufm: Rcligiotfs Settietn~'nl on the fici<iics also looks at pnine 

developments as part of lnrger religious comrnunities, but does not say how religious 

motivations and ideas themselves were influenced by local factors within the prairie 

contest. Raymond Huel's chapter on the French Catholics, for example, always relates 

Catholic churches in the West with Quebec. arguing that "the Catholic Church in the West 

propagted in the interior the ideas and ambitions of its eutern parent."5 Because Hue1 

confines his discussion to how and when Romen Catholicism spread over the prairies, the 

question of tnnsformation remains untouched. 

Among the studies which define a "community" pnmarily by ethnicity ctnd/or 

religion, C.A. Dawson's 1936 study on assimilation, Group Settlenient: Ethnic 

Cunzniu~zifics in ?Vcstcrn Car~da, stands out. He done explained his decision to define 

"community" in ethnic andlor religious tems, aquing that in settlements where a single 

3Gerald Friesen, The C d i m  hain'a: A Histoq (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
1 984), 26 1-262,265. 

%id., 257-265. 



ethnic gruup dominated, a "sense of communal solidarity" existed from the beginning. He 

identified several reasons for this solidanty. Rrst, some groups - like the Doukhobon, the 

Mennonites, and the Mormons - initially had an "enthusiasm for an ideai way of life" as 

ethnoreligious sects. Second, religious groups like French-speaking Catholics were closely 

tied by nationalistic and linguistic sentiments. Third, community leaders - pxticularty 

Mormon, Geman, and French Catholic elites for whom religion was coterminous with 

ethnicity - encouraged their respective peoples to join the colonies. ' Not only did Dawson 

clanfy how ethnicity and religion became crucial factors in establishing these prairie 

communities, but he also discussed their changing roles. After taking into account local 

assimilatory forces such as farming and schooling, he concluded that his five groups more 

or less assirnilated into prairie society, with religion becoming more secular. The chapter on 

French Catholics, for example, carefully exrtmined the origins, population, economy, and 

agricultunl and household opentions in the colonies of St. Albert and Ste. Rose. Dawson 

regarded increasing contact with English-speaking communities as the key element which 

distinguished the Franco-Albertan experience from Quebec, arguing thnt the secularization 

of Catholic churches and the acquisition of English occurred much faster in the West than 

in Quebec so that Franco-Albertan colonies becnme sirnilar ta those of English-speaking 

people on the prairies. 

While genenl prairie histories and much narrower studies of prairie settlement look 

at ethnicity and religion as important topics to acîdress, ethnic histones elevate ethnicity to 

the fnmework for wnting history. These ethnic histories, of course, undentand ethnicity 

as the prirnary factor in creating a community, both locally and nationally. Concentrated on 

'Raymond JA. Huel, "Gestae Dei Per Francos: The French Canadian Experience in 
Western Canada," in Visionr of the New JerusaIem: Religious Senlement on the i e s ,  
ed. BenjaminG. Srnifie (Edmonton: NeWest Press, 1983), 40. 
f i  C.A. Dawson, Grcq Sertlemenf: Eihnic* Cc~mmunities in Western CcMrsJa (Toronto: 
Macmillan Company of Canada Limited 1936), xiii. 



a specific ethnic group, they try to examine the complicated process by which individual 

immigrants and scattered settlements came together around churches and secular 

institutions, often prornoted by ideolopicaily motivated ethnic leaden. The problem, 

however, is that ethnic historians tend to treat ethnicity and religion as is positive, isolated, 

and permanent phenornenon, and to neplect the larger societal and environmental contexts 

which might have challenged their importance. As a result, social and economic 

transformation in a particular setting is usually discussed only within the fmework of 

ethnicity. Eihnic boundaries are, however, historically flexible - strengthened or weakened, 

dependinp on political, environmental, social, and economic circumstances in a specific 

time or place. Therefore, historical studies of community based on locdity rnust first 

question the accuracy of treatiting ethnicity or religion as the fnmework for discussion. 

The problems of treating ethnicity or religion as the fixed fnmework within which 

everything must be discussed, and the lack of openness to other factors if they clash with 

them, are illustrated well by Ukminian- and Japanese-Canadian histories. Sociologist 

Charles H. Young's 193 l monognph, The IlkrainianCmudicvrs:A Stud' in A~siniilc<tion, 

and his subsequent 1938 study, The Jupamsc Cadium. are the first senous in-depth 

works on both groups.' Wntinp as an outsider and proponent of assimilation, Young 

emphasized Ukrainian and Japanese ethnic boundaries, which he regûrded as a serious 

problem, more t h n  acculturation, arguing that bloc settlement by Ukrainians and Japnese 

coacentration in British Columbia were an obstacles to both their econornic ruid cultural 

"progress" and improved hedth and living standards. As a result, Young did not show 

how ethnic and religious boundaries were transformed in either rural or urban seitings, 

challenged by local environmental and social farces. Later Uknioian and Japanese histories 

keep the same framework but, udike Young's monographs, regard ethnicity as a given 



good. As a result, these studies certainfy provide a valuable set of facts - especially with 

respect to formal activities, organizations, and prominent individuals - but choose not to 

question or examine in ivhat context ethnicity became less important. Paul Yuzyk's 1967 

study, for example, demonstrates how the oganized Ukrainian-Canadiûn community arose 

around churches, secular organizations, and specific individunls, but totally divorces 

Ukrainian ethnicity and religion h m  their Canadian context. Yuzyk emphasizes 

Ukninians' contribution to al1 spheres of Canadian life, but written in the 1 W s  when 

ethnic groups like the Ukrainians strove to clairn full partnenhip in Confedemtion, this 

celebntory work was intended to confirm Ukninians' role and not look at their cultunl 

transformation throuph interaction with local or Canadian society.8 Y uzyk's earlier regional 

study, The Ukr~ittkrnr i11 klanitoba. elevates Ukninians to self-sufficient "pioneen" who 

opened Canada's hinterland and emphasizes their socioeconomic progress; the book 

ernphasizes Ukninians' contribution as famen, as professionals, and as an oganized 

group, but does not investipate their role in its Manitoba contextSQ The same self- 

congrcitulatory tendency is seen in Japanese-Canadian histones such as Roy Ito's ive IVmt 

tu \Vur: T h  Sron o j  the Jupunc'se Crutuclii(tfs Who S e n d  During the Fit-ir sr17rl Second 

\VorlJ \Vurs, which ireats the vetenns as heroes and emphasizes the Jûpanese 

"contribution" to Canada's war." Similarty, the collection of essays on Ukrainians in A 

7 See Charles H. Young, The Ukrainian Canadians: A Stite of Assimilation (Toronto: 
Thomas Nelson and Sons, 193 1); and Charles H. Young and Helen R.Y. Reid, The 
Ju-eCanajim (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1938). 

'Paul Yuzyk, Ukruiniun C d i m s :  Thrir PIurr und R c k  in C d i u n  Lij2 (Toronto: 
Ukrainian Candian Business and Professional Federation? 1967). 

See Paul Yuzyk, The Ukrainianr in iCfnnitoba:A Social tlistory (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1953). 

' O  Roy 1 to, We Went to Wur: Stories of fhe Japcfnese Canadiuns Who Served Ditring the 
Itirst and Second World Wars (Stittsville: Canada's Wings, 1%); see dso Roy Ito, 
Stot-ies of My People: A Japanesc CaMdm J a m I  (Hamilton: Promark ninting, 1994). 
The Japanese evûcuation from the West Coast during Wortd War 11 has produced a large 
mount of non-scholarly literature, which often depends on persona1 recollections and does 
not always divorce itself from the massive victim image of the Japanese. For example, see 



ffen'fuge iri Trmitiion and Ken Adachi's hpanese history, The Enemy Thi Never Wus, 

both part of the government-funded Genention Senes. treat ethnicity as positive and self- 

sustriining, although they are not as unrestnined as Paul Yuzyk and Roy Ito. Because these 

two books were published as part of a series which aimed to present the history and roles 

of Canada's ethnic groups, they are particularly interested in how Ukrainians and Japanese 

contribuied to Cmadian life, illustnted through politics, churches, cultuml institutions. 

economic activity and the like." As a result, the Ukrainian experience, in particular, was 

largely divorced from larger social, economic and environmental circumstances which 

might have tnnsformed ethnic boundaries. While Mic  hael H. Maninchak's 1982 study 

takes a more factual approach and is much more detailed than either The Uh-dt~ium i t 2  

Mmitobu or A flerimpc' in Tt-mition, it also uses the same pac knging, filling Ukrainian- 

Canadian history with achievements and outstanding individuals in such spheres as 

pioneering, religion, secular organizationai life, the press, politics, business, the 

professions, and the arts in an encyclopedic way.12 Marunchak never relates any of this to 

the Canadian social, economic and political context within which it emerged and existed, 

presenting an image of the Ukrainian community in isolation. 

Barry Broadfoot, Years of Sorrow. Ycars of Shame: The History of the Japanese 
Canadiam in Worid Wnr II (Toronto: Doubleday Canada. 1977): Maryka Omatsu, 
Bittersweet Pc~ssagr: Rrdress wirl the Jq-e C d b  Erperience (Toronto: Be tween the 
Lines. 1992); Toyo Tanalia. Nikkei Legacy: The &on, of Japunese C d i m  from 
Settiemnt tu TouQ (Toronto: NC Press Ltd., 1983); and Muriel Kitagawa. This 1s hfy 
Own: Letrers to Wes und Other Wrilings on Japa~se  C b ,  194-1948 (Vancouver: 
Tdonbooks, 1986). A study by four historians, however, reexamines the Japanese- 
Canadian victim image: see Patricis E. Roy, J.L. Gnnatstein, Masako h o ,  and Hiroko 
Takamun, Mutuul ~ o s t ~ g e s :  Canadiam and Japanese during the Second Wurid Wur 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1990). 

' Man01 y R. Lupui, ed., A tieritage in Transition: Essays in the filistory of h i n i a r u  in 
CaMda (Toronto: McCleîland and Stewart, 1-1; and Ken Adachi, The Enenry ïku 
Ncvcr Was: AR Account of the Deplorable Treannent Inficted on Japnese Cadians 
Dcïring Wurid Wm II (Toronto: McClelIand and Stewart, 1976). 

"Michael H .  Maninchak, Ti>e UIC7ainian C d i a m :  A Iiistory, 2d ed. (Wtnnipeg and 
Ottawa: Ul;rainian Academy of Arts and Sciences, 1982). 



Although ethnicity is always important to ethnic historians, and despite the 

prominence of ethnically identifiable prairie litemture. historians and others have tended to 

neglect interaction among people of different ethnic backgrounds in early prairie frontitr 

settlement. In general, studies of prairie settlement tend to deal with each ethnic group in 

isolation, dividing their chapters or organizing their discussion by ethnic (andor religious) 

groups. Gerald Friesen's standard textbook, for exmple, discusses such groups as the 

British, the French, the Ukrainians, the Mennonites, and the Jews al1 in separate 

paragnphs. In another chapter, he argues that the e n  of social and economic coopention 

among al1 types of people was short-lived on the prairies because of the ernergence of 

ethnic and class divisions." Friesen's failure is to assume that ethnicity wouid always 

cause tension, cvhen many kinds of social divisions cm diminish to the extent that prairie 

dwellen crelite other kinds of enduring community beyond ethnic (or religious and class) 

lines through their common experience. The Palmen' Peoples of A k r f a .  also discusses 

the groups in question - Fnnco-Albertans, Scots, Ontanans. Dutch, Icelmden, Estonians, 

Ukninians, Romanians, Poles, Hungarians, Jews, Hutterites, Blach, Japanese, South 

Asians, and Vietnamese - al1 in separate chapten written by different authors." This 

approach maices it impossible to examine inteqroup relations. Obviously, not every group 

established a single ethnic settlernent in Alberta. or simply did not have enough population 

to do so, and settled ûmong other peoples. For these groups, the "othen" were much more 

important than their remote fellow people. 

Just as ethnic groups had various settlement patterns, they experienced pioneering 

in different ways, depending on their cuitud baggage and the natud environment. Great 

events like the two world w a n  dso had different impacts on each group. For exmple, 

Wortd War II did not affect Enemy ALiens, such as the Japanese, and other Canadians in 

13Friesen, CanadmPmin'es, 3 1 1. 

'%mer and Palmer, Peoples of Alberta. 



the same way. SimilmLy, assimilation occuned much faster among western Europeans than 

among east Europems and Asians. Furthemore, there were differences in the nature and 

degree of cohesiveness, which means that each ethnic group has its own subjects to be 

highlighted and should not be treated geeeraily . There is, however, a tendency to pnerdize 

ethnic expenences, artificially ûssi,&ng the definition of "comunity" in advance in rhe 

framework to be adopted, and resulting in a unifom picture. The two Palmer studies on 

Alberta, for example, do not include unique topics for individual ethnic proups, and instead 

evenly apply main themes such as settlement, politics, religion. comrnunity-making, world 

wan, and assimilation to everyone.15 The Palmea' assigned chapten in Peuples of iV&em 

also create such groupings as Ontarians, South Asians, the original peoples, and Blricks, 

whose mernben are cultunlly diverse. This approach obscures what kinds of experience 

led to some ethnic communities k ing  more integnted than others. 

The assiped and conventional themes also tend to present a monolithic picture of 

each ethnic group. There was always a great distance between the d e  which ethnic elites in 

westem cities played and the way in which the rural gnssroots thought and actually lived. 

In genenl, prairie studies have tended tu focus on the former and neglect the latter. For 

example, Oleh W. Genis's chapter in Lubomyr Luciuk and Stella Hryniuk's collection of 

essays on negotiating Ukninian-Canadian identity explains how the Ukrainian Self- 

Reliance League was established, describing the politics of the nationalist intelligentsia, but 

never questions if or how ordinary Ukninian Canadians regded themselves as part of the 

organized Ukrainian community.'" Similarly, Mark G. McGowan's chapter on religion, 

which look at the influence of the Roman Catholic church over the Ukrrtinim Catholics, 

concentrates on tensions between Greek and Latin rites at the elite level, McGowan does 

lSSee ibid.: and Palmer. Land of the Second Chance. 

%en W. Gems, "Consolidating the Community: The Ukrainian Self-Reliance League:' 
in Canada f Ukruinim: Ncgotiating an Identify, ed. Lubomyr Luciuk md Stella Hryniuk 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 199 1). 



not ask whether the prassroots shared the visions and concems of Ukninian relipious 

elites, yet concludes that "divided, the French and English could not prevail over the will of 

the Ukrahian people to survive as a distinctive cornmunity."" The absence of the 

,pssroots can dso be seen in a recent work on Japanese Canadians, Masako Iino's Nikkei 

KmadajinNo Rckishi (A  hirrory of Jupanesc C d . = ) ,  which overviews major themes 

from immigration to the redress movemeni on behalf of Japanese during Wortd War IV8 

Her focus on the attitudes and policies of the Canadian govemment towards the Japanese, 

and the Japnnese elite's response to them, not only creates a monolithic image of the 

Japanese cornmunity, but also ignores how the Japanese leaders mobilized their people, 

and how such events like the Vancouver riots, evacutition, and resettlernent affected the 

pneral japanese population. 

Some ethnic histones do try to create ite balance by discussing both the urban elite 

and the grassroots, including urban labourers and niml settlers. It should be noted, 

however, that even these histones devote more space to the establishmeat of an orguiized 

cornmunity by the elite, and tend to discuss ruml settlers and urbm elites separately. As a 

result, they certainly present r good picture of how the ethnic elite mobilized the grassroots, 

but they do not shed light on the rural response to elite activities. or look at ordinary 

people's attitudes and identity independently. The lack of interaction cm be seen in Orest 

Mûrtynowych's study of early Ukninian settlement, and Mamnchak's monognph. 

Although Maninchak includes r chapier on homesteaders and labouren, he focuses on 

economic issues and living standards, and when he moves to topics such as religion, 

organizations, and education, he does not discuss how the grassroots were involved." His 

approach thus lacich any sense of exchange between the urban elite and the rural gnssroots. 

" ~ a r k  G. McGowan, "'A Portion for the Vanquished': Roman Catholics and the 
ükrainian Catholic Church," in ibid., 237. 
'8 Masako h o ,  Nikkei Kmudujin No Rckishi (Tokyo: University of Tokyo Press. 1997). 



Martynowych takes a more elabrate approach than Mamnchak, with chûpten on rural 

settlen, frontier labourers, and urbrin immigrants. Yet his treatment of al1 these groups in 

idated chapten results in separate pictures of each, in which the concentration is on living 

conditions. The third section of Martynowych's study, "Mobilizing Ukninian 

Immigrants," examines how the Roman Catholic church, Anglo-Canadian Protestants, and 

the Ukninian intelligentsia tried to control the Ukninian grassroots. However, it 

emphasizes the activitiesof elites more than the gnssroots' reaction, describiog the role of 

the clergy. the press, churches and secular institutions." T'herefore, the extent to which 

their ideologies reached and were ûbsorbed by the Ulrrainian people remYns unclear. 

The tendency to generalize about ethnic groups, and to fail to appreciate nuances, is 

also apparent in works on prairie settlement that equate religion and class with ethnicity. 

For example, Benjamine. Srnillie's collection of essays in Visions of fhc New Jenualcnt 

does not distinguish ethnicity €rom religion and tends to apply particular religious 

affiliations to particulrir ethnic groups. treating the Iûtter as eetnnreligious units and as 

though al! memben of the ethnic proup were religiously motivated. Althouph Fnnk 

Peake's chapter attempts to explain Anglican idealism, it focuses on British settlement 

schemes such as the Barr Colony, hardly touching on how Anglican motivation contributed 

to local community building. Peake discusses the Barr Colony essentially only in ethnic 

ternis, arguing that Isaac Barr was searchinp for "the chiince of planting rn exclusively 

British colony on the ernpty prairies."" Steila Hryniuk and Roman Yereniuk's chapter on 

the Ulminiûn experience has more senous flatvs in treating two different churches - the 

Ukninirtn Orthodox and the Ukninian Cathoiic - as one vision and one mission, The 

''Orest Mariynowych, mainians in C d :  The Formutive Years, 1891-1924 
(Edmonton: Canadian Institute of Ukraiaian Studies, 1991), 78-305. 

"Frank Peake, "Angiiicanism on the Prairies: Continuity and Rexibility," in Smillie, 
Virions of the New Jcn~aIent, 63. 



problem is that the authon never question whether these two churches indeed worked as 

motivation for any or dl Ukrainian immigration, only describing the process by which both 

churches became established on the prairies.2' Obviously, ethnic Ukrainians, who were 

religiously diverse, cannot be treated in the same way as ethnoreligious groups like the 

Mernonites and Doukhobors. 

Besides the confusion between ethnicity and religion, class consciousness is often 

tied with ethnicity in the literature on prairie comrnunities. Negiecting class divisions within 

an ethnic group strengthens n cohesive image by ascribing uniforni aspirations. This 

probiem is well illustrated by the literature on Giglish settlen which deals with utopian 

projects. such as Cannington Manor and the Barr Colony, to reconstruct British society on 

the prairies based on aristocracy, pastoral capitalisrn, or democracy. "Gentlemen" or 

"gentlewomen" and "upper-middle class gentry" often seem to dominate to the exclusion of 

other classes, so that British immigrants are often perceived as class specific and 

pnvileged. This popularity of the privileged ciasses as a subject cm be seen in hilark 

Zuehlke's book on British remittance men, Susan Jackel's edited collection of hini-of-the- 

century writing by British emigmt gentlewornen, and Patrick Dunae's study of British 

public school boys on the Canadian frontier? Without works on other types of British 

settlen tc balance this emphasis. the picture created is both monotonous and misleading. 

Although ethnic histories treat ethnicity (and often religion) as prirnary elementr 

which determine "community," rurai historians address a variety of factors - social, 

economic, environmental, ethnic, and religious - in their analyses, and tend to consider 

" SteiIa Hryniuk and Roman Yereaiuk. "Building the New Jerusalem on the Rairies: The 
Ukrainian Experience," in fbid, 137-152. 

"Mark Zuehlke, ScoundreLr. Dremers, and Second Som, British Remitrance Men in the 
Cmiadm WW (Vancouver and Toronto: Whitecap Books Ltd., 1994); see aiso Susan 
Jackel, ed., A FIannei Shirt and Libel :  British Emigrant Gentlewornen in the C '  
West, 1880-1914 (Vancouver. University of British Columbia Press, lm); and Patrick A. 
Dunae, Gentlemen Emigmntrs: From the Britirh Public Schoois to the Canadian Frontkt 
(Vancouver. Douglas and Mclntyre, 198 1). 



ethnicity and religious boundaries as more flexible than do ethnic historinns. They 

emphasize local institutions such as schools and churches, the frontier, and the weather as 

forces bringing people together, and conclude that the bonds formed through cornmon 

social activities and securing economic oecessities Ied to the decline, in the long r u ,  of 

divisions such as class and ethnicity. Rural histones also examine metroplitan influences 

which shaped local comrnunities as part of prairie society. ft is only natuml to take into 

account local and outside pressures which challenged ethnic and religious lines. However, 

when mnl histories incorponte concems from urban centres, they tend to focus only on 

mainstream pressures such as the development of towns, the construction of nilw ays. and 

boosterism, and neglect the roles of distance urban ethnic elites in ctîfecting local runl 

settlen. Rural-urban relations within the ethnic sphere, however, are significant and not 

only in single ethic blocs but also in rnultiethnic settlements where the ideological 

messages from urban centres worked to confirm ethnic boundanes, settling people apart 

from their neighboun of different origins. 

The tendency to examine ethnicity only in the local context creates problems. One 

problem is whether, and to rvhat extent, the ideas of urban ethnic elites reûched locd 

settlements remains unexpiored, becriuse runl residents are divorced from the often nation- 

wide and much wider ethnic communities to which they nlso belong. This tendency c m  be 

seen in two Alberta studies, Jean Bumet's examination of the Hanna area and Paul 

Voisey's history of Vulcan. Bumet discusses ethnic divisions betweeo Geman-Russians 

and those of British and other northem European backgrounds only in their local context, 

arguing thnt ethnic tensions and codlicts nrely surfaced in the Honna arer for four 

reasons. First, cash-crop wheat faming broke down Geman-Russian cohesion because it 

meant that they had to make contact with other b e r s  and businessmen for their fami 

equipment and daily goods. Second, schools furthered their assimilation, because children 

went to schwl and met Eoglish-spe;iking people. Third, World War II acted as n 



psychologicol tuming point for Gemans anxious to distance themselves from their own 

community and not to be identified with the German cause. Finally, the German-Russian 

community was never replenished by new immigrants, and with the passage to a second 

and a third generation, did not practice its traditional lifestyle any Longer? Bumet pays 

littleattention to any connections with other Gerrnan-Russian cornmunities in Canada, and 

although she mentions the Germai cause in relation to World War II, w het her or how their 

ethnic background affected the lives of local Geman-Russians during the war was not 

discussed. In the Vulcan area, Voisey examines the relationship between the British 

population and other northem Europems such as the Scandinavians, the Germans, and the 

Dutch, and concludes that ethnie conflicts nrely surfaced." He points out three reasons for 

the ethnic tolennce. First, most people in the Vulcan area were northem and western 

Europeons. Second, most settlers were brought up in North America and English- 

speaking. Third, they went throuph npid accultuntion. Focused essentially on local 

conditions and changes, Voisey does not consider how larger ethnic andfor religiow 

networks to which the runl settlen belonged might have affected them. Both Bumet and 

Voisey treat ethnicity only as heritage which was brought to Canada and perhaps 

manifested locrlly, but not as something that linked their subjects to communities and gave 

them identities outside the Iocal context.'" 

There are other problems as well, related to how Bumet and Voisey explain the 

emerging local social structure in ternis of class and ethnicity. In the Hanna area, the 

German-Russians created a dominant settlement in the countryside, while the town 

consisted rnainly of English-speaking people. Although the Gennan-Russians grad~ally 

"jean Burnet, N e .  Yem Counrq: A Srud~? of Ihmf Social Organimzanon in Albora 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 195 i ), 42-50. 

"Voisey, Vulcm, 227. 



assimilated into the English-speaking mainstrearn society, Burnet argues, the tensions 

between the rural area and the town, to some degree, stemmed from the ethnic division 

between the German-Russians and the English-speaking populatioa." But because she 

deals with ethnic divisions in an independent chapter she fails to show if or how the 

gradua! assimilation of the Geman-Russians ioto the local Canadianized culture Sected 

relations between town and country and changed the local social structure. Similady, 

Voisey's study does not explore the relationship between class and ethnic divisions, 

discussing ethnic relations, econornic activity, and social structure sepantely. When he 

turns to the issue of politics and social structure, for example, he argues that "neither 

wealth and class nor chmcter and behavior are sufficient indicaton of social acceptance," 

yet notes that hostility towards the Chinese, whom he describes as self-employed 

businessmen, was ~trong.'~ 

Because ethnicity and religion often became divisive forces among ninl settlers 

against unifying factors such as isolation and frontier coopention, it would be appropriate 

to assume that rnultiethnicand multireligious settlernents had at lerist as many, if not more, 

interna1 social divisions than homogeneous ones. However. because rnnny studies choose 

to examine relatively homogeneous settlements and groups of people. the natud 

conclusion is that rural communities mely expenenced ethnic conflicts arnong settlea 

(religious tensions are more obvious). Alex A. Camemn and Leo Thordarson's 1954 

history of prairie developmeat is an early example of this approach. The authoa identify 

three assimilatory forces - problems emerginp frorn the natunl environment, schools which 

offered a common language, and the two world wars which united al1 people behind a 

'' See also Robert S. Irwin, 'The Emergence of Regional Identity: The Peace River 
Country, 1910.46," (Ph.D. diss.. University of Alberta, 1993, which discusses how 
European immigrants' identity was incorporated into the local identity. 

"E3umc t, Nexi Yew Cc~tln~ry, 88. 
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cornmon cause - but they fail to see tensions in these forces as ~e11. '~ Obviousiy, both 

world wan increased hostility towards Enemy Aliens and suspect ethnic groups, while the 

school also created lines between English-spealring and other children. Eliane Silverman, in 

her collection of reminiscences by prairie women, also argues that ethnicity and religion 

were noi crucial to people on the frontier and that their desire for mutual coopention and 

common experience united them.'' Few of her informants, however, were ethnic or non- 

mainstream women. In his history of the Vulcan area, Paul Voisey presents a iheory of 

community development which pned izes  d l  local communities on the prairies. He argues 

that al1 prairie settlements went through similar experiences on the grounds that each cvas 

shaped by the impact and interplay of heritage, metropolis, frontier, and environment in 

creating cornmunity - al1 of w hich are di fficul t to measure? ' It is, however, problematic to 

crente c i  mode1 of community formation from a relatively hornogeneous place like the 

Vulcan area, settled rnainly by mainstream people such as the British, Americans, and 

Ontarians, amonp w hom, Voisey suggests, neither eihnic, class division, nor town-country 

conflicts surfaced in any senous way. The situation in more cultunlly diverse settlements, 

whose local secular orgmizations and churches with outside links and parent bodies often 

segregated people dong ethnic lines. was different. In addition, although the frontier, 

metropolitan influences, and the natunl envimnment played an important role in changing 

immigrants' lifestyles and cultures, the reaction of settlen to these forces was coloured by 

their ethnic andor religious backgrounds. Also, for non-British immigrants, the 

rnetropolitm influences that affected them came as much from their respective homelands as 

eastern Canada or Great Britain. 

"Alex A. Cameron and Leo Thordanon, Praire Progress (Toronto: J.M. Dent and Sons 
Ltd., 1954), LWLOS. 

'O Eliane Leslau Silverman, The Lart Bcst West: Wumen on the Albcna Frontier, 1880- 
1930 (Montreal: Eden Ress, lm), 161. 



Among prairie histories, C.A. Dawson and Eva R. Younge's 1940 study, 

Pioncering in rhe Prairie Provinces: The Social Sidc. of Thc Settlemnt Process, is a good 

example of looking at how the prairie experience vaned among different ethnic andor 

religious groups. Written during the ssimilationist period, the study carefully examines 

how each ethnic and/or religious group assimilated and how provincial govemments 

orgmized schools and other services to meet its needs and demands, The authors show that 

both the assimilation process and reactions to mainstream institutions varied from group to 

group. For example, while the Gerrnan Catholics and Ukrainians were positive towards 

public education, the Mennonites and Doukhobors strongly resisted secular schools." 

In addition to ethnic rindar religious diversity, individual settlements had their own 

environmental and social settings. Uniqueness of settlement experience, a sense of 

neighbourhood, and people's personal perspectives are perhaps best retlected in local 

history books, cornpiled by former settlers or their descendants who lived in the area. 

Although local histories rire dominated by the groups which constituted the miijority of the 

population, they tend to include tilmost everyone. For example, Audrey Hrynchuk and Jean 

Klufas's book on the Redwiiter district in east-centml Alberta includes not only the majority 

Ukrainians, but ais0 a few Polish. French, and Japmese families as pioneers.-'-' Similady, 

Martin L. Kovacs's account of the Hungarian comrnunity in the Kiplinj and Bekever 

district of Saskatchewan notes that although Hunprtrians were the lugest group they did not 

form an exclusive community, describing non-Hunguians joining social activities such as 

picnics and  sport^.'^ 

~ 

3'C.A. Dawson and Eva R. Y ounge, Pioneering in rhe Prairie Provinces: The Social Side 
of the Sertlement Process (Toronto: MacmilIan Company of Canada Limited. 1930). 170- 
171. 

'-'Audrey Hrynchuk and Jean KluCas, e h . ,  Memciries: Rdwuter cmcl Dir~ric~ (Calgary: 
D.W. Friesen and Sons Ltd., 1972). 

MMartin L. Kovacs, Peace and Stnfe: Sume Facts of the Eiistory of An fit-@ M e  
Conrnzrrnity (Kipling: Kipling District Historical Society, 1980). 



Local histories, however, have their weaknesses. Fint, they tend to concentnte on 

conventional themes such as pioneering, recreational activities, schools, churches. 

organizations, health care, and peaonal recollections, and they tend to concentrate on facts. 

As a result, these books constitute a good source of isolated pieces of information but say 

Little about comrnunity building and the formation of local identity. Furthemore, local 

histones tend to neglect ethnic, religious, class, town-country divisions. This is partly 

because they are intended to be celebntory. partly because their authon are claiming for 

"theii' past, and partly because their mernories are filled with nostalgia - al1 of which makes 

shared experiences and emotions more important than conflicts. The sense of community 

is, to some degree, a creation of the present tirne. For enample, Pride in Progr<iss celebrates 

the achievements and cooperative spirit of the fint pioneer settlea in the Chipman, St. 

Michael, and Star districts of Al berta over more than eig ht hundred pages but hostilities and 

conflicts never appear. '' The final problem with local histories concems the way in which 

peaonal recollections and individual stories are written. Although valuable as sources of 

information on individual families, they are not only presented in isolation from each other, 

3s though people never interacted, but also divorced from the other chapten whic h discuss 

the organization of community institutions and the developrnent of social networks.'" 

The literature on prairie settlement and ethnic history undentands "community" in 

rnmy ways. While few studies examine the interplay among ethnicity, religion, and 

economic and social factors in creating community, many focus on one or another of these 

forces. The litenture usunlly also overlooks the fact that one can be simultaneously a 

3 5 ~ i d e  in Progress: Chipman-St.Michael-Edna/Star and Divncs (Chiprnan: Alberta Rose 
Historicai Society, 1982). 

'' See, for example, Hrynchuk and EUufas, klcmories; A m  Saville, ed.. Ravenscng 
History Book Cornmittee, Benvecn and Bqond the Benches: Ravemc~ug (Regina: 
Ravenscrag History Book Cornmittee, 1981); and Nancy Mattson Schelstraete, ed., Life in 
the New f i l a d  Woods: A Histop of New Finland (Rocanville: New filand flirtoncal 
md flerirage Socirp, 1982). 



member of sevenl communities. In this sense, settlen on the Canadian prairies could easily 

betong to both local and nation-wide ethnic andor religious communities. An exmination 

of multiethnic settlements, in particular, must take into account the interaction among a 

variety of overlûpping and competing communities to which local residents belonged. 



Chapter 2 
Evolution of Ukninian- and Japanese- 

Canadian Settlement and the Rise of OpaVMaybridge 

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the Canadian govemment saw 

western expansion as crucial for Canada's growth as a nation. The physical development of 

the West crystdillized in conjunction with the Conservatives' plan to cope with the 

depression that sstarted in the mid- 187ûs. The completion of the Canadian Pacific Railway 

from the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean in L885, facilitating the mass movement to the West 

by both migrants from central and eastern Canada and immigrants from oveneas or the 

United States, was accompanied by a series of land policies. In addition to special 

"reserves" that brought specikïc groups, the homestead act providing for one hundred sixty 

acres of "free lans' attncted many potential famers to the prairie provinces, including 

some 170,000 Ukninian peasants. Canada's Ukninian population was augmented by 

interwar immigrants, 68,000 individuds in total, most of whom arrived under the Railwiiys 

Agreement between 1925 and 1930.' Mass immigration dtamatically changed the ethnic 

composition of the prairie provinces by 19'3 1; only about fifty per cent of the population 

was British in origin and sorne twenty per cent east Europem, which in later yean offered 

Uhinians and others a sense of importance as nation builden aiongide the ~ritish.' 

Asians settled mainly in British Columbia, and increvingly had to contend with the 

'For the first immigration, see, for example, John C. Lehr, "Peoplinp the Prairies with 
bin ians ,"  in C a d  's Ukrainim: Negotiating an Iiientity. ed. Lubomyr Luciuk and 
Stella Hryniuk (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1991). 30-51; David J. Hall, 
"Clifford S ifton: Immigration and Settlement Policy . 18%- 1905. in The Sertlemnt of the 
West, ed. Howard Palmer (Calgary: University of Caigary Press, 1977). 60-85; and O ~ s t  
Martynow ych, Ukrainim in CaMJc: The Formative Yenrs, 1891 -1924 (Edmonton: 
Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies Press, 1991), 3-70. For the second immigration, 
see, for example, Myron Gulka-Tiechko, "Ukninian Immigration to Canada under the 
Railways Agreement, 1925-30," Journalof (Ikranian Stiîdies 16, nos. 1-2 (1991): 29-60; 
and Bnan Osborne, "'Non-Referred' People: Interwar UUkrainian Immigration to Canada," 
in Luciuk and Hryniuli, Canada i Ukrcfiiniuns, 81- 102. 

Darcovich and Paul Yuzyk, eds., A Sraiisticcl Compendium on the Llkrainiaru in 
Cmdu,  189 1 -1976 (Ottawa: University of Ottawa Press, 19ûû), Senes 20.1 - 1 1. 



Canadian government's efforts to restrict their entry by irnposing a head tax on Chinese and 

quotas on lapanese immigrants. The Gentleman's Agreement between Japan and Canada in 

1908 helped keep the Japanese population under some three per cent in the province, where 

those of British origin sûll constituted seventy per cent of residents in 193 131.' Japanese 

immigration peaked between 1905 and 1908, when approximately 1 1,500 individuals 

arrived and engaged prirnanly in faming, mining, and fishinj; although movement 

thereafter was restricted by the quota system, another 12,000 individuals came in the 1920s 

and 1930s: 

One of the major factors which brought Ukrainians on a larger scale than Japanese 

was the difference in attitude on the part of Canada towards thern. although no single factor 

detemiined the nature of emigmtion. Japanese attitudes towards emigntion, in  intellectd 

circles at least, were pnenlly positive, while the Austro-Hunganlin govemment, under 

which Ukrainians lived, and the U h i n i m  inielligentsiaoften ww emigration as a loss? 

Yet Ukninians were encounged to corne to Canada by Clifford Sifton, Minister of the 

Interior from 18% to 1905, who wanted to populate the Canadian West with agncultunsts 

and signed an agreement with the North Atlantic Trading Company (NATC), but the 

Canadian govemment had no official policies to attmct Japanese immigrants and even 

restricted them. Despite these differences, severe poverty in their respective homelands and 

the remiting activities of ûgeenccies were the common primary motivations for Ulrniniuis 

and Japanese to emigrate. An emigration boom occurred in both countries, fueled by 

- - 

Ibid., Senes 20.24-27. 

' Masako h o ,  Nikkei Kunudajin No Rrkirhi (Tokyo: University of Tokyo Press, 1993, 
6. 

' Martynowych. Ukrainianr in CancIclcl, 65. Following the Meiji Restoration in 1868, 
Japanese intellectuals, particufarly the aationdists, who regarded emigration not only as a 
solution for population increase but also as Japanese expansion, published a number of 
articles in jomals such as Kokuntinnotomo, Nihonjin, and Taiyo, which remrnmended 
ernigration; see dso Wvicia E. ROY, J.L. Gmatstein, Masairo h o ,  and Hiroko 



population increase, runl natunl disristers. lûck of fann lands, and few opportunities for 

wage [labour in the late nineteenth century. The movement was encounged further by a 

number of activities by both Ukrainian and Japanese ûpncies. Besides the activities of the 

NATC to recruit potential settlers in eastem Europe, Osyp Oleskiv, a rnernber of the 

Galician Ukrainian intelligentsiaand professor of agriculture, visited Canada and published 

two recruiting pamphlets, Pro vilni :endi (About f i e  lmd) and O cniigratsii (About 

emigrdon) in 1895, and did much to facilitate Ukrainians' m a s  movement to Canada." In 

the case of the Japanese, imingairha (imrniamtion agencies) plriyed an important role in 

every stage of ernigration - recruiting ernignnts, taking passports, and securing jobs 

abroad.' 

How each immigrant group created its own ethnic "community" in Canada, as well 

as that cornmunity's size and cohesiveness. depended initially on the nature of the 

emigntion process and settlement patterns. Memben of both Ukrainian and Japanese 

groups tended to corne from the same areas in their homelmd and settle together, which not 

only helped to secure immigrants' lives in the nzw land but also promoted ethnic identity 

through shared laquage. culture. and value systems. The great majonty of both Uhinian 

and Japanese immigrants were famien from smdl villages. Ukrainians onginated mostiy 

from the provinces of Galicia and Bukovyna, then part of the Austro-Hungarian empire, 

while the Japanese heralded from Shiga, Wakayama, Hiroshima, Kumamoto, Fukuoka, 

and Kagoshima prefectures in western Japan. Close networks based on kinship and 

neighbourhood often led to chah migration which brought many individuals from the same 

villages, as with Nebyliv in Galicia and Mio in Wakayama. The decision tu live mong 

Takamura, MUnral Hostages: Canadians and Japanese d~ring rhe Second World Wm 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 199û), 25. 

For further detds, see Jaroslav Petryshyn, "Sifton's immigration Policy:' in Luciuk and 
H@uk Cm& 's Ukrdnim, 17-29. 



people of their own kind produced areas of Ukninian and Japanese concentration in 

Canada. The first wnve of Ukninian immigrants, aniving between 1891 and 1914, 

established a series of bloc settlements in the aspen parlrland belt of the three prairie 

 province^.^ The first and largest bloc centred around the Edna-Star district in east-centnl 

Alberta; othen formed at Stuartbum, Whiternouth, Interlake, Shoal Lake, and Dauphin in 

Manitoba, and at Yorkton, Battleford, Prince Albert, and Fish Creek in Saskatchewan. 

Approximately ninety percent of al1 Ulrrainians in Canada lived in the three prairie 

provinces in 1921. Japanese, on the other hand, were concentnted in Btitish Columbia. 

which possessed ninety-seven per cent of the entire Japanese population in Canada in 

192 1 .' Mostly seasonal sojoumen in the late nineteenth century, Japanese immigrants 

began to settle permanently with the beginning of the twentieth century. Dunng the early 

19ûûs, substantial rirban Japanese colonies appeared in the city of Vancouver and in the 

fishing village of Steveston dong the Fnser River, but the majority of immigrants settled 

on f am land in the Fraser and Okminagan valleys. The main local centres with sipifkant 

numben of Japanese were located in the lower Fnser valley: Meadows, Port Hammond, 

Port Haney, Whonnoc k, Albion, and Ruskin on the north side of the river; and Cloverdûle, 

Langley Prairie, Surrey, Port Kelis, Aldegrove, Coghlan, and Mount Lehman on the 

south side. The Japanese in the Okanagan valley mainly settled in Kelowna, Vernon, 

Okanagan Centre, and West S~mmerland.'~ 

While the Uboians and .lapanese voluntarily created their own clustea in whicb 

they could share their culture, language, end custorns, prejudice and discrimination on the 

'See, for example, Takeo Moriyama, Imingaisha: fapanese Emigmrion Companies and 
Hawaii, 1893-1 908 (Honolulu: University of Hawaii hess, 1985). 
8 Lehr, "Peopling the Raines with Ukniniaos," 30-51. 
' Darcovich and Y uzyk, A Statisticuf Compendium, Series 20.60. 

'ocharles H. Young and Helen R.Y. Reid, The Japanese Cmdiians (Toronto: University 
of Toronto Press, 1938),55-56. 



part of the host society also helped to segregate both groups physically from the rest of 

Canadian society and to encourage their cohesiveness. During this period, Canadian nation 

builders outside French Quebec stronply believed in the supremrtcy of British traditions and 

ideals in dl spheres and of the Anglo-Sa..on over iadividuals from other national and taciai 

backgrounds. Thus, for cultural reasons, politicians saw the British as the most preferred 

immigrants, despi te, from the perspective of prairie settlement, frequent lac k of experience 

in agriculture. Mem ben of other groups, particularl y non-western Europeans and non- 

whites, whose assimilation to Anglo-Canadian standards, values, and ways, was 

considered problernatic or impossible, had to reconcile themselves to second-class status. 

Although the Ukninians and .lapanese were cultunlly and ncially quite different, they 

expenenced somew hat simi lar fates as non-preferred peoples near the bottom of the social 

hienrchy. Their low status, inability to speak English, and unfarniliuity with British- 

Canadian customs al1 contn buted to tuming them inward, creoting exclusive Ukrainian and 

Japanese communities. 

Yet major differences between the Japanese and Uhinians, which isolnted the 

former both legally and physically from the host society, must be noted. While the 

Crtnadian pvernrnent acknowledged the economic value of Ukrainians as prairie farmers, 

and thus encouraged them to corne, it never showed any positive attitudes towards 

Japanese immigrants, restncting their numben and franchise. Particulariy in British 

Columbia, which received the great majority of so-called Orientais, politicians and ordiaary 

citizens dike regarded the increasing number of Japûnese as a serious problem. Some 

reasons for the difference in treatment between the Ukrainians and the Japanese can be 

identified. First, while Ukninians were considered eventually assimilable as white ethnics, 

the Japanese were not, mainiy because intermamage between white and coloured races was 



unthidcable," In addition to skin colour, stereotypes and the physical characteristics of 

Asians expressed by phrases such as "thick and stolid face" and "narrow little pig eyes"" 

created the belief that Asians were an inferior race. Second, the hct  that the Japiinese were 

concentratedaround Vancouver, with their homeland within reach across the Pacific Ocean. 

raised fears of a "penl of yellow dominance" among British Columbian whites. Unlike the 

stateless Ukrainians, the Japanese were an established imperial power as a result of victory 

over Russia in 1905, the annexation of Korea in 1910, and later the occupation of 

Manchuria in 193l.I3 Finally, while most Ukrainians farmed on the prairies, many 

Japanese obtainedjobs in urban centres at lower sainries than white Canadians, or opemted 

small businesses in Vancouver, both of which led to complaints that they "jeopardized the 

economic interests of white British Columbians."'" Although the majority of Japanese were 

engaged in fishing or fanning, "IittleTokyo" adjacent to Chinatown in Vancouver made the 

Japanese presence as Inbourers more visible. 

The establishment of identifiable Ukrainian and Japanese colonies in the western 

provinces was only the first step in the development of ethnic communities. The founding 

of tocal distinctive ethnic institutions, which helped new immigrants pnctically and socially 

in the new country, accelented the growth of ethnic identity and a sense of community 

outside mainstrem structures. By the end of the 1 9 2 0 ~ ~  a multitude of Japanese and 

Ukrainian religious and secular institutions, which followed their homeland patterns, 

" W .  Peter Ward, White Canada Forever: Poplîlnr Attitudes and Public Policy Toward 
Orirnrds in Brirish Columbiu (Montreal: McGill-Qiieen's University Press. N B ) ,  102. 
" Hildii Glynn-Ward, The Writing On The Wall (1921; reprint, with an introduction by 
Patricia E. Roy, Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1W4), 23 (page citations are to the 
reprint edition). For the stereotypes of Asians previuling in the early 1900s, see also Agnes 
C. Laut, TItc Canadian Conunonwealth (Chautauqua: Bobbs-Memll Company, 1913, 
127-137; and James S. Woodsworth, Saangers Within Our Gatcs or Coming Canadiais 
(1909; reprint with an introduction by Marilyn Barber, Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press, 1972), 141- 156. 

'-'ward, White Canada Former, 1100. 



emerged at the local level. Ukrainians established nurochi rlonzy (community halls) for the 

preservation of Uhinian culture, which had developed as ch-ymlni (reading clubs) in 

Galicin and Bukovyna. whiie the Japanese established kenjidui (countrymen's clubs), 

which promoted co-operation among fellow immigrants from the same region. The first 

U h i n i m  reading club was organized in Winnipeg in 1899, and over the fint three decades 

of the twentieth century many othen appeared in both prairie cities and the rurd Ukrainian 

blocs.'' The Japanese kenjnkui existed mainly in Vancouver; the first to be formed was the 

Hiroshima kenjinkai in 1902. followed by the Shiga kenjinka~i in 1905.1'%lost of their 

activities were confined to British Columbia. 

Despite similar roles as the first fomal non-religious institutions to dmw their 

respective peoples together, the different functions of Japanese kenjiinliai and the Ukrainian 

r~arodni domy made kcnjinkai more unified than mzrodni do>-. The difference resulted 

mûinly frorn the way in which these institutions evolved in Canada and the nature of their 

respective immigrant sources. While narothi donzy developed as institutions to nurture 

Ukrainian national consciousness, kmjinkai were organized more natunlly for mutual 

assistance. especidly in econornic life, based on alrecidy established Japanese regional 

identi ties. Another siriking di fference concemed the triqet audiences. W hile mroclni cloniy 

tended to be meeting places open to dl members of the group to be educated or enlightened 

around national goals, the kenjinkai, in contnst, functioned somewhat like Eamily units, 

which connected people from the same prefectures in Japan.l7 This characteristic of the 

kenjinkai wrs perhaps rooted in old Japanese regional ties established by the feudal system 

within the han (clan) before the modemization of Japan under Meiji Emperor in 1868. 

"See, for exampIe, Andrij Makuch, "Narodni Domy in East Centrai Alberta," in 
Cmtinuity and Change: The Cultural Lif of Alberta's First Ukraininnr. ed. Manoly R.  
Lupul (Edmonton: Canadian lnstitute of Ukrainian Studies Press, 1988), 202-2 10. 

%no, Nikkei KUIUUI;LIjinNo Reklshi, 15. 



While the ken replaced the h m  in LW1 as an official district pverned by a state authority, 

it was still supported by strong fellowship in the region. Therefore. kcnjinkni had more 

cohesiveness than Ulininian halls, which drew their participants from not only diffirent 

villages but also different districts and provinces in Austria-Hungary. 

While the early establishment of eihnic societies at the local level depended on the 

initiative of individuds who were often but not always more highly educated or 

economicdly better off than other immigrants, the concept of creating a pan-Ukrainian or a 

pan-Japanese identity and cornmunity ernerged from a nsing middle-class of often younger 

people. Ambitious and activist individtials, who received their education in the homeland or 

in Canada, and became more upwardly mobile than other immignnts. acquired irûluential 

occupations such ûs newspaper editors, businessmen, and teachen. They also created their 

own ethnic bases in Canada, particulady in Winnipeg (Ukrainians) and Vancouver 

(Japanese). Because they were familiar w ith the political situation in both Canada and the 

homeland and were somewhat cordortable in Canadian society, this crystallizing elite had 

stritus and was able to rnould immignnts, including teaching their people "propei' 

behaviour in the new land. Some major differences between the Japanese and Ukninians in 

the formation of an elite, and the subsequent development of orgcinized activities, however, 

cm be seen in their relations with Canada and their respective homelands. 

Rrst, different homeland situations created a gap between the two groups regdiop 

the role that the ethnie elite played. Because of Ukrainians' statelessness in Europe, the 

emegence of a Uhinian elite in Canada reflected conflicting visions of identity and 

national awakening, but the evolution of a Japanese elite was not ûlwqs tied to national 

consciousness as bpan had dready become a world player. During the pre-World War 1 

17 For details of kenjinkai, see linjiro Nakayama, Nikkeiimin Shiposhu. vol. 10, 2 b e i  
NihonjNtshi (1922; reprint, Tokyo: Nihon Tosho Senta, 1%), 1607- 1633. 
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period, Uhiniau activists were divided into nationalists and s~cial ists .~~ Only the worker- 

oriented socirilist rnovement, which stnrted around 1907, existed as a national network, 

while nationalist activities focused around the Ruthenian Training School for bilingud 

teachen estiblished by the Manitoba pvernment, the Uhinian National Home in 

Winnipeg, and the aewspaper, Ukruimhy! holos (Ukrainian voicc) launched in 1910 by the 

bilingual teachers. Their prirnary goals were economic independence and cultural retention 

by Ukrainians in Canada. The Japanese, on the other hand, arrived in Canada as rnernben 

of an established national community . The Japanese immigrant intelligentsia, more or le ss. 

had a clear and consensud vision of Japanese identity and were not ideologically divided 

over homeland issues. Therefore, they were able to focus on the cultunl and economic 

well-king of Japanese immigrants in Canada without distractions, and becnme, in effect, 

their protecton. They launched their activities around cultunl institutions such as the 

nihonjinkai (Canadian Japanese Association) in Vancouver ( 1897) w hich began to publish 

Tairiku Nippo (Coniinentd duil') in 1907. In addition. f m e r  and fisher coopentives dl 

over British Columbia, such as the Fraser River Jiipanese Fishermen's Co-opentive 

(1900), which spoke out agninst the restriction of Japanese fishing licenses imposed in 

1898, worked for more specific occupational goals." Two nihonjinkcti also opened in 

Calgary in 1909 and Raymond in 1914 in Al berta. Although their activities met with limiteci 

success, they represented an organized movement to unite the Japanese and to fght agak t  

escalating anti-Japanese sentiment before the Great War. 

The second differeoce between the Japanese and Illirainian elites concems their 

relationship with Canadian politics, which affected their recognition and role as the 

" For a detailed discussion of mobilizing the Ukrainian grassroots, see Martynowych, 
Ukrainianr in C e  155-308; and Frances Swyripa, Wenned to the Cause: Llkrainian- 
Ccuiadan Wor~zen M3 Erhnic idetui~?, l 8 W l W  1 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
1993). 143-182. 
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representatives of their respective ethnic groups. Ukrainian leaders dunng the tarly 1900s. 

for example, were indirectly coonected to rnainstream politics through the Libenl and 

Conservative parties, which required intermediaries between mnl  immigrants and 

thernselves, partïculariy for vote-catching. The role of "Party agents" often rneshed with the 

self-interest of individuds who sought plitical vehicles durinp the early stages of 

Ukrainian life in Canada, and gave them a fint step in Canadian political Me." Althou$ 

the bpanese immigrant intelligentsia hnd no conneetion with Canadian political parties 

without the franchise, it was tied to the Canadian government through the Consulate of 

bpan, fint opened in Vancouver in 1889, followed by Montreal in 1902, and its membes 

were often regarded as Japanese deteptes under Japan's authority." Because the p n m q  

goal of the consuls was to keep good trade relations between Japan and Canada, they urged 

the Japanese intelligentsia to improve the image of the Japanese community in Canada. As 

intermediators between the consuls (w ho rvere not alway s trniliar with the gened living 

conditions of the Japanese)" and the grassroots, some active individuals gained a certain 

fame. Diplornatic relations between lapan and the British empire sometirnes strengthened 

the status of the Japmese elite as international allies. An obvious example was the Anglo- 

Japanese Allianceof 1902, a milimry agreement between Jripan and Britain against Russian 

expansion. 

The 1920s and 1930s s3w a dnmatic increase in both Uhinian and Japanese 

oqanizations at the national or provincial level, under the impetus of ethnic leaders 

increasingly acting as the self-appointed representatives of their peuples. The emergence of 

" For a detailed discussion, see Martynowych, llrbainian~ in Canada, 155- 181. 

" The British Columbia government disenfranchised the hpanese, both naturalized and 
Canadian bom, in 1895. In 1902, the Japanese were denied the vote in every election in 
British Columbia: federal, provincial, municipal, schwl board; World War 1 veterans 
gained the vote in 1931. Yoko Urata N;ikahara, '.Ethnie Identity Arnong Japanese 
Canadians In Edmonton: The Case of Pre-Wodd War II Immi,pnts And Thek 
Descendants" (Ph.D. diss., University of Alberta, 199 11, 1 1. 



these larger organizations beyond the local scene is cnicid on t~vu grounds. Fint, it 

symbolized the psychological crystallirntion and politiciwtion of ethnic cornmunities as 

Canadian andfor international p henomena w ith definite causes and specific prognms. 

Second, it reflected sharpening interna1 divisions within each of the U kninian and Japrinese 

groups, as ideological factions propagandized and expanded their activities to win converts. 

The major ideological division among the Ukrainians - between nationalists and 

communists - solidified in the 1920s. after the collqse of the Ukrainian National Republic 

and the estabiishment of the Soviet Union. The pro-communist Ukrainians worked to 

protect immi=ints' working conditions, fought against the exploitation of labouren in 

Canada, and supported the Soviet Union; they established the first nation-wide Ukninian 

oqanization. the Ukninian Labour-Farmer Temple Association in 19 18. The nationalists, 

on the other hand, were dediccited to Ukrainian independence in Europe and the retention of 

their Uhinian consciousness and culture in Canada. although internai divisions produced 

three rival organimtions: the Uhinian Self-Reliance League (1927), formed by old 

immigrants and backea of the new Ukninian Greek Oahodox Church of Canada (1918); 

and the rnonlirchist United Hetman Organivtion (192.1) and repubtican right-wing 

Ukrainian National Federation ( 1932). both emerging from intewar émigré circles."' Both 

pro-comrnunists and nationalists launched various kinds of educational and cultuml 

activities to attract the gassroots? attention, absorbing many local nurodni doniy through 

which people received their political messages. For example, the ULFTA was particulady 

" iino, Nikkei Km&jinNo Rekishi. 13. 

'-' See, for example, Ol'ha Woycenko, "Community Oqanizatioos,'' in A IIeritnge in 
Transition: Essays in the History O/ Ukrainianr in C d ,  ed. Mimoly R. Lupul (Toronto: 
McClelland and Stewart, 1982}, 173-194; Michael H. Manrnchak, Tkc Ubuinian 
Chzadians:A History, 2d ed. (Winnipeg and Ottawa- Uhinian Academy of Arts and 
Sciences, 1982), 395-410; Oleh Gerus, "Consolidating the Community: The Ukninian 
Self- Reliance L a  pue,'' in Luciuk and Hryniu k, Cmudu i Llkrainianr, 157- 186; and Orest 
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of fhe Rire and DecIine of Llkrainian Comnzunism in Canada, ed. and trans. John Kolask y 
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intluential in the bloc settlement in Alberta, which had many more ULFTA halls than the 

other prairie provinces by i9NI.'" 

Unlike the Ukninians, whose conflicting attitudes towards the homeland created 

ideofogical divisions, the primary division among the Japanese occurred in the 19'30s 

between the issei (fiat pneration) and the nirci (second generation), as the number of 

Canadian bom increased. While nation-wide Japanese oqanizations did not appear until the 

post-World War II period, some provincial organizations were established (by both issei 

and n k i )  which regarded themselves as the voice of "al1 bpanese" and reflected the 

group's heavy concentration in British Columbia. Both issci and nisei were mainly 

concerned w ith ncial prejudice agûinst the Japanese in Canada. Their approach to Japan, 

however, was quite different. The isxi respected their homeland, remained loyal to the 

Japanese emperor, and tned to maintain their own cultural values, intmducing prognms 

such as bilingual education for the Japanese around a reoqanized Canadian Japanese 

Association in the 1930s. The nisci, whose homeland was nowhere but Canada, yet who 

were excluded from Canadian society because of their ncial background, focused on 

demonstnting their loyalty to Canada, lobbying for the franchise, and promoting good 

relations between Japanese and other canadians? British Colurnbian whites, for their 

put, became increvingly cautious of the nisci, who started to insist on Japanese political 

rights in Canada. The nisei were in fact more militant than the hi, launching their own 

activities to fight ûgainst discrimination in Canada and to detach themselves from Ppanese 

'" On the expansion of the ULFïA halls, see, for example, Ukrainian Pioneers' 
Association of Alberta, LrXmininns in Alberta (Edmonton: M a n  Pioneen' Association 
of Alberta, 1975), 149-180; and Robitnycho-fmerske vydavnyche tovmystvo, Almmukh 
TURFDNn. 19 18-1929 (Winnipeg: Robitnycho-farmenke vydavnyche tovarystvo. 1930). 
9 Z -Young and Reid, Japanese Canadiculs, 1 10. 



traditions. They established the Japanese Canadian Citizens' League in 1936 and their own 

organ, the New Cmadim. in1939.'~ 

While ethnic communities developed with the leadership of secular ethnic elites and 

organizations, religion ûlso influenced the identity of the Ukrainirins and Japanese. As 

minority immigrant groups, both initidly coafronted the absence of their own faiths and 

religious institutions in Canada. Also, Protestant missions tied to an Anglo-Cmadian sense 

of supenority sought to proselytize and to enlighten non-British immigrants, while Roman 

Catholicism tied to French consciousness tried to win converts to ensure French cultural 

survival. particularly in the West? Religious activities stimulated by mainstream politicai 

concems often prevented or hindered the development of Ukrainian and Japanese religious 

f ' t h s  and institutions. For example, while most Ukninians were Greek Catholic or 

Orthodox, the establishment of an independent Greek Catholic Church under an Eastern- 

rite bishop was hindered by the French Latin-rite Catholic archbishop, Adélard Langevin, 

until 19 12. Similarly, the construction of Japcinese Buddhist or Shinto institutions, which 

provided Asirins a strong base in British Columbia, appeared to be offensive to white 

Canadians: the fint Buddhist temple was not officially recognited until 1907.'8 

Protestantism and Roman Catholicism succeeded, to some extent, in expanding their faiths 

'%en Adachi, Ihr E n e y  7 ' h  N w  W u  (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1976), 
166. 
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among Uhiniûns and Japanese, even if for pnctical rather than spiritual reasons, filling a 

religious vacuum dunng the early yenrs. 

The desire to maintain their own religious faiths, however. was strong among the 

Ukrainians and Japanese, who established independent religious institutions at both elite 

and gassroots levels. The emergence of independent churches or temples suggests that the 

Ukrainians and Japanese saw organized religion as important not only spiritudly but also 

politicnlly and pnctically. Indeed, both groups became dissatisfied with religions contmlled 

by foreign groups and favoured their familiar rituai and retention of their culture instead. 

The Uhinian nationalist intelligentsia. for example, opposed the Latinization of Gree k 

Catholicism, the appointment of foreign priests, and the incorporation of church property 

with the Latin-rite bishop. At the gnssroots level, Roman Caiholic pnests did not always 

meet Ukrainian secular cultural and educational needs such as supporting reading clubs and 

dnmn circles.'~uch situations tumed some Greek Catholics to Russian Orthodoxy. 

whose missionanes were familiorwith the Ukrainim lmpage and culture and followed the 

Eastern-rite. Those mernben of the Uhinian nationalist intelligentsia who established the 

independent Ukninim Greek Orthodox Church often tied religion to their secular 

nntionalistic agenda and the retention of Ukninian identity, and they cciticized the policies 

of the Greek Catholic bishop, Nykyta Budkn, who wos part of a centdized church 

hienrchy. During the 1920s and 1930s both Greek Catholic and Ukrainian Greek 

Orthodox chumhes defended, reinf'orced, and promoted Ukrainian ethnoreligious 

consciousness. In 193 1,58.0 percent of dl Ukninians identified with the Greek Catholic 

faith, while 24.6 per cent reported themselves as Ukrainian Greek Orthodox.)* The 

Japanese issei, in contrast, saw the loss of traditional Japanese religion and attendant 

culturai values arnong the nisei as problematic. They also felt that Christianity did not 

'YMartynowych, Likrainianr NI C d a ,  1236, 1 97. 

"'Paul Yuyk, "Religious Life," in Lupui, A Hericage Ni Transition, 166. 



satisfy the Japanese ethical code, which ûdmitted Japanese superiority to other races and 

emphasized "obedience to the Emperor, the teacher. and the parents."" The desire to keep 

Buddhism and their beliefs led to the establishment of the fint temple in the city of 

Vancouver in 1905 under Sasaki Senju, a temporary pnest from Japan. The larpst temple, 

the Hompa Canada Buddhist Temple, was built in 1910 also in Vancouver. The 

development of Buddhist institutions largety relied on the donations and activities of 

hpanese associations, such as the Buddhist Women's Orgnization (1913) and the 

Buddhist Y outh Association (19 15), which were eager to maintain Japanese culture and 

religious ntuals. By the 1930s the Buddhist temple had five missions and six branches 

served by Japanese pnests, and twenty-eight associations organized by secular priests? 

Although both Ukninians and Japanese regardeci religion as an important part of 

their ethnic identity, 3 major difference between them can be identified. The Lpanese 

produced more proselytes thnn the Ukrainians. In 1939, when about eighty pet cent of 

Ukninians still identified with their traditional hiths, Greek Catholicism or Orthodoxy, 

approximately one-third of dl Japanese in Canada reported themseives as ~hristians? In 

addition, despite the fact that Buddhism was strongly tied to kpanese identity , Buddhism 

itself was to some degree Canadianized and Christianized, as seen in pnctices like Sunday 

schwl and English night school, and in buildings called churches not temples. As the 

second pneration increased, however, Buddhisrn lost its popularity among the ~a~anese? 

This occurred partiy because of the pragrnatic nature of the Japanese, which allowed them 

"Nikkeiimin Shirpsh~i,  1285-1288; dso see, Yasuo Izumi, "Buddhists in British 
Columbia," in Anderson, Bose, and Richardson, C i d e  of Voiccs, 2733. 
3"oung and Reid. Japunese Canadimrr, 101; and Darcovich and Yuzyk, A St~rn'sricui 
Compendium, Series 30.1 - 12. 
34 Christimity gained converts especially in urban centres, while rural Japanese tended to 
remah Buddhists. See Peter Takaji Nunoda, "A Community In Transition And Confiict: 
The Japanese Canadians, 19311951" (Ph-D. d i s ,  University of Manitoba, 1991), 42. 



to select elements h m  several religious faiths? However, it is also true that the niwi, 

who soupht tu detach themselves from the ksci Japanese community. had mixed feelings 

towards remaining Buddhists, despite the successful implanting of Buddhism in British 

Columbia. Because the Japmese tended to look on Christimity as a symbol of Western 

civilization after the modernization of Japan, conversion provided a way not only to be 

Canadian, but also to create a differeot identity from the Buddhist issei. '" 
While Ukninian and Japanese elites in urban centres engaged in propapanda and 

related activities. the gnssroots were generally ignorant of the complicated larger politics 

they represented. For runl settlers in the prairie provinces the inmediate problems of 

everydty life on the frontier tended to be more important. Yet they also possessed an ethnic 

consciousness, strengthened by elite activities such as sending speakers and distributing 

newspapen; a sense of ditrerence emerging from contacts with peoples in their 

neighbourhood: and the natunl retention of their own languages and customs in Japanese 

and Ukninian settlement clusten. The Japanese on the prairies, however, tended to be 

marginal fint in terms of the larger Japanese-Canadian community. because of their 

remoteness From the majority of their fellow countrymen in British Columbia, and second 

due to their small population. At the same time. their numerical weakness, and being 

surmunded by others, made thern conscious of their ethnic and racial ongins. The 

Ukrainicins who were concentnted on the prairies, on the other hand, could easily maintain 

their culture and language, and constmtly reinforce their ethnic identity, through daily 

interaction with their neighboun and oqanized Ukninian activities. 

35 Norman Knowles, for example, argues that overemphasis on the desire of the Jûpanese 

to assimiiate hides important praaical reasons for conversion to Christianity, such as the 
role of churches as day care centres and as meeting places for those who did not have 
kenjinkcri. See Norman Knowles, "Religious Affiliation. Dernographic Change and Farnily 
Formation among British Columbia's Chinese and Japanese Communities: A Case Study 
of Church of England Missions, 186 1- 1942," C d i i u z  Ethic Studies 27. no. 2 ( 1995): 
59-80. 
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The Ukrainian and Japanese famien who settled in ALberta present a good example 

of how difference in type of settlement and nurnben dfected their formation of ethnic 

consciousness. The Ukrainians, for their part, were marked by a high degree of 

cohesiveness and g e ~ ~ a p h i c a l  focus. As one of the major destinations for Uhainian 

immigrants, the province of Afberta was home to twenty-five per cent of al1 Ukrainians in 

Canada by 193 1? The large Edna-Star colony, beginning modestly in 1892, had 

expanded to Slawa and Smoky Lake in the north and east, and Mundare and Vegreville in 

the west and south by 19 14. while a srnaller settlement appeared south of Edmonton near 

Ledud8 The church was usually the first institution around which people gathered. 

Initially, Russian Orthodoxy attncted many Ukninians because of its familia- religious 

pnctices and language, and it remained popular in Bukov ynian areas. The Greek Catholic 

church, centred in Mundare, was the stronpst denomination, establishing forty churches 

by 1918 and employing twenty-five pnests by 1940. The new Ukrainian Greek Orthodox 

church expanded in the bloc during the 1920s, with strong centres in points like Smoky 

Lake. Vilna. and   el lis?' The Japanese settlements, in contrast. were far less substantid. 

and the Japanese in Alberta constituted only two per cent of a11 Japanese in Canada in 

193 1 ?" In addition, those Japanese who first came to Alberta - such as miners at 

Hardieville near Lethbridge, and farmen employed by sugar companies at Raymond - 

" Darcovich and Y uzyk, A SlatinicalCotnpendi~tm, Series 20.40-62. 
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were contract labouren and did not settle permanently in the province? Although some of 

them bought farm lands and created a distinctive Japanese colony near Raymond, they had 

Little impact on ihe Japanese-Canadian community until large numbers of Japanese were 

relocated to southeni Alberta from British Columbia during World War II. Their 

institutional activities were also timited: the only Buddhist church constmcted in Alberta 

before World War II was in Raymond in 1929y Yet unlike the Ukrainians who 

established highly homopneous colonies, the Japanese often became conscious of their 

ethnicity by meeting othen in settlements where no single ethnic group constituted a 

majonty. 

The OpaWMaybridge area, w hich lies in east-central Al berta approximately seventy- 

two kilometres northeast of Edmonton, developed as a smdl rural rnultiethnic settlement. 

The physical community-building process in the district followed the three genenl phases 

which frontier settlements took: settlement, the construction of institutions by both 

govemment and settlen, and development as a nilway   oint." Settlement in the district 

started in the late nineteenth century and peaked with the construction of the Northem 

Al berta Railway in 19 13. In 1895. fertile soi1 and a plentiful water supply on the north side 

of the North Saskatchewan River first attmcteda British family to the Amelia district. some 

sixteen kilometres southeast of what became Opal?' This family was joined by other 

British and some Ukrainian settlen, who crossed the river in 1896. After the govemment 

completed its land survey in 1% and opened the area for homesteading, it received muiy 

41 Ann Sunahara and David Sunahara, ''The Japanese in Alberta," in Palmer and Palnier, 
Peoples of Alberta, 3 %. 
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people, beginning with the British and Poles. The raiiilway brought many more immigrants - 

Ukmioian, Russian, French, and Japanese - w ho changed the ethnic balance and laid the 

b s i s  for a multiethnic cornm~nity."~ By the 1920s, there were about seven Japmese 

families in the area. The homestead map of 1927 points to a certain degree of residential 

segregation by ethnicity in the OpaVMaybridp settlement, resulting mainly from the order 

in which ethnic groups entered the area and the way in which they chose lands (Figure 

1). In general, settlement expanded east of Opal rather than west. The British people w ho 

came fint tended to concentrate in the eastem area around the nilway ssiding at Opal. rather 

than fûrther north or west, as they chose to be closer to the populated ares. By 1927, some 

British families owned a hdf section of land or more, although many others stiil had ooly 

the original homestead quater. W hile the Japanese fanilies w ere among the l u t  to settle in 

the district. they were nevertheless concentmted around the railwriy stop in the western 

part, primrtrily because they boupht lands at auction. Ukninims, who constituted 

approximately forty percent of the total population st Opal in 193 1. settled relatively far to 

the north and e s t  of the railway siding for two reasons." First, this area marked the 

western edge of the Ukninian bloc and Uknininn newcornen seemed to want lands 

surrounded by their compatriots or relatives. Second, Uhinians bbûsically obtûined 

homesteads, and thus had to ehoose unoccupied land. 

The twelve Japanese families at OprtVMaybridp were unique elements even in 

Alberta, where the largest hpanese concentration was in the south around Raymond. While 

most of them used to work or own smdl businesses in Edmonton or Calgary, and while 

45 By 1936, the OpaVMaybridge district hnd 33 18 people. The ethnic composition in 1936 
was as follows: Ukrainian, 1451.5176; British, 595, 18%; French. 521. 16%: Potes. 5 1 1. 
15%; Japanese, 27, 8%. Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Quinquemial Cemus of rhe 
Prairie Provinces (Ottawa, 1936). 
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incentives to move were quite various, their ultimate decision to start farming in the district 

depended greeatly on two factors. One was their expenence with farming in Jûpan, the other 

the leadership role of Toyomatsu Kimura, who bought land at Maybridge around 19 12 and 

initiated the Japanese muvernent to the area. Although they did not ail obtain their land at 

the same tirne, each family was somehow acquainted with the rest before coming to Opal - 

in Edmonton or even in Japan despite originating in different prefectures. Toyomatsu 

Kimura, for example, had been acquainted with the Nakamuras pnor to emigntion, as the 

farnily used to be hired by the Kirnuras in ~apan." Also, w hile he earned money working 

as e barber in Edmonton. Toyornatsu Kimun needed someone to take care of his land. so 

he brought his nephew Masashige Kimun and brother Tomoichi Kimun to Maybridge. 

Another famil y. the Y amauchis, w ho were looking for work and met Toyomatsu Kimura in 

Edmonton, rented his land in Maybridge. The Saito and Watanabe families lived on the 

same avenue in Edmonton d u h g  the years approximately between 1921 and 1925. 

Toyomatsu Kimun rented his land tu many Japanese families and hirnself moved io the 

f m  only in 1927. The last family to move to Opal was the Kiyookas, who knew the 

Watanabes in Calgary, and bought land from the Yamauchis in 194 1. 

With the construction of the nilway and influx of settlen. another phase of 

community building began. Local public institutions such as schools and a p s t  office 

appeared mainly in the 19 los, creatiiting geographical community boundaries in the area. In 

1913 ûpal becrime a school district and in 1916 acquired a post office near the railway 

siding. Maybridge, located a few kilometres southeast of Opd dong the Athabasca h d i n g  

Tnil, was orgmized as a separate school district in 1915, but otherwise shared local 

institutions with Opal. Opd and Maybridge were surrounded by other nird school districts 

such as Waugh, Eastgate, Egremont, Redwater, and Trenchville. In geneml, unlike the 

'' James Kimura, "Life and Times of a Young Japanese Immigrant." unpublished 
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nearby Amelia district, the land around OpaYMaybridge was less suited to agriculture, 

located as it was in the aspen parkland "bush country." The settlers usually engaged in 

mixed farrning, nising both crops and livestock such as chickens, cows, and hogs. Just 

like many other setttements on the frontier, famen produced only for themselves at fint 

and gradually moved into commercial farming. Some homesteaders also bought additional 

quarter sections around them. 

While govermnent institutions and services opened the area to mainstream Canadian 

influences, voluntary religious and secular oqanizations played an important role in 

building bridges to the lûrger ethnic communities to which the settlen belonged. The fint 

church in the area, located southeast of the future niiway stop, was a Presbyterian church 

built in 191 1 through the monetnry donations and volunteer labour of local Bntish 

settlers.'" A Roman Catholic church appeared next, built in 19 15 by Polish families on land 

north of the nilway stop. A Russo-Greek Orthodox Church. constructed by Russians and 

Ukrainirins in 1912, was located n few kilornetres north of the n i l w q  in the Eastgate 

district: by 1916 twenty-two families attended, although the absence of a local pnest d u h g  

the eariy penod meant that services were held irreg~larly.~ Because of the large Ukrainian 

population in the area. their own churches also appeared: the closest Greek Catholic 

churches were in Egremont (1922) and Waugh (1904, with a new building in 1939)? 

Holy Trinity Uhinian Greek Orthodon parish was oqanized in 1925, siniated just 

southeast of Redwater, and another Ukrainian Orthodox church was built in Egremont in 

.'' Hrynchuk and Klufas, Memuries: Redwater and DLrnz'cr, 52. 
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1926.'' A Lthough most Local .fapanese fami lies in OpauMay bridge rvere affiliateci with 

Shintoism or Buddhism, there was no Buddhist church or Shinto shrine in the area. In k t ,  

it was not until the 1 9 9 s  that the first Buddhist missionanes visited the OpalMaybridge 

area. Some local Japanese, in the interim, had become Christian. Although other ethnic 

groups, including the Japanese, had no forma1 secular institutions at OpaiMaybridge, 

Ukrainians built a nurodnyi dim in Opal in 1919, nming it after the Ukninian poet Taras 

Shevchenko." It often held lectures and social events such as readings and plays, and 

became a cultunl and pulitical centre for local Ukninians. 

The 1920s and 1930s were perhaps the most prosperous yean in the history of 

OpallMaybridge, as the area becarne incorponted into the larger Canadian econornic 

system. Opal, particularly, benefited as û point on the Northern Alberta Railwny line, 

w hich connected Edmonton with small nonhem centres such as Egremont, Thorhild. Abee. 

and Lac La Biche (Figure 2). There were two stores in Opal, both mn by the Polish 

Wachowich farnily: Peter owned the genenl store, his brother Phi lip the hardware. Philip 

Wachowich subsequentiy expanded his business as a machinery dealer in surrounding 

centres such as Waugh. Thorhild, Egremont. Coronado, and Redwater. There were also 

the gnin elevato~, û hotel, a gsasoline station, and a custom chopper which was once run 

by the bpanese Nishimoto family.Y Dunng this t h e ,  as farmea moved h m  subsistence 

to commercial farming, the nilway stop operated as the focal point of the local economy, 

transporthg agricultunl products. Because Opal was relatively close to Edmonton, the 

mival of the railway often brought settlen to the city for business, shopping or pleasure - 

52~onsystoriia UkFainskoi hreko-pravuslavnoi tserkvy v Kanadi, Zbirnyk mztdialiv : 
nuho@ iuvileinoho rnk.: XI-linin tlh~ainrkoi hreko-prmtoslmtnoi tserkvy v Kandi ,  1918- 
19661 (Winnipeg: Konsystoriia Ukrainskoi hrek~pravoslavnoi tserkvy v Kanadi, 1 %8), 
7476, 107- 108. 
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to interact with rnainstream Society on social and cultural as well as economic levels. Local 

merchants like the Wachowichs whose business prospered also started to acquire matenal 

goods such as electncity, a truck, and a radio, and gained a reputatioa for leadership and 

generosity by lending local farmen these luxuries?' Opal, however, remained mail 

compared to the larger towns and villages in the Ukrainian bloc, like Fort Saskatchewan, 

Vegreviile, Vermilion, and Lamont, which developed as commercial centres with varied 

businesses and services, particularly after the wheat boom in the 1920s. Larger economic, 

educational, and medical facilities did not appear at Opd, w hich never acquired village 

status and remained in essence an unincorponted rural community. The construction of the 

Canadian Northern Railway (later Canadian National Railways) line throuph the nonhern 

part of the Ukrainian bloc between 1917 and 1920 created competing economic points in 

neighbouring places like Redwater and exccluded Opal from the main eûst-west route. In 

1919 the Canadian Bank of Commerce established branches at Wriskatenriu, Gibbons, and 

Redwater. Hospitals were also built in Radway, Smoky Lake, Vilna and St. ~aul.'" The 

OpûllMaybridge district thus remained relatively srna11 scale until the discovery of oil in 

Redwûter by Imperid Oil in 1943, which attncted û Iarge influx of people during a short 

period, and cornpletely relocated economic activity from other surrounding centres, 

including OpalMay bridge, to Redwûter. 

Dunng the interwar period, the Ukninian and Japanese farm families in 

OpaiMay bridge belonged to at l e s t  two kinds of new cornmunities. The fint Liind was as 

part of l q e r  ethnic cornmunities that at one level developed around urban seculsr and 

religious elites and the organizations they founded. At another level they depended and built 

on the gassroots who settled mong their own kind and maintained important aspects of 

55 Allan Wachowich, interview by author, tape recording, Edmonton, AB, 16 November 
1998. 
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their familiarway of Me. The second kind was as part of a close-knit society rooted in the 

OpaV Maybndge district itself and representing the crystallimtion of a comrnon "pnirie" 

identity erected on the interaction between Ukrainians and Japanese in their local context. 

The emergence of and interplay between two contradicting communities played an 

important role in the formation of identity of the OpalMaybridge Ukrainians and Japanese. 







Chapter 3 
The Formation of Local Community and Ethnicity: 
Ukrainian-Japanese Relations in OpaiMay bridge 

OpalMaybridge emerged as a locd "community" dunng the 1920s and 1930s. 

Initidly, Ukrainian and Japanese immigrants did not have any common factor with which 

to create a sense of unity, entering the area as they did from two such different places of the 

world at different times. The only network mernben of each group possessed on amval 

was provided by relatives or friends, sharing the same language and culture, who u s d i y  

h3d settled earlier and invited them to corne. Once they started their new Iives, however, 

they developed more genenl cooperative netwrks in order to adjust to the new 

environment and circumstances. In the process. settlers of the district becme sociolly, 

economically and even psychologically united despite initial and often enduring cultural, 

ncid ,  linguistic, and religious differences. The good relations arnong them are expressed 

weil by an episode that saw Ukninim and Japanese neighbours convening in different 

Iûnguriges without understanding each other, but hwing tep, laughing, and making oriycmi 

(paper omaments).' Factors such as severe weather. the need to clear the land, the la& of 

farm equipment, isolation from other parts of Alberta, and finally the construction of' û 

nilway. churches and a school dl helped make this settlement "imaginable" as a close-knit 

society.' At the same tirne, atnchment to a specific place developed through contacts with 

surrounding centres, as settlers began to define their settlement by invisible geographical 

boundaies and distinguishing themselves from others. 

The principal goal of this chapter is to demonstrate how people established a sense 

of unity or "community" based on locality and crossing ethnic and/or religious lines. 

. - .- 
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Ethnicity and religion, to some extent. decreased in importance in coalescing community 

iife, not only becouse imported cultunl traditions were innsformed in the new setting, but 

also because these differences among Ukrûinian and Japanese settlen did not affect their 

relationship. Two levels of interaction. which became the basis of community building, cm 

be identifieci: informa1 or private exchanges through circles of neighboun and friends, and 

mingling through forma1 or public events and gatherings. This distinction between 

unstnictured and structured interchanges is important for two main reasons. Fint, the 

former usually occurred out of necessity while the latter often relied on an artificiel setting. 

which means that settlers gradually expanded the bonds among themselves, moving from 

contacts for survival to interaction for social entertainment. Second. divisive forces such as 

language, religious faith, cultunl traditions and residential segregation along ethic lines 

did not aiways play the sarne role in private and public spheres, and their si,gnificance 

varied with both the type of interaction and stage of settlement. Any understanding of local 

identity. therefore. must take into account the specific conditions affecting the impact of 

these divisive forces on ihe cornmunity-building process. This chapter relies on interviews 

w ith Ukninian and Japanese individuals. rnainly from the second genention. w ho lived in 

OpaVMaybridge ddunng the penod between 1919 and 1945. Oral history, pûrticulariy 

childhood mernories, cm be problematic because people tend to filter p s t  events through 

their subsequent experîences, to romanticize, to let the fashions of the present influence 

what and how they remember. For eaample, informants' current standard of living and 

material cutture cm make them overemphasire the hmdship on the frontier. Similady, 

because of the development of multicultur;llism since the 1970s, infomiants tend to stress 

only good relations among oeighbours of other ethnic origins, religions and races. 

However, oral history provided by the people who actually iived in the area offers vduable 

insights in ternis of identity and sentiments? 

3 For a iist and brief biography of ail, see the Bibiiogmphy. 
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Often primitive Living conditions initidly limited the retention of and ultirnately 

transformed the Ukninian and Japmese eethnic cultures as pncticed in old country. 

Survival was the primary goal and challenge, making a certain loss of homeland heritage 

unavoidable. When settlen entered the OpaVMay bridge area, it was M-called bush country. 

The first impression of the land, shaed by both Ukrainian and Japanese infomants, was 

disappointment and shock. John Hawrelko recalls his rnother's expenence: 

She repeated the same story over and over again. She came into sandy hills. She 
left behind [in Uknioe] fruit trees, pine trees, apple trees, and cherry trees. She 
came over here, and she said she cned one whole year. Wtnter was much more 
severe than she was used to. There were no fruit trees here at all. The [and wasn't 
very pod. Lots of ground had to be cleared. She said, " You don't go back. You 
have no money to go back. You can't leave your husband here." So she said she 
cried one whole yeor. Mosquitoes, swamps, no roads - it was really a tough 
bcgiming for her. Not juît for hcr. but for othcr immigrants who came brc.' 

Josie Stepchuk ( d e  Andniski), another Ukrainian. mûkes the same points: 

My gnndparents had a big picture for what the agent told. But when they m e  
here, there was nothing but woods and water. They said that ivomen cned day in 
and day out. Some of them brought some tools, but others didn't.' 

Describing her parents' situation, Lucy Tkûhashi (née Nishimoto) indicates that the 

expectations of the Japanese settlen padleled those of their Ukninim counterparts: 

My parents expected a lot, because they expected to come here and do well until 
they knew it wasn't so. They weren't willing to corne, I guess, my mother for sure 
wouldn't have come if she had known what it was just like. She had to work 
extremely hard, because those days Opd was dl bush country - al1 trees. They dso 
had animais - cows, pigs, homes, chickens, and turkeys. She had never Looked at 
that kind of lifc. So it was a real hard expericncc for her." 

It is clex from such statements that the enrly immi,pnts expected much of the new land, 

but had nat anticipatedthe conditions or hard physical labour, including removing the trees 

and stumps in order to begin fming.  Most of the Ukrainim and a few of the Japanese 

1 Hawreiko, interview. 

Josie Stepchuk. interview by author, tape recording, Edmonton, AB, I I  September 
1998. 

"ucy Takahashi, interview by author, tape recordinp, Edmonton, AB, 6 July 1998. 



settlers had been famers in the old country - but their small and well-tilled plots were littie 

prepmtion for farming on a quarter section of often unbroken land, coupled with severe 

and unfamiliar weather and poor transportation. 

Despite an inevitable focus on immediate physical survivai, settlen consciously or 

not kept their heritage in the private sphere. Particularly in a multiethnic settlement like 

ûpal/Maybridge, the household functioned as the primriry ethnic unit and as a space where 

individuals could Freely practice and numire their traditions. The retention of ethnic and 

associated religious elements in households was particuldy important because it 

established the identity of the second and third generations, especially dunng pre-school 

years. The fint genention among both Ukninians and Japûnese transmitted si,~ficant 

components of its heritage - food, language, and selected cultural and religious practices - 
to its chiidren both because of strong belief in the old ways in which they had grown up 

and because of the comforts such familiarthings provided. 

Ethnic food is usually regarded as an important symboi of ethnic identity. As 

sociologist Wsevolod W. Isajiw h3s aaged, "Since food represents a regular activity, it 

relates to the entire life cycle of individuals, families, and by extension, c~rnmunities."~ 

The transformation of everyday diet at OpalMaybridge because of lack of materials thus 

reflects irnrnimpntsb involuntnry acculturation. In the rural settlement food was rnostly 

homemûde and to a great extent reflected products available locally. Hornegrown vegetables 

such as cabbage, potatoes, canots, beans, and lettuce, plus wild bemes in season were 

common in those days. Each l a d y  had milking cows as well as chickens, hogs, and cattle 

kept for beef. These foods were preserved by canning and drying as settlen learned how to 

survive in winter. They also made their own butter and bread. The following comments by 

Wsevolod W. Isajiw, "Symbols and Ukrainian Canadian ldentity: Their Meaning and 
Significance." in Visible Symbols: Culrural Expression amortg Ciutcth's Ukrainians, ed. 
Manoly R. LupuI (Edmonton: Canadian 1 nstinite of Ukrainian Studies, 1984), 126. 
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Allan Wachowich, of Polish-Ukrainian parentage, illustrate not only the intensive labour 

involved and the importance of wild game and plants but also hmilies' self-sufficiency: 

We had a big garden at the back. We did a lot of canning. My father, of course, 
was working for dl food he brought in - peaches, pears, and plurns. We would can 
al1 that. We would go to pick blueberries, raspberries, and cranberries. They were 
wild. My rnothercanned d l  those. We had a pretty big garden. There were always 
potatoes, carmts, beans, and lettuce. They were d l  grown. My parents were very 
resourceful in that way. My father koew w hich mushroom was okay to eat, and 
which was not. On Saturday, rny father would go to shoot partridps and ducks, 
and briog home thirteen or fourteen. Mother would use the feathen from partridges 
and ducks for pillows. We had milk because we had cows at the back. So rny 
mother saved everything. She made dl breds. I rernember eating bread from a 
bakery in Edmonton once. 1 thought it was so p o d  compared to rny mother's 
bread. But now I think about it. and it was a mistake. So my mother was very 
resourceful. We never had soup from a can, but we always had soup. Thiogs we 
had were jm from cans and pemut butter. We made al\ butter. There was always 
food on the table. The girls made cookies. We never bought cwkies fmm the store. 
Girls madc cakes. But I rcmcmbcr cating chickcns mon: than anything clse? 

Given the Iûck of time, whnt was available on the farrn, and the need for preservation, 

retaining ethnic foods could seem to be difficult. Ethnic elements, however, were 

rnaintitinedin meals, p d y  because Uhinian and Japanese immigrant women only knew 

the way of cooking which they Learned in the homeland. and partly because people's txiting 

habits E'avoured familiar diets and tastes. The immi,grannts' desire to recreate their food 

suggests that they regnrded ethnic food 3s an important part of their lives. In some Japanese 

fimilies, rice was always served 3s a chief dish as in Japûn. A Japanese informant, 

Florence Shikaze (née Yamauchi), remembea that her mother made shinrko (red bean soup 

with rice cake) and a gravy-like food from ~ p p a  (greens-), and sometimes ordered 

Japanese food h m  Vancouver? Another Japanese, Chizuko Kimun, who married into 

the settlernent after the Second World War, elaborates on the importance of Vancouver to 

the ethnic identity of OpaVMay bridge Japanese: 

' Alian Wachowich, interview by author, tape recording, Edmonton, AB, 16 Novernber 
1998. 

' Florence Shikaze, interview by author, tape recording, Edmonton, AB, 15 June 1998. 



Trying to obtain Japanese foods was quite difficult in those days, because there was 
not a Japanese grocery store in Edmonton. So Mr. Sugiura, who had a fabric shop 
in Edmonton. got the idea of importing basic Japanese foods from a Vancouver 
jrocery store like Fumya. So he imported rice, soy sauce, miso, green tea, and 
other Japanese foods. Other than that, they had ta make th& own foods."' 

While the Japanese ordered md purchased basic ethnic foods €rom cities outside their 

immediate world, UMnians were able to obtain most of their needs on their fam. In 

Ukninian households, hol~tbtsi (cabbage rolls), pyrohy (dumptings), and burshch (beet 

soue) were often made, as John Hawrelko tells: "We did eat quite a lot of Ukrainian food. 

Mother brought over recipes from the old country."" For the Ukrainians and Japanese, 

their own foods meant nothing special outside common and normal diets when they amved 

in Canada. Subsequently. however. they gradually gained significance as ethic symbols. 

part of the Ukrainian and Japanese settlers' self-identity and distinguishing them from both 

each other and people of other origins. 

Ethnic clothing was perhaps least retained in the new land, both becnuse Ukrainian 

and Japanese immigrants could not bring many belonpings to Canada and beceuse 

parments were homemade or increasingly ordered from Eaton's catalogue. In addition, 

d i ly  ctothes were adnpted to the frontier environment, as cold winters required extra layers 

of protection and physicd labour on the farm made clothing simple and pmctical. An 

important consideration, especially among the second generation, was thnt ciothing was the 

easiest and most visible way of demonstrating assimilation to Canadian noms - without. 

however, necessarily changing one's inner being. Clothes also reflected the immigrant 

perception of what was proper and appropriate for appearing in public. as Josie Stepcbuk 

rernernben her father going into Opal in the buggy, "al1 dressed up" in Canadian-style 

'O Chizuko Kimura, interview by author, tape recording, Edmonton, AB, 25 June 1998. 

'' Hawrelko, interview. 



garments." Florence Shikaze explains how her mother leamed to make "Canadian" shirts 

and pants for her family out of materials w hich she obtained lodly: 

My rnother made it [clothind all. Tell you the truth, he [my father] did buy her a 
sewing machine. 1 don't know how corne he was able to afford to buy one, but 
anyway, he did. She needed trousers and pan& for her boys, husband, and 
daughten, and she did them dl. They bought woot from somebody who had some 
sheep. She washed it, dried it on what we used to c d  chicken wire. i still have a 
futon made of that sheep. She bought a sspinning wheel to make wool, and dyed the 
wool with onion skia. t can remember a red sweater that I bad, so she must have 
bought a littie bit of dye to colour it. She made sweaters, socks, shirts, and pants.I3 

Fixing second-hand clothes was also common, because of the lack of rnoney to purchase 

new ones and the limited time and materials to make them." Significantly. however, the 

Ukrainians wore their ethnic garments to special public events such as the ploys conducted 

in the Ukninian M l ,  while the Japanese did not have ssimiiar opportunities." Al1 these 

facts suggest thltt the pmctical demaods of faming and the climatedid not always ailow the 

Uhinian and Japanese settlea to chose what to usudly wear. They also suggest that the 

Jûpanese still felt uncornfortable about displaying their ethnicity in the most visible way, 

while the Ukrainians wanted both to assimilrite and be visible, depending on time and 

place. 

While clothing, as only superficial self-expression, did not necessarily reflect 

settles' i ~ e r  ethnic identity. the degree of retention of cultural expressions in both 

domestic architectureand furnishings and decontions inside the house indicates differences 

in choice facing Ukrainians and Japanese that ultimately changed their lifestyles.'%e~ 

was a great difference between Japmese and Ukrainim settlea in maintaining their 

" Stepchuk, interview. 

'' Shikaze, intewiew. 
14 Stepchuk, interview; and William Barabash, interview by author, tape recording, 
Edmonton, AB, 24 Octo ber 1998. 
'%awre~ro, interview. 



traditional domestic architecture, part1 y because the climate in the Ukrainian homeland w as 

much closer to that of the Canadian prairies than was that of .lapan, and partiy because 

Japanese families often relied on local people when they built houses. initially Ukrainians 

in the OpaiiMaybridge district usually constructed the farniliar two-room wooden dweiling 

- rnudplastered and whitewashed - with its "mafa khata (srnall house) for dl domestic 

activities," "wiykn kltctta (big house) for ceremonial functions or the entertainment of 

guests," and large clay stove or pich for cwking and sleeping on for wamith in winter." 

Subsequent "Canadian" improvements included adding a second storey. a verandah. and 

siding. Despite plain furnishings. Ukninian cuultunl and religious items such as 

ernbroidery, Easter eggs. and holy pictures were also displriyed As Josie Stepchuk 

indicates. both cleaniiness and beauty were important: 

Every house was whiiewashed inside three times a year. When people came, 
nobody said that you were not a p o d  housekeeper. Horv proud they were. They 
used to have lots of embroidery. but they could not afford to buy them. Somebody 
got pa er and made roses. We had û holy picture. It wûs colourful. They had lors of 
white. PR 

William Barabash also recalls: 

I think it was very much the kind of house they had in Ukraine. In terrns of 
furnishings, not much of acniiil furniture would be the same, because that was 
pretty plain. But we hûd things like embroidery and Easter eggs. If you walked in, 
you would know that it was a Ukrainian home. And things were kept extremely 
mat-'' 

On the other hand, circumstances conspired against Japanese settlen preserving traditional 

elements in either house design or decoration. In Japan, fannhouses were built mainly from 

-- - - - - - 

John C. Lehr, "The Cultural Importance of Vemacular Architecture." in Continuîzy mid 
C@e:The Cult~alLife of Alberta f FM Wkrainiuns, ed. Manoly R. Lupul (Edmonton: 
Canadian lnstitute of Ukrainian Studïes and Historic Sites Service, 1988), 87. 

l7 fiid.. 93; for detiiils of Ulcrainian architecture. see also John C. khr ,  I/krcrUzicur 
VmcuImArchitectu~e in Afbma (Edmonton: Historie Sites Service, 19'76). 
t8 Stepchuk, interview. 

Bûrabash, interview. 



wood and were often well ventilated with many wide windows suited to humid weather.'" 

The pnine climate, which wris characterized by cold winten and genenl dryness, made it 

diftïcult for the Japanese to transplant their famiiiarrural domestic architecture. As a result, 

Japanese houses in the OpaiMaybridge area seemed to have a similar spatial pattern to 

Ukninian dwellings in the district. as people remember tint there were two rooms, one for 

family and the other for guests, with a big stove in the middle. Japanese infamants 

remember hardtrdly any cultural omaments in their homes when they were childreo, as such 

omaments were hard to get unless brought directly from Japan- Some houses, however. 

contained a Shinto shnne, whose most important feature was the mortuary tablets of the 

family's anceston kept behind two doors." While the basic style of the altar was retained 

from Japan, it becme much simpler ovenll. 

Lruiguage is another important element in the formation and expression of ethnic 

identity. At times a primary obstacle to communication, distinguishing insiden lrom 

outsiders, it also unites individuds as part of n lrvger "nation" or ethnic community, 

extending well beyond themselves and their specific place. In OpdMaybridge, Ubinian 

and Japanese settlen usually preserved their own languages in their households, initially 

because few of them spoke English when they amved in the district. But they also regarded 

their mother tonpue as a reflection of Ukrainim and Japanese cultunl values, even ris they 

saw the acquisition of English as crucial to the Caoadianimtion and progress of their 

children. Efforts to maintah the Ukrainian and Japanese languages are c ledy apparent. 

Josie Stepchuk, for example, rememben her fathet sitting with her and reading Ukrainian 

" Takeshi Nishikawa, Formarion of J a p e s e  Fum Houres (Tokyo: Shokokusha 
Publishing Co., 19-58), 59; see aIso Audrey Kobayashi, "Emigration to Canada and 
Development of the Residential Landsape in a Japanese Village: The Paradox of the 
Sojoumer:' CaMdun Erhnic Studies 16 no. 3 (1%): 1 1 1- 13 1. 

" Fnnk Kimura, interview by author, tape recording, Edmonton, AB, 1 I Juf y 1998; and 
Bmce Kirnura. interview by author, tape rccording, Edmonton, AB. 18 August 1998. 



books in wintertime." Some Ukrainian and Japanese families subscribed to ethriic 

newspapers pubtished in Winnipeg and Vancouver respectively. Fiorence Shikaze also 

notes the importance, in a Japanese cultural context, of speaking to their parents in their 

own langage, because it was a way of showing respect to older people who felt most 

cornfortable in Japanese." 

Although Ukrainian and Japanese were commonly used in the private sphere of the 

household, it shouid be noted that use of English varied with sex, ethnic origin, and 

generation. This suggests that English was a greater barrier for sorne people than others in 

communication. Because women focused on the care of theirfarnilies, centred on the house 

itself, their English ability was often worse than that of their husbands who worked outside 

and interacted more frequently with the Larger world. In addition to gender differences, 

there seemed to be a gap between Uhinian  and Jnpanese settlers in acquiring English. 

John Hawrelko remernbers thnt compared to the Ukninians many Japanese people could 

speak English - n comment on the fact that Uhinians  constituted the lzirgest group in the 

district, making howledge of English less necessary to function. Allan Wachowich, 

whose father owned n genenl store, recounts how Ukrainian was a cornrnon language in 

the shop. It is interesting to note that rt Japmese settter who operated a cmshing business 

learned Ukrainian words.'" The 1 s t  disparity to be mentioned is between immigrant and 

Canadian-boni generations. As children entered school, they were expected to leam 

Engiish as soon as possible; it did not t&e tong, rningiing with classmates of other 

backgrounds and taking their lessons in the language of the host society. 

Aithough not always visible, cultural behaviour and beliefs persisted in the first 

generation, both because they reflectedûaditional d u e s  in which U k n i a n s  and Japanese 

" Stepchuk, interview. 

'-' Shikaze, interview. 
'' Takahashi, interview. 



strongly believedand because they represented a way of lire with which they prew up and 

felt cornfortable. While immi,pnts made certain accommodations to the new land, they 

a h ,  consciously or not, raised their children based on their own familiar morality and 

principles reflecting the old world. Good examples were Japanese shyness or bowing to 

othen, and Ukrainians' hesitancy to send their children to dance parties in the evening. 

Josie Stepchuk remernben th& she often had to me& into the house after such parties. She 

also recalls Japanese behaviour and her parents' uncornfortable response to it: 

When the Yamauchis moved to Opal, they had school-age children. On the fint 
day, the father brought the oldest to school and gave a jift of a pend and scribbler 
to each child in school. My parents were quite stmck by this, because that w3s an 
expense that they felt the new neighbour surely could not afford. There would be 
more children to corne each year. My dad met him [Mr. Yamauchi] to say, 
"Sampei, this is Canada. This is not expected of you." He also told him not to bow 
to thcm. Mr. Yamauchi took the statements vcry wcll and stoppcd both a~tivitics.'~ 

For the Japanese. gift-giving and bowing were important to paying their respects. Josie 

Stepchuk's story indicates that the immigrants automatically retaiaed both customs in 

Canada. even when it represented a financial burden and confused othen. 

Similady, settien' backgrounds detemiined the relationship between husband and 

wife. and between parents and children. Both UErrainian and Jopanese families in the 

OpaiMay bridge area retained a traditionai male dominance in the household w hich was not 

entirely diffennt from each other and ofteen mainstream Anglo-Canadian culture.'" The 

roles of men and women were quite obvious during famiiy gûthenngs. The head of the 

" Stepchuk, interview. 

'"n the role of women, see, for example, Yuko Shibata, "Coping With Values in 
Conflict: Japanese Women in Canada,' in Visible Minoritics and MulticulttîrctIism: Asiuns 
in Cam&, ed. K. Victor Ujimoto and Gordon Hirabayashi (Toronto: B uttemorths, 1980), 
257-2'76; Marie Lesoway, "Women in Three Households:' in Manoly Lupul, Conrinuity 
and Change, L 14120. See also Frances Swyripa, Wedded to the Cause: Ilkrainian- 
Canadian Womcn and Erhnic Identi4 1891-1991 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
1993); Susan Jackel, ed, A FIunnelShin and Liberty: British lmmigrunt Grntlewumen in 
the C'adiian West, 1880-1914 (Vancouver University of British Columbia Press, 1982); 
and Hime Leslau Silvennan, The Last Bcsr West: Wumen on the Albma fion~ier~ 1880- 
/9N, (Montreai: Eden Press, 19&). 



Ukrainian and the Japanese household wris always the man, mspected by and deferred to 

by his farnily members. For example, John Hawreko recalls suppers in his Ukninian 

In our household al1 of us sat around the table. Of course we had to eat our meals 
quietly, because my dad was a military man. My dad was fint served with 
wbatever meal there was, and theo al1 of us ate in tum. My mother rarely ever sat at 
the table with us, simply because there was really no room to begin with. Secondly, 
a womm genercilly was not sort of welcome at the table. She usudly ate as the lu t  
person in  the house." 

Similariy, Fiorence Shikaze descnbes how she treated her Japanese father. 

You did not have that relationship with father - like my children are having with 
theirchildren. In those days, he was an older father, so you respected him, and you 
did not go up and climb on his knecs. It was just a diffcrent way of life.'* 

Although these stories indicate that a tndi tional gender hienrchy in the household 

was camed to the new land, the division of labour between the sexes was iduenced by the 

frontier environment, enlarging wornen's responsi bi lities. Most heavy physical labour on 

the f m  was done by men, while women took care of their children and the livestock, 

prepared food, and looked after the house. as well as working on the farm when needed." 

Drawing on the experienceof his Ukrainian mother, William Banbash describes women's 

work lorid: 

The physicd labour that women then had to undertace was hard to believe. There 
was no way that men could have survived farming operations at that time without 
women working. 1 often think they worked harder than men, because in addition to 
the many farm chores, they gave birth to children and looked after them. About 
1946 or 47, we had r nice new house. But we didn't have electrici~ yet. So we hnd 
no mnning water in the house. Outdoor bathroom. Upon arising, one of the fiat 
things that mother had to do was to pull several pails of water out of the well, using 

Hawrelko, interview. 

' 8  Shikaze, interview. 

'9 As it is said that settlement on the prairies. in pnerd, would not have been successful 
without women, they usually had a wide variety of responsibilities, both in the field and 
household, creatinpthe betterconditions in which men could focus on farming. See Nanci 
L. Langford, "First Genention and Lasting Impressions: The Gendered Identities of Rairie 
Homestead Womeri' (PhJ). diss., University of Alberta, 1994, 1. 



a rope and pulley. This was to Till the reservoir. The stove was on for cooking and 
heating watcr. Vwy. vcry hard work? 

Womea were often regarded as the foundation of the homestead, and while the traditionai 

predominance of Uhirainian and Japanese men in OpailMaybridge ddid not change overall, 

the frontier environment offered their wives new and crucial rofes in terrns of the farm's 

manpower and success. 

In addition to cultural beliefs and values retained in the family circle, ethnic andor 

religious customs and special occasions were also marked more publicly with othen of the 

same kind in OpailMaybridge. Even if not d l  the ritual rneanings and pnctices to which 

Ukninians and .lapanese had adhered in their homelands were kept, celebnting ethnic 

andor religious holidays was significant as "a nostalgie allegiance to the culture of the 

immigrant genention. or that of the old country."" Such celebntions also took place 

voluntwily, as self-expressions of ethnic andor religious distinctiveness. Ukrainian 

informmts, for example, remembered Christmas and Easter as ttvo equally important major 

events of the year. Feasting and visiting friends chanctenzed both events, although some 

went to church or carolling on Christmas. Because there was no Uhinian Catholic or 

Orthodox church in OpalMaybridge, those who attended Christmas and Ester services 

usually went to the Russian Orthodox church in neighbouring Eastgate. Families also kept 

other traditionai plactices, as h i e  Stepchuk explains, "We used to have to go without 

certain kinds of foods based on Catholic tradition during ~ent""  But John Hawrelko 

suggests that in some households people kept a minimum of rituals: 

We would take hones and sleighs and go visiting evenings dunng the Christmas 
season. On Christmas Eve we might want to just bow our heads and my d d  rnight 

30 Barabash, interview. 

'' Herbert J. Gans, "Syrnbalic Uhnicity: The Future of Ethnic Groups and Cultures in 
Amenca," Ethnic and RaciulSh~dies 2. no. 1 (1 979): 9. 
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say two or three words as a ritual. But eventually, even that one went by the 
board."" 

In a more public sense, because Ukrainians adhered to the M a n  calendar, Christmas and 

Easter dso became identifiably "Ukninian" ethnic as well as religious holidays, as other 

school children redized the great Ukrainian absence €rom school on these days? What a i l  

this suggests is that Ukraininian religious holidays were important spiritudly and socidly. 

and as Bmily gatherings, at the same time as the form and meaning of the celebntion often 

changed. Moreover, events which were norrnally celebrated in the old country, gained new 

political meaning as part of ethnic collective identity in the Canadian context, functioning as 

a divisive factor between Ukninians and Japanese settlers in Opal/Maybndge. Informants 

suggest that neither group knew what the other was orgrinizing for its special days or 

undentood the cultunf importance of others' celebrations. 

For their part. Japanese families celebrated New Year's Day, the major holiday in 

the hpanese calendar, although people o d  y preserved rituals w hich they could practice in 

the new setting?%aditionally, the Japmese prepare for the holiday by cleaning the house. 

making large qumtities of special foods so that they do not need to cook for several days. 

and decontinp their home with such ornarnents as kadotmnu (pine trees with bamboo), 

shim~'kcari (stnw rope tied with a white paper and an orange) and kagutniniochi (nce 

coke). On New Year's Day, they visit a Buddhist temple or Shinto shnne as well as their 

friends to wish good luck for the year. In Opai/Maybridge, Japanese settlea did not follow 

public religious rituals, without any cornmunity Shinto or Buddhist shrine or temple, but 

33 Hawrelko, interview. 
Allan Wachowich, interview. 

.'* In British Columbia, where the majority of the Iapanese Lived before the Second Worid 
War, New Year's Day seems to have been celebrated in the closest manner to the homeland 
tnditions. in terms of foods and rituals. Gnyce Yamamoto indicates that the Japanese 
pnctice on the New Year's Day to wish everyone a Happy New Year gained popularity 
mong other Canadians, See her "NISEk Best of Two Worlds?" New C d i m  
(Vancouver edition, Japanese), 2 July 1974, 1-2. 



maintainedother customs and their spiritual beliefs. Women cooked enormous amounts of 

specid food which would 1st  for three days. men cleaned the barns, and everyone tned not 

to wok; as Joyce Kiyooka pub it, '-Don't cook on New Year's Day, just eat. Don't do 

anythi~g."~" Rorence Shikaze describes how her family celebrated the New Year as an 

amalgam of traditions: 

The thing 1 rememberis that there was just one window, and my father would put 
up the Union Jack. He would put that flag on one side, and the Japmese flag on the 
other side, and then the Christmas tree was in the middle. Theo he put ososnue 
(offerings). That was for New Year's Day. Loyal to both. Canada meant very much 
to hirn, and at the samç timc his rnoiher country was very imprtant." 

Her story suggests that the Japmese New Year's Day was not only cultudly traosfonned 

in the Canadian context with the mixture of Canadian and Japanese decorations, but dso 

politicized with new ntual meanings to express the family's dual loyaities and 

psychological ties to the new land. Yet japanese settlen also tned to maintriin their 

tnditiond elements: visiting wlls a big part of New Year's events. For example, six 

Japanese families in the district got togethet to mke m c h i  (rice cakes). a common offering 

on New Year's Day? New Year's Day was perhaps the oniy ethnic occasion with old- 

world origins on which local Japanese settlers gathered. ûther traditional holidays and 

rituls seemed to have been lost in most families, although Lucy Takahashi remembers her 

hmily staying with Japanese people in Edmonton for two days to visit her sister's gave 

for bon, a Buddhist rituai to pmy for the depcirted soul. The Japanese hmiiies also had 

annuai sumrner picnics at Kirnura's farm; although the event wris not a traditionai holiday, 

it provided an opportunity to talk with peuple of the sûme Lad and to eat ethnic food such 

as sushi. 

'' Joyce Kiyooka, interview by author, tape recording, Edmonton, AB, 12 June 1998. 
37 Shikaze, interview. 
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Although language and some ethnic and religious traditions sucvivecf in the 

household, and often drew lines between the Uhinians and Japanese, life on the prairies 

was based on economic and social interdependence among sett led9 The divisions 

emerging from linguistic and cultural differences rarely surfaced in the public sphere, 

where mingling among settlers helped develop a sense of comrnunity. Cooperation and 

sharinp to secure the necessities of life were an important fint step in promoting friendship 

and mutual understanding. Infornial interaction took place through helping, borrowing, 

working together, and socializing a o n g  neighbours. Because settlen usunlly entered the 

OpalMaybridge area without any knowledge of prairie hrming, farm equipment and 

livestock, and even a place to Iive, cooperation and borrowing were necesssry from the 

eariiest stages. Pioneering also involved considerable communal work and assistance, 

particularly for tasks requiring extensive physical labour. In addition, genenl isolation and 

distance imposed by the homestead system made personal visiting very important, whether 

on a casual bûsis with one's immediûte neighbours or more forrnally and farther away on 

special occasions. 

Clearing the land and huvesting were two jobs that could only be done through the 

combined efforts of sevenl men ided  by the wornen who fed them. Because of the 

physical nature of such work, cultural and linguistic differences and residential segregation 

seldorn prevented settlen from coopenting across ethnic lines. When immieants entered 

the OpaYMay bridge area, the fint thing that they had to do wûs cut trees to create fum 

land. The t s k  seems to have been done prirnarily by family members, or by hired bands 

who were not always neighbours; people hired whoever needed a job regardless of ethnic 

background. The most prominent Japanese settler in Maybridge, Toyomatsu Kimura, for 

example, employed approximately twenty labourers, Most of whom were East Europeuis 

3' See, for example, Jean Burnet, Nen Yem COL~T~)L= A Smdy of Rural Social 
~ ~ i z z t i o n  in Albeno (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1% 1). 34-3 5. 
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and ~ e t i s ?  Sawinp wood for heat in winter was another communal project, as the hard 

physical labour involved encouraged people in the district to do it 3s a group." Harvesting 

is univenally remembered 3s an event in which everyone helped one another. Prvticularly 

during the eadiest yean of settlement, when only one or two families possessed a tractor or 

threshing machine, the harvest had to be doue communally. Neighboun in the 

- OpWaybridge district dso oganized a threshing crew that moved around surrounding 

farms? Women's role at hawest time was indispensable. William Barabash describes his 

mother's daily routine: 

Threshing time, you had about twelve to fifteen men. They would need breaMast 
by about 6:00 to 6:30. They had a great breakfast. because it was hard physicd 
labour. So men got up early, too. They went to see the hones to make sure the 
hones ~t fed. Then they came for breddast, and then they took the horses and 
started picking up bundles of grain for threshing. My mother got al1 the dishes left. 
And she always brought lunch to the field. Then there was the noon meal, and then 
aftemoon lunch, and then supper. And rnost cases, one womm could do that. In 
that type of farming operation in that age, 1 just can't see that n mm alone could 
richieve any kind of success. They just couldn't. There was no way. It was 
amazinaM 

Although each f m  wife usually handled meals by henelf, she sometimes sought help 

from neighbouring women. Joyce Kiyooka, for ewmple. remembers that she used to help 

an English lady during harvest time, preparing breakfast early in the moming and bringing 

lunch to the field for hungry threshen. Because people needed "bands*' more than 

communication in dl this physicd work, and had common goals in their livelihood the 

linguistic and cultural lines between the Ukrainians and Japanese decreased in importance 

and seldom became obstacles to working together. 

- - -- - - - 

40 James Kimura, " M e  and Times of a Young Japanese Immigrant," unpublished 
rnemoirs, a d . .  personal coiiection of Chizuko Kimura. 
41 Barabash, Stepchuk, interviews. 

4= Ibid. 
Barabash, interview. 



While cooperative work was a crucial factor in creating a sense of community 

among OpalMaybridge settlen, borrowing was another important activity which connected 

neighbouo across ethnic lines. Just like coopentive work, borrowing often took place to 

guarantee survival." At the eadiest stage of the settlement, people tended to rely on 

relatives or friends of their own kind, partly because they did not have to worry about 

communication, and partly because relatives and fnends could provide the minimum 

necessities of life. As time passed and farmen' standard of living and expectations rose, 

the oeed for special skills, knowledge, and matenal things increased. "Minimum" help and 

survivd were no longer satisfactory. At this point, individuds begûn to exchanp things 

with other people not only because they had made progress in English but also because 

their fellow Ukniniûns or Japûnese did not always have what they required. 

Borrowing usually stlirted when irnmiamnts entered the ûpal/Maybridge area and 

needed accommodation. New Ukrriinian settlen stayed with other Ukrainians and new 

Japanese amvrls with other Japûnese, reinforcing residentid segregation dong ethnic lines. 

However, immi,gants soon redizedthat in such a smdl  settlement people of the same kind 

could not always supply everything. In fûct. "luxuries" like the telephone, the ndio. and 

even means of transportation, which played an important role in connecting people within 

the district and to the outside, were often scarce. Frank Kimum recalls that as a j 3 p a n e ~  

settleis child, he often visited a neighbouring English fmily to use its telephone? In 

other case, a Ukninian woman whose f d l y  acquired the fint ndio in the district 

rememben Japanese people coming to her farm to listen to the news." People dso 

44 In 1852, Susanna Moodie, an English gentlewoman who immigrated to Upper Canada, 
called the frontier borrowing system a "evil habit". In OpalMaybridge, idonnants saw 
borrowing as an important way of survival. See Susanna Moodie, Roughhg It in the Bush: 
Li$e in CoMda, ed. Elizabeth Thompson (1852: reprint. Ottawa: Tecumeseh Ress Ltd.. 
1997), 54 (page citations are to the reprint edition). 
Frank Kimura, interview. 

Ui S tepchuk, interview. 



borrowed rneans of transprtation. Children usually walked to school, for e.xample, but 

sometimes p t  û ride. Josie Stepchuk teils how a French bachelor took them to schwl in 

his wagon when it was very cold. Florence Shiliaze recalls a similar instance of 

neigh bourliness: 

1 remember once in particular, it was such a cold d3y. 1 don't remember if it was a 
Ukrainian or Polish penon, but he brought his hoaes and wagon. He had a futon 
in there. He was taking his children to school, and we just happened to come at the 
same tirne. So WC got a ride to school." 

These anecdotes indicate that ethnic bamen did not matter in providinp help, especiaily 

when sdety and comfort were an issue. Wachowich's truck, at one time the only 

automobile in the district, represents another instance of chic conscience. As Edward 

Wachowich purs it, "When my fûther went to Edmonton once or twice a year, there wûs 

always somebody who wanted to come with him.'* In fact, neighboun seemed to rely on 

the truck to go anywhere. When the Opd basebal1 team tnvelled to surrounding centres to 

play, for example, Wachowich provided the tmsportation. His truck was also used for 

emergencies. When Tornoichi Kirnun was seriously injured on the farm, Wachowich 

drove him to a hospital in Edmonton; a sick Japanese girl was likewise camied to the 

hospital in the truck. Such materid "luxunes" and signs of economic progress not only 

becme vital connections between OpalMaybridge and other prairie points, but also 

contributed to the creation of an unequd relationship, giviving power and superiority to those 

who possessed them. Moreover, when these individuais were of foreign origin. they 

chdlenged the initial cultural and political advantages of Anglo-Canadian settlen. 

Exchanging skilis or heiping also played an important role in expanding a circle of 

friendship. The OpaiMaybridge settiers, regardless of ethnic ongin, showed great 

interdependence in this regard, elevating specZc individuds to a position of community 

.'? ibid. 
" Edward Wachowicb, interview by author, Edmonton, AB, 9 November 1998. 



prominence and importance in others' [ives. Significmtly, those who had sspecial skills 

were not alwriys professiondly trained, but their experience and speciaiized knowledge 

were highly valued on the frontier in order to overcome various probierns and live 

comfortably. On settiing in the area, newcomers first sought advice on faming, keeping 

cattie, and surviving the winter from those who were afready there. Roy Kiyooka, who 

recorded his mother's rnemoirs, writes: "Most of the f m e n  around Opal were from the 

Ukraine. When we moved onto the hm. they showed how to kîke care of mimals and 

how to hitch them to the plough and h a r r o ~ . ' ~ ~  It bean reiteratinp that some of the 

kpanese who settled in OpaVMaybridge came from the upper middle class and were not 

expenenced famiers, having thus to rely on neiphbouring Ukninians for much basic 

farming knowledge. Another important example of borrowing a slrill wu midwifery. 

Although some women had babies in the hospitd in Edmonton. many gave birth right on 

the fam. William Banbash remembea a Uh in im rnidwife, Mrs. Kaschyshyn, attending 

most childbirths in the district. That illness dso called on the medicd folk wisdorn of 

Ukminians suggests that it was ist les t  regarded as practical. As Josie Stepchuk puts it, "A 

Scotch guy had very bad sciatica.The doctor told him. 'You go to P Ukninian iady and gei 

some sauerknut.' So he used to corne and bnng a jar. My mother would p t  some 

sauerkraut juice."'O John Hawrelko also recdls neighboua visiting his parents' f m  for 

his father's veterinarian skills: 

My dad was kind of a self-tau@ veterinarian. When he was a prisoner of war in 
Sibena, he was assiped to P cavalry officer. That was where he leanied a üttle bit 
about veterinary medicine. In Canada, he would attend to the other famers whose 
hones were sick or cows were delivering caives. He was handy in thnt way. There 
were olways people coming and going. There was quite an interchange among 
people? 

" Roy Kiyooka, MothertaIk:Life Stones of M q  Kijoshi Kiyooku. ed. Daphne Mariatt 
(Edmonton: NeWest Press, 1997), 138. 

ZO S tepchuk, interview. 

Hriwrelko, interview. 



It is obvious that immiemts' special skills and knowledge were not only vital to the 

farming community, but also created Links both among people of different origins and 

between early settlers and newcomen. In addition, individual Ulrrainians in pamculx acted 

as mediators between two cultures and ways of life. which gave them a new and important 

status in the settlement. One incident still remembered by many infonnmts concerns the 

Catholicchurch's refusal to bury a Japanese baby, on the grounds that he h d  never been 

baptized, and the intervention of a Ukrainian neighbour, Joseph Andruski, who helped 

obtain permission to bury the baby on the farm. This fonn of exchange reflects a hiemchy 

in the settlement, piving some Uktainians, who came frcn the Christian world and had 

settied ertrlier t h n  the Japanese, a role as guides in helping people. 

While cooperation and bormwing were driven by necessity, social visiting was 

dune voluntarily. For this reason, it becamea significant further step in creating a sense of 

local community, and suggests a more complex relationship among settten in which 

ethnicity pleyed a greenter or lesser d e  depending on time period and generation. During 

the earliest years of the OpaVMeybridge settiement, ethnic divisions between Ukrainians 

and Japanese stemmed mainly from difficulties of communication. as many of the first 

Ukninian and Japanese settlen did not speak English with any fluency. As John Hawrelko 

observes, the main cause of ethnic isolation was "not a problem of relations, but simply a 

problem of language.'ms2 As immimgrants acquired English and the linguistic banier between 

them declined, however. penood visiting beyond ethnic boundaries increased. There was 

dso a great difference between the immi,mt and the second generations. Ethnicity little 

affected friendships among Canadian-bom children. especially once they went to school, 

but playing together extended well beyond the schoolyard. Josie Stepchuk, for example, 

talks about a Japanese friend who often visited her 



The Kiyookas iived acmss the road. [rene Kiymka was a linle girl and she came to 
play with us. She used to stay for lunch with us and mentions, 'That is where I 
lemed to eat perogies." She said that she would wait and wonder if I would ask 
her to stay. 1 said. "Did f ask you?" She said, %Yes, cvery the."" 

Edward Wachowich dso recalls: 

When the Kiyookas came to Opal, I was about seven, and Harry Kiyooka 
was rny age. We as kids always used to play wrestling. Hamy Kiyooka always 
used to be able to beat kids. He knew some jujusu. 1 was bigger and stronger than 
him. I iifted him up, grabbed him, and he could not do anything. I could do 
whatever 1 wanted, So it took a few months for him to leam that. But he and 1 were 
good frieads. He had Mr. Watanabe's twenty two. We spent houn practicinp. The 
Watanabes' farm was in the bush, ten miles behind. We used to go into the bush. 
We used to take tums. If he saw a partridge, he shot it, and the next partridge we 
saw was my shot. He had p o d  eyes? 

Friendship among the second generation was not lirnited to one-on-one interaction, and 

often involved a number of people. Team sports iike hockey, the ultimate Canadian winter 

recreational activity, offered a significrint opportunity for children to play together. Wdlim 

Banbash remembers: 

In terms of winter tirne for hockey, we hauled water on a linle sled from the 
Wachowich household, and flooded the aren to make a hockey ri& in Opal, and we 
banked up snow on the side. We used old Eaton's catalogues for pads. Mr. 
Wachowich had a well by his house. So we were able to take wateter from his well, 
and put it into a tub. Al1 guys, Bruce Kimun, Harry Kiyooka, Allan Wachowich, 
cvcry body partici patcds" 

These passages show that socidizing ûcross ethnic lines among the Canadian-born 

genemtion became an important part of Canadiankation and their everydûy life. as they 

acquired hplish and entertained themselves in Canadian ways. 

While relations between Uhainian and Japanese settlen were quite good, both 

groups had fewer contacts with British families in the district, and iufomants suggest ibat 

socializing with British people was lirnited, especiaily among the immigrant generation. 

This indicates that AnglctCanadian settiers, the first to enter the area, acted as the host 

Stepchuk, interview. 

" Edward Wachowich, interview. 
55 Barabash, interview. 



society in OpalMaybridge, with Ukninian and Japanese families considered foreignen. 

Local Angio-canadian families had at les t  an advcintage with respect to language and were 

regarded as "people from whom immigrants had to leam."% Cultural and linguistic barrien 

seemed to be greaterthan racial differences, though, because there is no indication that the 

Angio-Canadians and Ukrainians united as "whites" against the Japanese. While tension 

surfaced in ody a few cases, and eth ic  divisions are remembered as mely affecting the 

second genention, discrimination did appear among the first genention. Josie Stepchuk 

recalls: 

1 know there was a Scottish family in which the mother was very strict. She didn't 
let her kids go to school affairs, because she didn't waat her kids to witness what 
Ukninians did. The girl used to tell me that she could never go to anywhere. 
because her rnother wouldn't let her. She went to England and stayed with her aunt. 
Those kids grew up very lonely. They had a good-looking son and he liked a 
U h i n i m  girl. His father was magistrate in Opal. He had his ways to curb his 
son's activi tics? 

This story not only suggests that some British settlea in the district had a well-established 

sense of their superior status, and strove to keep it. but dso points to a gap between 

children and adults in terms of tolennce and accepting people of other ethnic ongins. 

Mingling with people of different ethnic backgrounds provided opportunities to 

observe and experience another culture. Such direct exposure was important, because it 

seemed to reduce resistaace to what was different and to pmmote understmding mong 

settlen. The multiethnic character of the OpalMaybridge seulement gave settien frequent 

chances to interact with a variety of people. in addition, Ukrainiiuis' numericd strength in 

the district made it difficult to exclude their cultural influence from the local sphere, even 

though it was alien to the British mainstream. At lwst in informants' reminiscences, local 

Ukninians and Japanese saw each other's culture as curious rather thaa as a problem or a 

threat. accepting diffennt customs. John Hawrelko, for example, remembecs how his 

Siï Edward Wachowich, interview, 

" Stepchuk interview. 



Ukninian peasant mother enjoyed a sense of status and importance, when a Iapanese 

settler bowed to her, a gesture that in her homeland humble peûsants owed to the landlord 

as theK social better? The most obvious example of cultural exchange involved food. 

Because of the number of Ukrainiaas in the area, Japanese settiers ieamed 

Ukrainian food. Florence Shikaze, for example, mentions: 

how to make 

I think that we learned our parents' way, because they were teaching us. At the 
s m e  time, we were t&ng the other culture, because we were growing up with it. 
Because there were so mmy other ethnic groups in the area, they were very tolerant 
and understanding. This is why they got together and made pemgies and cabbage 
rolls. Now, every Christmas when rny family oets topther, pemgies and cabbage 
mlls always m u t  be thcre. That i s  pan of  al.' 

In fact, the local culture in OpaVMaybridp had a strong Ukninim flavour as an extension 

of the Ukriiinim bloc settlement. Yet even a few Japanese families made the presence of 

hpanese cuituni elements in OpalMaybridge visible. A few Ukrainims do remember 

having Japanese food. "1 used to visit Mrs. Takenda," Josie Stepchuk recalls. "She made 

some Japanese food, beans and fruits. We were not used to that kind of food.'"' Man 

Wachowich's mernories are sirnitar: 

1 remember going to Kiyoolias' place, and sometimes hwing something Japanese. I 
do not think they had strshi, but i remember foods were a litde bit different. 1 
remember one time Mn. Kiyooka made buns with blue king on them. 1 could 
hardly wYt to taste them. I h d  never seen blue king before. I would think that 
those families, dl of hem, adapted to western culture, because I do not recdl tw 
oltcn secing food bcinp that uniquck' 

As these stories indicate, the Japanese influence was not as strong as the Ukrainian. They 

also iliustrate the process by which some Japanese elements were incorporated into the 

local experience or identity, appreciated by Ukrainians as "unique" food, while Japanese 

' Hawrelko, interview. 

" Shikue, interview. 
00 S tepch& interview. 

Allm Wachowich, interview. 



informants understood Ukrainian food as a part of their more genetal prairie culture mther 

than as equally ethnic. 

While informal or penonal interaction among U k n i a n  and Japanese settlen 

played an important role in creating a circle of neighbours and friends in the private sphere, 

fomal institutions and events provided opportunities to get together in public space. Two 

types of gatherinps and settings dominated: those oqanized rnainly for a specific ethnic 

a d o r  religious group. dthough often attended by other people in the settlement: and those 

designed for the whole community, which drew people together around a comrnon focus. 

The first fom of interaction shows how ethnicity and religion were incorporated into the 

local experience in the process. promoting a specific ethnic and/or religious identity, 

opening a group's culture to a more genenl audience, and introducing elements of 

Canadianimtion. Io the OpaMaybridge area, ooly Ukrainiens organized non-religious 

public events, and even then the Uhinian chpdnia (reading club) in Opd was not 

restricted to Uhinians, as although plays and songs were performed in Ukrainian, other 

people came to see and hear them. As William Barabash recalls, "relations in that area - 
between the McInnises, Phillips, and McDonrlds and us - were very guod. They came to 

the hall in Opd for plays and concerts large1 y done by the Slavic community. These other 

people came to al1 these things?" Lucy Takahashi also remernbea attending movies held 

in the hdi,  despite the Ukrainian proprganda that often accompanied them. The hall also 

hosted some genenl interest meetings, such as discussions about dcoholisrn. and political 

party campaigns? Still, many of the activities at the hall - established in 1919 by a sroup 

of Ukrainiaa settlen gathering at Andruskis' house to discuss creating a Ukrainian cultural 

institution - were attended oniy by Ukminians, in large part because events were often 

designed to promote Uluainian nationabtic and cultural interests. Josie Stepchuk wrote in 

6' Barabash, interview. 

" Hawrelko, Stepchuk, Barabash, interviews. 



her memoin: "One evening, Elmuiû. a middle-aged mother, started reciting folklore about 

life in their homeland. Everybody Listened for a good hour; they were brought to tean and 

to laughter."" The hall thus served to showcase Ulrrainian culture for people of other 

ethnic ongns, who simply wanted entertainment regardless of language and culturai 

messages, and dso to promote Ukraiaian identity. 

A particularly notable event was the U k n i a n  wedding, dways held as a pan- 

community activity in which everyone could participate and enjoy Ukrainian culture. 

Weddings were regarded locally as uniquely Ukrainian events and as important 

opportunities to get together to celebnte regardless of eihnic origin, because it was usual 

for the fint genention of Japanese men to go back to Japan, get married, and return with 

their brides, and for the second generation to rnarry Japanese from other parts of Canada."' 

In addition, because most Japanese in the intenvar period favoured arnnged mûmaps, as 

seen in the system of picture brides practiced until 1928. Japanese people did not d w g s  

celebrate the occasion with a festive rnood? Although Ukrainians preserved their 

traditional style of celebnting marriages, reserving a few days for the festivities, gathering 

in both the groom's and the bride's home, and inviting the whole community, changes 

occurred in Canada. As the meming of many rituals, from pre-wedding preparations to the 

day of the cerernony, faded, weddinps increased in importance as social gatherinps? The 

Ukrainian wedding, William Bambash explains, 

was dso a very important recreational thing. After supper, other people came, who 
did not have to be invited. That was fine. They came for the dance. . . There were 
no such things as ethnic lines. But again, the majority was Ukniaian, because they 

6.1 Stepchuk, memoirs. 
65 James Kimura, memoirs. 
'' On picture brides, see, for example, Tomoko Makabe, Picture Bri&s: Japanese Women 
in C '  (Toronto: Multicuinual History Society of Ontario, 1995). 

" On the traditional rituals and ceremonies for the UEirainian wedding, see, for example, 
see, Lesia AM Mamschak, T h e  Ukrainian Wedding: An Examiflation of Its Rites, 
Customs, and Traditions*' (MA. thesis, University of Saskatchewan, 1985). 



were rnajority peopte there. It does not rnean that the Mclnnises and Mchnalds, 
for cxarnpIc. wcre not invi tdm 

Some Japanese infamants remember attending Ukrainian wtddings. Neighbours actually 

played a very important part, bath as gguests and in preparing for the Party. People created a 

specid enErance in an arc& fonn, played music, and cooked plenty of food. As Man 

Wachowich recalls, "people in the community got together and hefped, just like threshing 

time.'''q 

Sirnilwiy, churches and their activities were often ethnically Iinked or even fm1 

points of ethnic identity at the sarne tirne as they served as meeting places for everyone. The 

local Presbyterian church, for example, appealed cultudly as wei1 as spiritwlly to some 

British settlers, The local Romm Cntholic church. organized by s e v e d  Polish families, 

conducted services with Poiish missionanes in Polish and Latin and was attended rnaiiinly 

by Potish farnilies in the district. reinforcing Roman Caholicisrn as an aspect of Polish 

identity.'"lan Wachowich explains: 

We were mmmitted Catholics. Ali of us went to Catholicschool. What happened in 
those dnys ai Opd was thrit n sister would corne from Edmonton and teach 
Cathoticism for a week. 1 spent one week and received my first Hoty Communion 
at Opal- I was gradc two or threc thcn?' 

Just like the Uhin ian  reading hall. however, the Roman Catholic church was not Lirnited 

exclusiveiy to the Poles but d s o  attended by Japanese and Ukraininns, aithough mmy did 

not go 41 the time. Edwixd Wachowich rememben some fapanese and Ukrainian people 

coming to mass and "standing around after the service, taiking to one another."" While 

every settierregarded the occasion as an opportunity to gather with community people, the 

bn Barabash, interview, 

89 AiIan Wachowich, interview. 

70 Rose Dul, "Polish Ukrainian Relations in Opal," interview by Joanna Matejiko, 
November f 978, personat colIection of Mian Wachowich. 
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church services had slightly different other meanings to different ethnic groups. While the 

Roman Catholic mass was spintually and cultunlly important for the Pales. the Ukninians 

tended to value its pneral Christian moral lessons, and the Japanese attended because it 

was the "Canadian" thing even though they did not understand the lruiguaps of the service. 

Church picnics, a feature of Canadian prairie culture genenlly, dso united people 

regardless of ethnicity or religion. and constituted a popular if seasonal aspect of local 

entertainment. The emergence of' culturally homogeneous '%anadian" features in such 

events illustntes how the activities of religious institutions were transformed on the frontier 

as members adopted aspects of the larger culture. Canadianization was particularly apparent 

in food. as organizen erected booths to self hot-dogs, ice crearn, sandwiches, and 

chocoiate ban. Ethnic foods seemed to have no place in this Canadianization of eating 

habits. As Florence Shihze comments, -Nowadays, stishi is a big thing, isn't it3 But in 

those days, you did not want to eat too much. It was such a minority. It was difficult.'"' Ai 

the same time, the second pnention saw these Canadian foods 3s an integral and exciting 

part of the event. Children looked eûprly for these new foods which they rarely saw in 

everyday life. Church picnics also featured mainstream prairie sports, basebdl or tipee. in 

which everybody could participate. Chizuko Kimun's husband James was "very good at 

pitching. So different people came to ask him to pitch dunng fun the."" Church picaics, 

in other words, contributed to the creation of a pan-community and Canadian prairie 

identity, as opposed to the ethnoreligious enclusiveness often contained in church services, 

and emphasized the si@icmt role of churches as public institutions involved in 

community building. 

It must be emphasized that the Japanese did not have stnictured public religious or 

ethnic events. While the annual Japanese picnic on Kirnuras' farm served their ethnic 

Shikaze, interview. 

" Chizuko Kirnum. interview. 



interests, bringing people together and serving bpanese food, it was noot attended by 

mernben of other ethnic groups or even widely known. As William Barabash says. "1 

cmnot remernber whether the srnall Japanese cornmunity would have had anything 

spe~ifically."~' in this sense, the Japanese picnic becme neither a place to open Japanese 

culture to people of other backgrounds nor a event which comected Japanese families with 

their non-Jûpanese neighbours. The concept of gathering in a picnic setting itseif, however, 

can be reprded as a sign of Canadianimiion. Infamants also saw the Jnpanese picnic as a 

very important occasion for the fint genention puticularly, to entertain themselves and 

each other in the frontier environment. 

The second type of forma1 interaction. pan-community evenis and meeting places 

not designed for or confined to a specific ethnic group, represented the hornogeneous side 

of prairie culture and society from the beginning. They offercd imrni,pnts and their 

children leaminp, leisure, fellowship, and a break from the monotony of fann life. Another 

important repercussion, especially when people started to travel to neighbouring 

settlements, was to geognphically and psychologically establish the boundary of the local 

"community" in contmst with other surroundhg centres. School events, Iike Christmas 

concerts and track meets. pitting OpaI/Maybridge against other schwl districts and bringing 

people together across ethnic and religious lines, illustrate bath the spread of local prairie 

culture and the development of locdized identity independent of old-world traditions. 

Christmas concerts, for example, becme social events which featured Santa Claus; people 

again ate pies, cakes. and chocolate ban. al1 introduced from and considered to be part of 

the mainstream Anglo-Canadian culture. Planned by teachers and pupils, the concert alu, 

became a gathering for parents. h i e  Stepchuk recalls how the school was important for 

her family 

" Barabash, interview. 



School tausht us al1 the things. We lemed grimes and lemed to share. Teachen 
put us topther, and our parents started ptting interested in these activities. They 
used to corne into school. It provided women a chance to p t  out, because they did 
not get out to any social activities. They were afnid that they did not speali the 
language, aad somebody woutd laugh. It was a oood start for us. . . 1 was luclcy 
heciiusc my p m n k  werc amund me al1 the timc. 7R 

Both the schoolyard and the cummunity hall were used to open school activities to the 

public. Wdliam Bmbash remembea preparing for the Christmas concert: 

Especially the Christmas concert was a big thing. The teacher would send a few of 
us, a small group, around noon. We opened the hall, and started a fire in the heater. 
It was often very cold. Then the rest of the kids and teacher would start off the 
aftemoon. WC did rchearsais then: for conccm - songs. plays, and pageand' 

In addition to mounting these special occasions to which the whole comrnunity was 

welcome, the school, of course. was the place where children met other people and cultures 

on a daily basis?A1though Canadianization of the Canadian boni in their beliefs and 

attitudes towards othen through the school created a generation gap with their imrnigant 

parents, cultural differences seldom surfaced as tensions in the district. Parents did not 

reject what their children acquired in school, regarding it as important for their future. 

Children also nrely q u e d  with or criticized their parents for their traditions and beliefs. 

behaving in different ways nt home and school. This situation is well described when 

infamants Say: '.Out in the district, dl were the same, but at home there were differences." 

or "At schooi, it was very much the same. But we ate Jnpanese foods five times a week. 

Uhinians mut  have had Ukrainian foods. We spoke Japanese at home, while they spoke 

Ukrainian at School encourapd a wider circle of friends and often softened 

ethnic differences, as infamants argue that their background mely affected their 

n Barabash, interview. 

For an examination of assimilation in rnulticultural schools on the prairies, see also, 
David G d  Bryans, "Education and Acculturation: The School in A Multicultural S e t h g  
(Ph.D. d i s ,  University of Alberta, 1971 ), 171-2Oû. 
?? S tepchuk, Bruce Kimura, interviews. 



friendships. The only exception was perhaps racial ohgin. Although ncial prejudice was 

not in retrospect regarded as strong in the settlement, children were nevertheless aware of 

the differences. Florence Shikaze, for example, remembers: 

You wished you were the same as them with their fair hair and Lighter shn. 
Especially, 1 had always been dark. 1 knew that, and of course, a lot of things about 
your nose, that was always big. These days you get some of these ethnic groups 
ftghtinp, but i t  was not likc thatoR" 

Some people also recail teasing and ethnic durs such as *-Jap" and "Bohunk." However. 

name-calling apparently did not cause any fights, being only a "kids' thing." 

Voluntary social activities provided another forma1 opportunity for people to get 

together as is community. These activities played important roles both in promoting the 

Canadian side of settlen' identity and in establishing a sense of locd "community" venus 

surrounding districts. especially in people's minds? Contact with more distant neighbours 

outside OpaVMaybridge offered Uhin ims  and Japanese an opportunity to see thernselves 

reldvely and helped cultivate a group consciousness beyond ethnic lines. Baseball 

toumaments constitute a perfect exmple  of recreational activities serving simultaneously to 

unite local people around a cornmon North Amencan xtivity and to help them define 

themselves against the "outside other." Opal had a baseball tearn. organized by young men, 

that travelled to sunounding centres to play against tearns from Waugh. Eastgate. 

Egrernont, Thorhild, Redwater, and other points. Baseball itself is a communal sport, in 

tenns of both playing and watching. The extent to which individuals identified with the 

local t e m  is illustrated by the geeneerat anger felt when Bruce Kirnura, a good pitcher, 

Shikaze, interview. 
81 Gregory Robinson, for example, argues that Ukrainians brought *territonal 
antapnisms" from their homelmd, and often showed hostility to outsiders. See Gregory 
Robinson, -Rougher Than Any Other Nationality? ULrrainian Canadians and Crime in 
Alberta, 19 1529," Journal of Lnirahian Sfildks 16, nos. 1-2 (Summer-Winter 199 1): 
147- 179. 



played for an opposinp team? The Opd basebail team was also supported by local leaden 

such as Pbilip Wachowich, who provided equipment and tmnsportation, and British people 

who offered a site for a diamond or coached the team." The settlers did not simply regard 

baseball as casual entertainment, but devoted thernselves to the team as a community 

achievement which made local boundaries rnuch more important than ethnicity. 

Dances also attracted people h m  surrounding centres, as with better roads and 

more cars they started to travel greater distances in punuit of enterrainment The increasing 

traffic among different settlements on special occasions and the ~i~gnificance of events like 

dmces can be seen for example in the emergence of rural Ukninian "gangs" that tnvelled 

around the Ukrainian bloc to attend parties and confront local youthsP* People in the 

OpciUMaybridgearea sometimes went to relatively close places Like Waugh and Egrernont. 

with largely Slavic or British populations and not as multicultural as OpilMaybridge and 

met new people. In the early years. the Iack of tnnsportation and poor roads that hindered 

intercoune with surrounding settlements also affected the extent to which people came 

cultudly to understand each other. Yet interaction with outsiders reminded the 

Opal/Maybridge settlers that they lived in a unique cultural setting with sevenl ethnic 

groups. especidly and most unusually the Japanese. who al1 contributed to their self- 

image. In fact, other local settlements apparently did not have as much toletance as 

OpalMaybridge, as racial discrimination sometimes reared its head at public dances. 

William Bmbash, for example, recalls: 

1 went tu school with Bruce Kimura, Frank and Hamy Kiyooka. We got dong very 
well, although there were some areas which had different feelings towards 
Japanese, like a place called Waugh. I used to go to dances there with Kimura. One 
time, 1 remember, there was a pretty rude ethnic remark made about Harry Kiyooka 
by some people at the dance hall in the area. A couple of guys said to me why 1 am 
associating with a dark fellow. But that was me. In our area in Opal, there was not 

LP- Hawrelko, interview. 

" Ibid.; and Allm Wachowich, Edward Wachowich, interviews. 

81 Robinson, "Rouaer Than Any Other Nationality?," 159- 16 1. 



any nepativism, or looking down. We irnew Kiyookas, Nishimotos, and Kirnuns. 
Thcy rcccivcd kind of the same trcatrnïntas our pïople when they first came hcrc? 

Josie Stepchuk's story suggests oot only that a difference in attitudes towards the Japanese 

gave the ûpaVMaybridp Ukrainians a significant roie as mediator, but also illustrates that 

their own experience as a minority group paralleled that of the Japanese: 

There was an exclütnge between different districts. We played against each other. 
When districts made tours, kids from other places didn't know the Japanese, and 
they called them names. We stood out. Because they were in other districts, they 
didn't assimilate with other nationalities. Y ou could see the difference. So we were 
always fighten for the Japanese kids. This kind of thing happened to us too. If 
relatives of English kids came from the city, they would cal1 us [Uhnians ]  
namcs16 

The fact thût local Ukrainians defended the hpanese as friends against prejudice voiced by 

people from other districts indicates that a crystallizing sense of community based on 

geognphy and familiarity also ciosed nnks against outsiders. Such incidents also dlow 

infamants. in  retrospect, to create a positive image of the OpaLfMaybridge area. expressed 

in ggtolennce,** "friendly." and "no discrimination," and comparing their "pod" attitudes 

towards the Japanese with the prejudice and discrimination of othen. 

The OpalMaybridge m a  emeqed as a social unit through various kinds of 

interaction. The sense of comrnunity that developed among Ukrainian and Japmese settlea 

does not, however, rnem that eethnicity had no impact on local identity . While some ethnic 

and associated religious traditions declined in the new country. othen were maintained. 

even though transformed and altered in the household, and in some cases, in public space. 

Tensions between Ukrainians and Japanese in the district because of differences in cultural 

beliefs, values, language, and food appear to have been slight Uhinim influences were 

paiticulariy strong, given Ukrainians' proportionately large population, and the Japanese 

settlen were often exposed to thern through personal and public exchanges. While the 

* Bmbash, interview. 
8ri Stepchuk, interview. 



Japanese impact was not as strong as the Ukninian, local people acknowledged the 

Japanese presence. which the informants tried to incorporate into their "unique" l d  

identity, and sometimes experienced its culture fint hand. Meanwhile, pan-community 

events as part of a homogenizing prairie culture, emerging particulad y around recreational 

activities and the school, contributed to the formation of an OpaUMaybndge identity 

characterized by cultural diveaity and tolerance, connecting the settiers in the district with 

surrounding communities at the same time as setting them apart. 



Chapter 4 
Beyond the Local Comrnunity: 

OpallMoybridge Ukrainians and kpanese and Canadian Ethnic Politics 

By the intenvar period Canada had received large numbers of immigrants from 

various places in the world. Many of them were seen to threaten the country's British fabric 

and made Canadian leaden stress the need for assimilation. it was also during these years 

that the immigrants' own ethnic (and often religious) leaden tried to mise the group 

consciousness of their peopie and at the same time secure their place in Canadian society. 

Although these elites were politicaily more vulnenble thnn Anglo Canadian nation bui lders. 

their ideological activities played a significant part in the evolution of 3 Canadian identity 

around the notion of a "mos&c." The main goal of this chapter is to examine the impact of 

the interaction between mainstream goals and ethnicity on the c hmcter of Canadian identity 

between the wan. concentnting on two groups. the Ukrainians and the kpanese. It can be 

explored through two levels of ideologicai interaction. The fint concerns the national 

picture. focusing on the competing agenda of Anglo-Canadian leaders with their 

ssirnilationist sentiments and of Ukrainian and Japrinese elites in Winnipeg and Vancouver 

respectively. The second concems the extent to which the gnssroots were conscious of and 

affected by the propagnnda of either set of elites. focusing specificdly on the 

OpaVMriybridge district in niml Alberta. These two spheres of ideologicd activity 

constantly intencted with each other, to determine the role of Ukninians and kpanese in 

Canadian society more generaily as well as the impact of "Ukrainiaoness" and 

"lapaneseness" in the OpaiMaybridge settlement. 

During the 1920s and 1930s. as Ando-Canadian leaders tcied to decide the rule and 

position of non-British immie;ints in national life, the notion of Ango-conformity 

continued to dominate their thinking. Although they saw nomBritish irnmiagrants as 

necessary for national development, particularty in prairie agiculture and as unskilled 



labour, they hardly appreciated the culture and value systems brought from the old world.' 

The dilemma often caused controveny as to whether Canada should receive more 

immigpnts from oveneas. M a y  argued that additional irnmi=mts were no longer 

necessary because of the large numbers who had already settied in Canada.' The urgency 

of assimilating the foreign population to British-Canadian noms and to educate 

"uncivilized" people is apparent in the work of James T.M. Anderson, appointed director 

of education for immiapnts in Saskatchewan in 1918, and Robert England, who in the 

1920s received a War Memorial Scholarship to teach in centrai European settlements in 

Saskatchewan for three y e a d  These educaton did not always show hostility towards the 

new immigrants, but often stereotyped them from an outsider's point of view. They never 

doubted that they had the right to enlighten or Canadianize immigrants for their own good. 

justifying their attitudes towords "foreigned' in the name of "civilization." T heir focus was 

usually on estern Europeons, whorn they thought would maice suitable Canadians if 

educated properly. but few argued that racially visible peoples such as Orientais were 

-- - - 

' Howard Palmer, "Reluctant Hosts: Angio-Canadian Views of Multiculturalisrn in the 
Twentiet h Century ." in Readings in C ~ z d i a n  History, ed. Douglas Francis and Donald B. 
Smith (Toronto: Holt, Rinehart and Winston of Canada, 1990), 1%. For a discussion of 
immigration from an ecoaomic perspective durinp the interwar period. see Chariotte 
Whitton, 'The Inmigration Problem for Canada." Queen's Q~roner[v 3 1, no. 4 (May 
1921): 3 W 2 0 ;  Duncan McArthur, "What is The Immigration Prublem?" Queen's 
Quanerîy 35, no. 2 (Autumn 1928): 603-613; Robert England, "British Immigration," 
Quccn's Quarrer@ 36, no. 1 (Winter 1929): 13 1- 153; and Robert England, 'Tontinenilii 
Migration," Queen T Quut~'rly 36, no. 2 (Autumn 1929): 7 19-728. 

See, for example, Editod, LCaturdq Ni@, 30 June 1928, 4: Editorial, Saturdqv Night, 
19 Januûry 1929, 4; A.S. Whiteley, "Cm We Afford Immigration?' Surwdizy Night, 18 
May 1929,37, r14, A.D. Fraser, "A Quota System for Canada?' Satwdq Night, 14 June 
1930.3 1,3&39; E.C. h r y ,  hoin Population Problem - Two: Why We Are Not Getting 
More People," Maclean 'S. 15 September 1928. 3-5, 67; AR-M. Lower, Tan Canada Do 
Without the Immigrant?" Maclean's, l June 1930, 3-4, 70-71; and "Immi,gation: Amficial 
Stimulation and Aiternative," C'adian Forum, August 1 924, 3 28-3 29. 

See James T. M. Anderson, nie Educarion of the New Canndim:A Thwtise on C d a ' s  
Greutest Educutio~al Robiem (Toronto & London: J. M. Dent & Sons, 1918); Robert 
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assimilable. Yet Charles H. Young and Helen R.Y. Reid, who investigated the Japanese, 

presented a positive image, pointiog out their contributions to the economy and culture and 

theit Canadiankation. While they used Anglo-Canadian standards of cornparison, a d  saw 

the Jripanese as racidly unassimilable, their observations of the Japanese were much more 

objective than those of other Anglo-Canadians, who seldorn saw non-whites as potential 

Canadians? 

While the ideology of Anglo-conformity clelirly dominated intenvar attitudes, other 

concepts such 3s the melting pot ami the rnosaic also had supporten. Advocates of the 

melting pot thought that Canada could create a new cultural identity and new Canadian race 

by blending several "good qudities of immi,mnts and by intermamage between Anglo- 

Canadians and other people of Eumpean origin.' Howard Palmer argues. however, that the 

distinction between Anglo-conformity and the rnelting pot was not always clear, largely 

because in the Crinadian context the concept of a melting pot was. like Anglo-confodty, 

often interpreted so as not to threaten the British value system, and rejected a genuine 

sharing of political, economic and social power." For example, proponents adroitly 

selected who could participatein the creation of a "new" Canridian identity. dnwing a line 

between new immigrants who h p t  their homeland traditions and culture, and the Canadian 

born who had more or less acquired British values. Historian A.R.M. Lower. for example. 

4 See, for e-xample, Charles H. Young and Helen R.Y. Reid, The Japwese C d m  
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1938), 17 1- 193. For anti-Asian sentiment in 
British Columbia, see W. Peter Ward, Whire CanachForever:PopufmAnitudes Md Public 
Poli.. Toward Orientais in British Columbia (Mont d: McGill-Queen's University Press. 
1978); Patricia E. Roy, A White Mm's Province: British Colwnbia Poliriciam cvuf Chinese 
and Japonse 1mmi;pranfs. 1858-1913 (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press. 
1979); and Am Sunahasa, The Polirics of Racism: The Uprooting of J~pumse C ~ C V L S  
dwing the Second Worid Wm (Toronto: Lorime- 198 1). 
5 For melting-pot ideas prevailing during the intemar petiod, see, for example, S herwood 
W. FOX, "How the Melting-pot Meits" Trmrractiom of the Royal Society of C d  32, 
ser. 3 (May 1938): 1; EL. Chicanot, "Moulding A Nation," Dalhousie Rrvicw 9 ( 1929): 
237; and Frederic Griffin, "Made to Measukb Toronto Star Weekly, 24 Novernber 1928, 
1. 



wrote in 1930 thatiithe newcomer hm many difficulties that the native born does not have 

to face, and therefore for a greater or lesser penod he is not as effective a citizen as is the 

native bom." J.T.M. Anderson also insisted that **it should never be expected that the 

older people will become 'true Canadians', and no attempt should be made to do what is an 

irnp~ssibility."~ However, "their offspnng" who were born "under the Union Jack" could 

be Canadians? Selectivity in what would contribute to the creation of a new Canadian 

culture, and what would not, preserved the "goos' elements from immi,grants' traditions. 

An article advocating the concept of a melting pot emphasized the merits: 

The blending of many m e s  in a new environment, it is true, is producing a type of 
people different from the nces from which they have sprung. but our people corne 
from old naa l  stocks and inherit aiike both the good and the weak qualities and 
characteristicsof those nces. . . Those who treasure the folklore, music, story and 
customs of thcir anccstvts will havc thc grcater wcalth of culturc." 

Obviously, this viewpoint differed from Anglo-confomiity in that it admitted the culturai 

merits of peoples other tban the British. The basic concept of excluding non-British groups 

from the country's political, economic. and power structures, however, did not change. 

The emergence of the idea of a "mosaic" among Anglo-Canadians, even though it 

represented a minority voice, was importantfor its rejection of the notion that every nation 

and state were, or should bet homogeneous. Advocated by individuais such as Kate A. 

Foster, John Murray Gibbon and Watson Kirkconnell, it differed from both Anglo- 

conformity and the melting pot in its celebmtion of divenity which subsequently formed 

the basis of the present policy of multiculturalism. The content of the rnosaic, however, 

was similu to that of the melting pot in picking up colourful and non-threatening cultural 

' Palmer, "Reluctant Hosts," 153. 
7 Lower, T a n  Canada Do Wlthout Immi,mnts?," 70. 

Anderson, Education of the New CcUKddim, 9.  

Ibid., 55. 



elernents from what immi,pnts brought to Canada. without damaging Anglo-Canadian 

dominance in the politicai, economic, and social spheres. In general, advocates of the 

mosaic ernphasized the superiority of British iaw and the British parliamentary system, 

while they saw other Canadians as good sources of folk culture." John Murray Gibbon. 

for example, concentrated on both the folk and high cultures of Eumpeans - including 

music, food, poetry, and artefacts - in his 1938 study, Canodm Mosaic. The same 

selectivity was also apparent in Govemor-General Lord Tweedsrnuir's address to a 

You have accepted the duties and loyalties as you have acquired the privileges of 
Canadian citizens, but I want you dso to remember your old Ukrainian tndihons - 
your beautiful handicdts, your folk songs, and dances and your folk legends. I do 
not believe that any people can be strong unless they remember and keep in touch 
with dl their past. Your traditions are d l  valuable contributions towards our 
Canadian cul t urc. " 

The speech well reflects the AngleCanadian concept of a mosaic, suggesting that 

Uhinians had to fuifil "duties and loyalties" to Canada. while they could maintain only 

theirfoik culture which did not affect power relations in a Cmadian ethnic hierarchy. 

Although Anplo-conformity. the melting pot. and the mosaic represent the principal 

trends in mainstream thinking during the interwar period, Canadian nation builden did not 

apply them equally to al1 ethnic or racial groups. They acknowledged the positive economic 

impact of European famen, but hardly saw Asians as necessary once the building of the 

Canadian Pacific Railway wcu completed. While anti-Asian sentiment in the pnine 

'&The New Canadian Festival: Some Facts and Faliacies Concenùng the Growth of 
Population in Canada," Country Guide, 1 Augst  1928, 14. 17. 

"See, for exmple, John M. Gibbon, "European Seeds in the Canadian Garden," 
Transactions of the R q a i  Society of C d  17, sec. 2 (May 1923): 1 19-129; John M. 
Gibbon, Cmadian Mosaic: The Moking of a Northem Nation (Toronto; McCIelland & 
Stewart Ltd., 1938); Kate A. Foster, Our Cunadian Mode (Toronto: Dominion Council of 
the YWCA, 1926); George Elmore Reaman, "Cmadianization of the Foreign-Born," 
Ccmadan Mugcine of P olitics, Science. ancl fitermue, W (October 192î): 445-450: and 
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provinces was fa. more moderate than in British Columbia, people genently minimized 

their contributions to Canada, and argued that Asians could never be assimilated because of 

their racial visibility.13 The solution, seen in the policies of the head tax imposed on the 

Chinese and quotas imposed on the Japanese. was to restrict Oneotd immigration. Even 

advocates of ihe melting pot and the mosaic tended to exclude any Orientai contribution 

from their new Canadian identity. One article, which proposed the creation of a "Canadim 

race," argued: "Of course, some of these stocks might be excluded For exmple, 

discnminationmight be made agdnst the non-white races, or the whites of non-British or 

non-French origin whose anceston had not contmcteda le@ number of mmiages with the 

basic stocks of the country."14 While outlining the potential contribution of twenty 

nationalities in Europe to the Canadian mosaic. John Murny Ci bbon also excluded Asians. 

The notion of British supenonty seen in a rnainstrem Anglo-Cûnadian urban elite 

was sometimes transmitted to the OpailMaybridge settlement it played a signûicant role in 

the formation of the locd elite in the area. although certain conditions - such as face-to-face 

contacts and the Anglo-Canadian w e h e s s  in numbers - alleviûted the normal ethnic 

hienrchy. Despite the fact that Ukrainians dominated the population. and the local British 

hmilies were not 3t dl better off economicdly than the rest. even being remernbered as 

"poor farmers," the British were dso recopized as f o d n g  a "cultural" elite." For most 

of the period under discussion, individuals of British origin occupied the influentid 

" Address by Lord Tweedsrnuir, 21 September, 1936, cited in Gibbon, CaMdian Mosaic. 
307. 

"For Albertan attitudes towards the Japanese, see Howard Palmer, P m e m  of Prejudice: 
A f1istot-y of Nusivisnz Nt Alberta (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1982), 86-W. 
'" Burton Hurd, "1s There A Canadian Race?' Queenf Qzimerly 25, no. 2 (Autumn 
1928): 620. 
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positions of justice of the peace, postmister, and registrar in the settlement.'" They also 

had an advantage in langage, which was perhaps the single most important skiil. John 

Hrtwrelko explains: "One of the things that we leamed very early was that you were not 

always equal to the hglish man." l7 This commeats suggest a social line existed between 

privileged British settlen and others, as both Ukninian and Japanese remember that their 

interchange with individuals of British origin was not frequent.18 In the process. 

Ukrainians and Japanese in OpaiMaybridge seem to have drawn together and developed 

bonds as marginal groups. 

The major institution which acted as a vehicle of mainstream ideologies and 

propaganda was the public school. Undoubtedly. schools in the OpauMaybridge are8 

experienced problems such as inegular attendance because of weather and hm labour, and 

a lack of both eqiiipment and skilled teachen that were common on the frontier." Local 

parents, for example, cornplained officially on occasion about teachen' lack of skills and 

cancellation of classes."' But the school still rnaintained its role as the institution which 

connected OpaVMay bridge to the rest of Canada, tmmitting Angle-Canadian values - and 

10 While e.xhaustive lists of justices of the peace, postmasters, and registran do not exkt in 
the Provincial Archives of Alberta. only British names can be identified. See Provinciai 
Archives of Alberta, Edmonton, lnquest Files from the General Administration Mfice of 
the Department of the Attorney General. 19 10- 1928. 167. L W  1 186 (Opal): Justice of the 
Peace Files From the Department of the Attorney General, 1894 1926.69.2 10/ 1299, 2325, 
2657 (Opd); and Justice of the Peace Files Index. 1897- 1927, Department of the Attorney 
General, 3 1 July 1969,69.2 10. 

'7 John Hawrelko, interview by author, tape recording, Redwater, AB, 9 July 1998. 

l8 Ibid, 
19 Studies of prairie cornmunities indicate that schools on the frontier did not always 
function as their metroplitan counterparts in Canada, being affected by differences in 
physical, economic, and social conditions. See, for example, Paul Voisey, VuZcun: The 
Making of a Prairie Commun* (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1988), 176: and 
C.A. Dawson, Pioneering in the Prairie Provinces: The Social Side of the Settkment 
Process (Toronto: MacmillanCompany of Canada Ltd, 19.10), 182- 186. 
'O Provincial Archives of Alberta, Edmonton, "B.B. Etting to Chief Inspecter of Schools," 
18 November 1937, Opd School District, 7933491 1. 



students were encouraged tu attend "as regularly as possible."" Also, teachen usually 

came from outside the senlement during most of the intenvar period, because special efforts 

were made to recruit individuals of British background, in part, presumably , because a few 

British individuals cornpriseci the local school board." John Hawrelko recalis a British 

neighbour, the chairman of the school board, W n g  to his father about a Ukrainian 

applicant. "Andrew," he reportedly said, "I don't really think that we will hire this man. 

because he doesn't speak the King's English very well."" It was not untii the late l%Os 

that people of origns other than Bntish started to be hired at Opal and Maybridge schools. 

The provincial school curriculum also emphasized the use of English, English litenture and 

the history of the British empire. Curriculum changes, which atternpted to teacich local 

students about more imrnediately relevant subjects, such as Candian history and local 

issues, were not made until the late 1930s when William Aberhart introduced extensive 

province-wide refoms in edu~ation.'~ 

Supported by a British-onented curriculum and the local school board. ideologically 

rnotivated Anglo-Canadian teachers taught local students with whrit both Ukrainian and 

Japanese inforrnants recdl as a sense of superionty. The influence of teachers was quite 

strong in those days since they were educated people to whom settlen showed respect: they 

also played a sisniftcmt role in establishing the idea of British superiority in the district. 

The memoirs of a Ukrainian woman. Annie Woywitka (née Andruski), refer to a teûcher 

" Provincial Archives of Alberta, Edmonton, "Chief lnspector of Schools to B.B. Etting,'? 
30 November 1937, Opal School District. 7933.1/9 1 1. 

" The Opd and Maybridge schools seem to have been slower in hiring teachen of non- 
An@Canadian origin than other centres in the U W a n  bfoc. For example, at least six 
Slavic teachers were appointed in Smoky Lake (approximately 80% Ukrainian) between 
1919 and 1925, white Opal and Maybridge schools had none. Provincial Archives of 
Alberta, Edmonton. Teachers' index, 1919-1925,75.502, Although the list of memben of 
the OpaiMaybridge school boards is incomplete, ody British names could be identifie& 
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rerninding his students that they were not Crinadian and insisting that "for a foreigner to 

become a Canadian, he had to be of the fifth generation."" Teasing ethnic children and 

making il1 remerks about them by teachen also occurred in OpaVMaybridge clûssrooms, 

particularly in the 1920s and 1930s. An incident, which symbolizes the discrimination, is 

recdled by ksie Stepchuk 

One [British] boy, who was the teacher's son, would bother the children in the 
classroom. . . and on one occasion he even kicked a girl while he had his ice skates 
on. The children went to the teacher's shack to tell on the boy. The teacher didn't 
Say much to the children, but the next day , the teacher and her -husband came to the 
school. The man lectured the children on how they didn't know how to treat British 

Such blunt and overt prejudice decreased by the late 1930s while not completely 

disappeanng. The major change seemed to corne when local school tnistees, whose 

number included a non-British settler, started to hire qualified teachen regwdless of ethnic 

origin. With the appearance of iocd and "ethnic" tecichers. the ide3 of respecting each 

other's backgrounds emerged as well. A local Polish teacher, for example, created a one- 

year Japanese hisiory course on the grounds that Japanese children attended ûpal school." 

This indicates thet the school in the district. whose primary role was to Cûnadianize 

children, did not always function as a mainstrearn assimiiationist institution. and sometimes 

incorpomted contnry locd perspectives and reaiity into its aciivities. In addition, the I d  

school board increasingiy becme involved in school refoms of its own to improve the 

educationd environment One of the projects begun by the tnistees, and waited for with 

enthusiasrn because the Opal school ody had six books in its library, was to receive books 

from the University of Alberta every two w e e k ~ . ' ~  Opd school also expanded to two 

" Annie Woywitka, "Btidging Two Worlds," unpublished mernoirs, November 1985, 
personal collection of h i e  Stepchuk. 54. 

' 6  Josie Stepchuk, interview by author, tape recording, Edmonton, AB, 21 August 1998. 

" Edward Wachowich, interview. 

'' Stepchuk, interview. 



rooms in the 1930s, in response to local cornplaints that the existing building was ttoo 

smalt." The adjustment of Q a I  schooi to the multiethnic reality of the district and local 

demands suggests that the schooi gradudly became transformed into a locat community 

institution, reflecting parents' voicts. 

White the school system camed Angio-Canadian messages to ClpiMaybridge, the 

Great Depression, which started with the cmh of the stock market in the United States in 

1929 and became a world-wide phenomenon in the 1 9 3 0 ~ ~  had a somewhat dierent 

impact on the district compared to other parts of Canada, especidly indusuidized urban 

centres, in terms of ethnic relations. The shortage of jobs in Cmadinn cities encouraged 

nativist sentiments and strong prejudice against foreign workers, intensifying ethnic 

tensions in Cmadian society. immigrants' inabiiity to s p e k  English and lack of skills dso  

became obstsctes to finding employment?" The economic tumoi1 could be seen in the 

OpaVMaybndge area, and toomed large in informants' mernories, but seldom caused 

tensions between Anglo-Canadians and others on the farm without cornpetition over jobs. 

Rather, the Depression created s sense of comrnon experience and strugple, especidly in 

people's mernories, chdlenging equdiy everyone in the district as we1i as other prairie 

t'amers. The major hnrdship on the rural prairies was the dnmatic drop in crop price 

because of the introduction of hi& t x i f f s  by many nations. including Canada, which 

decreased intemationd trade." Crops had no economic value, giving rise to the scenanos 

described by William Barabash: "When the transaction was finished, my father owed the 

transportafion Company more than what he was paid for his crop.'"' In some cases. 

'y Pmvincia. Archives of Alberta, Edmonton, "A. Schofield to inspector of Schools,* 31 
May 1933. Opal Schwi District. 8437/2153. 

'O Palmer, "Reluctant Hosts," 154-155. 

'' R Douglas Francis, Richard Tones, and Donald A. Smith, Desinies: Canadian H i s t q  
Since Confcdmarion, 3rd. ed-(Toronto: Harcourt Brace & Company Canada, 19%), 261. 

" Wdliam Barabash, interview by author, tape recording, Edmonton, AB, 24 October 
1998. 



fmers h3d to sel1 their cattleto make up the expense. Others lost their farming equiprnent. 

"In the fa11 of 1932," James Kirnura wrote in his memoirs, 

1 remember so clear, &d was in the city to get an extension of payment till after 
harvest. While there they made him sign the seizure of equipment. By the time he 
came home the equipment was gone. A car load of men came into the yard. The 
sheriff, Company man, and two others said they came after the rnachinery. I said, 
"You will have to wait till dad corne home," so they showed me the release paper 
dad signed. I rememberso clear they had taken dl the equipment to Opal. The last 
equipment was the tractor and separafor."" 

While the drop in wheat pnce inflicted perhaps the most immediate economic damage on 

local farmers, the Social Credit govemment's policy on farm debt also affected midl 

business owoen in Opal, when farrnen were unable to pay their bills. Allan Wachowich 

recalls: 'The biggest problem was, of course, that my father nn the store and the Social 

Credit passed the moratorium. Al1 the credits in the box were unpaid."" These problems, 

however. apparently did not cause conflict dong ethnic lines. partly because people still 

grew enough food to feed their € ' l i e s .  Mernories of acute discornfort are absent, as 

people say: "1 can't remernberever being hungry." or "We didn't have luxuries, but we did 

have our vegetables."'' Recollections of the Depression ia OpalMaybridge do not reflect 

the ethnic hostilities found in urban centres: mther. people's shared hardship contnbuted to 

the creation of collective social rnemory in the district, chiuacterized by a sease of sameness 

and uniformity. 

At the same time as a large-scale economic crisis and attitudes on the p u t  of the host 

society determined the environment within which crystdlizing ethnic elites in major urban 

centres launched their political activities, the latter not only responded to mainstream 

ideologies and phenornena but aiso offered their own vision of how their people should 

33 James Kimura, "Life and Times of a Young Japanese Immigrant,'' unpublished 
memoia, n.d., personai collection of Chizuko Kimura. 

" Alian Wachowich. interview by author, tape recording, Edmonton, AB, 16 Novernber 
1998. 



relate to both Canada and the ethnic group. One purpose of ethnic elites was to gain 

politicai and socioeconomic re~o~gition in Canadian society as fellow citizens. But because 

of their uncompetitiveness and the discrimination they faced, this goal could only be 

achieved by elevating, uniting, mobiiizing, and leading their people in a fonn acceptable to 

mainstream Anglo-Canadian society?" It was ody natural, then, that the messages of 

Ukniaian and Japanese activists - delivered through public lectures, a variety of 

organizatioos, and newspapers - often paralleled many rnainstrem sentiments. However, it 

shouid also be noted that Ukrainian and Japanese leaden did not dways react to Ando- 

conformity, the melting pot, and the mosaic in the s m e  way as either the Angle-Canadian 

rnainstream or each other. Differences between these two ethnic groups. and internai 

divisions within them, determined which concept was most acceptable and expedient. 

In general. Ukninian and Japanese elites rejected the notion of Ango-conformity. 

which did not allow hem to maintain their ethnic identity and assurned Anglo-Canadian 

supenority in the economic, politicd, and social spheres. Nevertheless, in the interests of 

"progress," ethnic elites tned to adopt what they vdued and needed from Anglo-Canadians, 

such as education. materialisrn, and ideals of dernocncy. What they meant by "progress" 

was the elhination of their backward image and second-class stahis connected with their 

ethnic origins in order to participate equaify in al1 aspects of Canadian society - without. 

however, sacrificing their Uhinian and Japanese identities. They thought that education 

and North Amencan technology, which meant abolishing impractical beliefs, customs, and 

superstitions, would preserve their ethnic consciousness while rnodemizing where 

necessary for upward mobility. Both Ukninian and Iapanese Leaders called for the 

35 Barabash, interview; and Fiorence Shikaze, interview by author, Edmonton, AB, 15 
June 1998. 
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necessity of ethnic oqanizations which offered concrete prognms and activities in order to 

promote their culture and ethnic identity, create a base of collective power, and corne to 

undentand political goals?' They urged their respective peoples to catch up with the 

"English" and conform to Anglo-Canadidian noms. criticizing "unenlightened" behaviour 

and cultural pnctices as primriry causes of prejudice rinuid discrimination. An article in 

Ubïiimkyi holos, for example, argued that Ukninians never ran out of dcohoi at home. 

yet their children went barefoot and wore dirty cl0thing.3~ In their press. Japanese leaders 

lamented that their people were "greedy," "slave-like," "insensitive," and "uneducated."'' 

As a solution, both Uhinian and Japanese leaders strongly recommended education. 

encounginp young people. particuldy the second generation. to go to school. obtain 

higher education, 3ad adopt the ide& of democncy and materidism which could offer 

them equal treatment in Canada?' In this process. ethnic leaders were undentood by 

themselves and othen to have a great duty as their people's "servants" to guide and 

encourage them, which strengthened their status in the U b n i a n  and Japanese 

cornmuni ties." 

The strong emphasis on the necessity of education seemed to reach settlers in the 

OpdMaybridge area. Infamants indicate that many parents believed that attending school 

was most important for their children's future in Canada, despite the fact that many 

Ukrainians and Japanese did not receive hi$ school education. John Hawrelko explains: 

37 See, for example, Tairiku Nippo, 20 October 1929,5; 21 June 1930,4; 1 January 1932. 
1 : 29 September 1934.2; 3 L October 1934.3; 1 November 19348: 26 October 1935. 4; 1 
October 1936, 3; and Ukraimkyi holos, 1 1 August 1926, 32; 28 January 193 1, $; 15 
January 1936,5. 

-'" Tuirihw Nippo, 9 July 1920, 1; 9 September 1920, 1; 10 September 1920, 1 ; 8 April 
1923, 1; 9 A p d  1923, 1- 
W See, for example, ibid. 25 November 19 19. 1: 24 April1920, 1: 17 December 192 1, 3; 
and Uhinsk?i holos, 22 July 19 l9,3O; 22 Apnl1925, 16: 1 1 August 1926,32. 



"For the Ukrainians, in particular, education was the ody real hope. 1 think it was typicd 

of onginal settlers, including the Japane~e.'~' Some parents tried to send their children to 

high school, but they did not always succeed. "My mother wmted me to continue school," 

James Kirnura wrote in his memoin, "but I quit.'"'.' One obstacle was that the district itself 

did not have a high school, and it was a hardship to go to other surrounding centres, 

especidly without tmsportation or the money to board. William Banbash and Lucy 

Tahhihashi note that instead of sending their children tu nearby places, their parents decided 

to leave the area entirel y and move to Edmonton so that th& children could secure higher 

education and find ùe t te r job~.~  

While Ukninim and japanese elites, in genenl, rejected the idea of Anglo- 

confonnity, which always embnced the superiority of Ango-Canadians, some of them 

liked the notion of o new "Canadian race" as it gave their groups a purpose and validity 

alongside the British and French population. Their concepts of a melting pot were similar to 

the Anplo-Canadian vision with respect to the creation of a new people, blending their 

many heritages, but the Japanese ideû differed from the other two in its inclusion of Asians. 

The Ukrainian elite, like Anglo-Canadian leaders, seems to have excluded Asians. For 

example, the New Canadian movement they supported, includi ng New Canadians' 

Allegimce Chy, intended to celebmte the contribution of "dl" new Canadians but included 

only selected Europem nationalities? In geneml, both Ukrainians and Japanese had 

political purposes other than the creation of a new Canadian identity in promoting the 

melting pot. While Anglo-Canadian leaders gave the term "melting pot" a meaniog very 

close to "Anglo-conformity," ethnics' definition differed signXicantly in clairning their 

-- 
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nghts as people who had already become part of Canada, contributing to its materid wealth 

and cultuni richness, and who did not deserve the status of 'Yoreignen." In other words. 

they sought political and socioeconomic intePtion, but they did not want ta lose their 

ethnic identity to the extent that they could not be distinguished from Ango-Canadians. The 

seose of belonging and of right to belong was expressed by the adoption of the îerm "new 

Canadians" on the part of many ethnic groups, and in the 1930s both Ukrainian nationdists 

and Japnese nisci separately published newspaper; entitledNcw Cmdliwi. The Ukrainian 

publication explained its philosophy as follows: 

Should there be any barriers dividing the two classes of Canadians, our paper will 
do its most to remove them! Should any g3p of ncial prejudice and ignorance exist 
between the New Canadians and the Bntish Canadians, then our publication will 
span it with a better understanding and cernent it with the sprit of friendship. After 
all. we al1 are striving to be goad and loyal citizens of Canada, dl contributing to 
the making of a Canadian nation and enriching its culture with the gifts from the 
inhcritcd tmasurics of rnany a natiod6 

Not surprisingl y, the Japanese newspaper made a similar sutement: 

To the future greatness of Canada and the part of the Candian bom Japanese. in 
this future we piedge our sincere etTon and endeavour. ... we ask that he share the 
vision thatfires ust gird his loins with courage, and fight on till we are recognized 
as worthy citizcnsin the national lifc of the country of our birth - Canada." 

This idea seemed to be particulariy consistent with the intewar nixi cause, offerhg a new 

meaning and identity to the Canadian-bom gnention w hich could not completely identify 

with either Anglo-Canadians or their own ethnic/mcial group. Because of their birth in 

Canada, the nisei basically wanted assimilation or inte,ption into Canadian society, but 

they could not change their physicd features or easily escape the Japanese community and 

control by the k i .  At the same time, the mainstream society saw few differences between 

immigrant and Canadian-bom generations of Japanese in terms of political and related 

rijhts. Young nisei leaders, for their part, were always searching for an identity different 

.'' Ibid., 2 December 1937, 1. 
47 New Ccatdian (Vancouveredition, kpanese), 15 August 1939, 1. 



from the issei who, they thought, were creating a negative image of the Japanese 

cornmunity, adhering to their old traditions. 

Conforming to Anglo-Canadian standards, or claiming collective rights as new 

Canadians, however, did not always represent or satisfy specific ethnic goals. By the 

1920s, both Ukrainian and Japanese ethnic groups had aalready developed their own set of 

interests, which, unsurprisin@y, often created internai divisions. Ukrainian nationalists. 

for example, insisted on maintairhg their language and ethnic conscioumess in Canada, 

rather than becorne simply "Canadians," in large part because of their people's statelessness 

and oppression in Europe. Sirnilarly, Japanese issei, who still &ad strong roots in Japan, 

could not easily forget their homeland. Therefore, both they and Ukninian nationdists 

searched for a way to fulfil two contradictory purposes. coniinued identification with the 

homeland and participation in Canadian society. In the world views of Ukninim 

nationdists and Japanese imi, the idea of a mosaic as understood by Anglo-Canadians 

found favour, providing good grounds for them to t&e pm in Cmûdian society without 

losing their ethnicity. The rnosaic did not seem to attnct Japanese nisci, who always 

suffered from unwanted racial visibility, or Ukrainian communists, who identified first 

wi th the international proletariai rather thûn nationality. 

There w as. however. aiw ays a difference between Anglo-Canadians and other 

ethnic groups in their definition of "rnosaic." While the former were interested only in the 

cultural me& of the latter, ethnic elites interpreted the notion of a rnosaic politicdy 3s 

well. For ethnic leaden, the rnosaic meant the retention or even revival of ethnicity, 

including not o d y  politicai rights in Canada but also loyalty to their respective homelauds. 

Immi,p.nnts' traditional culture was thus reprded as a symbol of national distinction or 

pride and as a signifi~cant put of their Canadian identity. Ukninian nationaiists argued that 

every ethnic group which contributed to the Canadian mosaic, deserved "reco,anitioC and 

"respect" in Canada at the same time as it was dso obliged to "know and enrich" its own 



culture." They cnticized the great majority of Ukrainians in Canada, whom they claimed 

were ignorant of their heritage. and insisted that '*genuine Ukninians'' were always 

conscious of their ongins? In 1937 Ukminsh-yi holos quoted Lord Tweedsrnuir's remark, 

T o u  will al1 be better Canadians for being also p o d  Ukninians." adding that "Canada 

does not need national traitors" who abandon their own countriesœsO Despite the fact that 

Tweedsmuir oniy mentioned innocuous cultural contributions, his speech was interpreted 

as giving Ukninians permission. even telling them, to maintain in their driily lives dl those 

elernents the nûtionalist elite sow as an important part of their ethnic identity and 

distinctiveness? Similady, the Japaaese issei saw the concept of a mosaic as useful in 

rippealing to their people's ethnic pride without sparking anti-Japanese sentiments. 

Although Anglo-Canadian nation builden pnenlly bnd negative attitudes towards Asian 

irnmignnts. Japnese leaders adroitiy picked up Anplo-Canadian staternents applauding 

Japanese foods, folk sonps, and kimono (ciothing)." They argued that "Canada as a new 

country needs old traditions," and thus "retaininp and e ~ c h i n g  Jopanese culture wouidl 

after dl, contribute to Canadian culture."'-' Unlike the Ukrainians, the Jûpanese did not 

need to fipht for national survival, but the concept of a rnosclic was valued by the issci as a 

stop to the decline of hpanese consciousness among the nisei, offering them an important 

role as a bridge between Japan and Canada. The irsci saw the cornpiete loss of the Japanese 

spirit, the so-calied Ymo-dmnarhi, as embaassing." Educationd problems, which they 

labelled the "nisei issue:' became m everyday topic among issei intellectuals. Nisri 

"" Ukrains@i holos, 12 February 1936, 7. 
" Ibid., 13 June L928, 24. 
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students were strongly encouragd tu study in Japan. to acquire the Japanese way of 

thinking, and to practise traditionai customs, because ail three would alsu rnake them good 

Canadian ci tizens?" 

At the same tirne as they supported the idea of a rnosaic, Uhinian nationalists and 

Japanese issei searched for other ways to demonstrate their achievements in Canada - a 

sign that they h3d aiready established roots in the new land. Although the rnosaic offered 

them a chance to express their contribution as ethnic groups, it was obvious that the Angb 

Canadian interpretation, which only celebrated cultural diversity, was not enough, and they 

still faced problems in obtaining full recoehtion in Canadian political Me. Ukrainian 

nationalists, for example, fmstnted by the conviction that they were not competitive in 

elections, often called for unity around talented candidates with "higher education and 

intellect?" Japanese h i ,  on the other hand, always hced the fact that they hûd no voice 

at ail, because the great majority of Japanese did not have the franchise. The strategy which 

these two ethnic elites adopted to cope with and hopefully change the situation was io 

dernonstrate how they were part of Canadian history, setting down roots and discharging 

their duties dongside the British and French in Canada. Their role in nation building, 

particulûrty their participation in the Great War and western economic development, they 

thought, demonstnted their contri butions as concrete fact, not rhetoric? Both Ukrainian 

nationdist and Japmese issci newspapen. for example, publicized the soldien who fought 

!H See, for example, ibîd.. 11 Febmary 193 1, 1; 4 March 1935.3; 25 January 1938,3. 
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in the Canadian army during World War 1." In the 1930s, they began to feature their 

respective founding stories, particularly in conjunction with major anniveniuies of 

settiement Ukrainian nationalists described the hard lives of homesteaden on the prairies 

as evidence of UMnians' contribution to Canadian nation building, while Japanese issei 

argued that Jpanese people had founded fishing villages and f a m  in British Columbia 

and become an active part of the Vancouver economy? In this way, participation in the 

common Canadian experknce, coupled with roots in specific places such as the prairies and 

British Columbia. which emphasized the "Canadian" side of Ukninian and Japanese 

identity, were publicized alongside their ethnicity. 

Although political strategies based on ethnic contributions helped reduce negative 

images of ethnic groups, Japanese irnrni,mts could not easily e m e  ovenvhelrning a d -  

Japanese prejudices stemming from their colour. In other words, the ncial issue always 

had to be treated independently. Given the fact thût Japanese national authonty via the 

consulate or the Anglo-Japanese alliance hardly secured their status in Canada or even 

moderateddiscrimination, the hpanese elite saw the notion which regarded the white race 

as superiot as a major problem, and had to deal with racism alongside ethnicity. Because 

nce was basicûlly different from nûtionality or ethnicity . Japanese spokespenons needed to 

find other answen to the notion of **the Yellow Peril." The desire to be white produced a 

number of niciai myths. Evoking scholarly worlis, some argued that the Japmese race, 

originatinp in the northern part of Japan, was considered to be '&the white race? Othen 

" Tdriku Nippo. 20 March 1920, 1; 10 December 1931, 1; and Ukraimi holos, 13 
Aupst 19 l9,33; 10 May 1922, 19; 5 Novembet 1941,45. 
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held that "the Canadian environment changed people's ûppearance" ancf thus "physical 

assimilation" was not impossible." Yet others insisted that intellectual differences cm 

be identified betweea the white and the yellow."" Japanese Canadians also found their 

racial roots in Canada, arguing that '.the native population" had descended from Asian 

The political messages of Ukninian and Jûpanese elites reached QdMaybridge 

through ethnic newspapers, sporadic Lectures, and a few organizationai initiatives. It m u t  

be also stressed that there were great differences in the extent tu which Ukrainians and 

Japanese received such messages. Settled on the western edge of the largest Ukrainian 

colony in Canada. Ukninians in the OpliUMaybridp areû were esily targeted by a distant 

urban elite. The Japanese families in the district, in contnst, were remote from the p t  

rnajority of their fellow Japanese. Geognphical rernoteness from the ethnic heartland dong 

the West Coast and srna11 numbers became serious bamen to including the OpaUMaybridge 

Japanese in the larger Japanese-Canadian community. Although physical distance and their 

small population made local Japanese families less important psychologically, the hi eliie 

in Vancouver still considered Japmese elsewhere as "theii' people, and in 1922 sent a 

delegate to find them; he identified the Kimuns, Nakamuras. and Watanabes in Edmonton, 

and the Y ûmauchis in Opal? Tairih Nippo of 1 March 19î3 also insisted that al1 Japanese 

should participate in Japanese cooperatives so tbat they could increase their collective 

power. In addition, while Ukrainians posseued thek own reading club in Opal, the 

Japanese settlen had no formai ethnic activities. In this sense, local Ulrrainians coostituted 

r natud part of a coalescing national ULrrainian community, particulariy in the elite's mind, 

62 lbid., 10 June 1920,3. 
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but the Japanese families were only marginal to their British Columbia-facused community, 

and often excluded from collective Japanese-Caaadian rnemory ." 
Despite the difference between the Ukrainian and Japanese situations, connections 

between their respective urban centres and OpalMaybridge helped incorponte local 

residents into luger ethnic communities. While Ukrainian and Japanese settfen in the 

district developed a sense of community based on pographical place and penonal or 

f o m l  interaction. ethnicity, as a political phenornenon, sometimes drew lines between 

them. Al1 this does not mean, however. that Ukrainians and Japanese in OpMaybridge 

shared either the political interests or the tensions of their respective dites. Because they 

were not d w g s  actively part of the larger ethnic community. or ware  of the complications 

of both intemationai and domestic pl itical situations, divisions imported from the outside 

could be simplified or blurred. The Ukrainian reading hall, for example. was pro- 

communist during the 1920s. and perhaps boasted the only distinctive political label in the 

OpaVMaybndg settlement. It invited speakers once or twice a year, showed movies, and 

staged dramas. which usually carried the typical cornmunist propaganda that "working 

people of the world" should unite."' Therefore. every llkrainian activity was sometirnes 

r e g d e d  as sornewhat suspicious, and the Ukninian hha at Opd was once inspected by the 

p o l i ~ e . ~  Local Ukrainians. however, did not always grasp or accept the ideological 

propaganda and p d s  of cornmunist leaden. As John Hawrelko rernemben, people rather 

Yoko Urata Nakahara, who investigated ethic identity among pre-World War II 
Japnnese immigrants (including those who settled in Aiberta after the war) and their 
descendents based on questionnaires in Edmonton in 1988, suggests that ethnic identity 
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Re-Wodd War II Immi,pnts and Their Descendantsgg (Ph.D. diss. University of Aiberta, 
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undentood the message to be "we are al1 equal," and hardly identified themseives as 

communists, regarding hall activities such as poetry readiogs, plays, and concerts as 

education or entertainment. Josie Stepchuk also sugpsts that her father, who was involved 

in the Ukrainian hall from the outset, was never an active c o m ~ n i s t . ' ~  Still, the local 

Ukrainian settlers who erected the Opal hall were labelleci communists by other settien? 

ALthough the Japanese in Upal/Maybridge did not have oqanized political activities, it does 

not mean that they were totally isolated from Japanese political issues or influences. For 

example. in 1938 Tairihî Nippo called for the registntion of ail Japanese in Canada so that 

the newspaper could identify individuals not only in British Columbia but dso in other 

provinces, and send them messages. hiring the 1930s, OpalMaybridge was visited by 

mernben of the Japanese intelligentsia, including the president of the Agicultural 

Association of lapan, Jiro Kumagaya. who came to inspect Japanese farming Me in 

Canada? in  another case, the Japanese in OpaUMaybridge coilecteddonations for the p t  

Kanto earthquake of 1923, to help Japanese victims whom they never saw? These 

activities were quite limited, but they both acknowledged the hpanese presence in the are3 

and encouraged 3 Japanese ethnic consciousness, as people recdl "a sense of community" 

that existed among the settien. 

Events in contemporary Ukraine and Japan were always of great interest to 

Ukrainian and Japanese elites in Canada, padculariy Ukrainim nationalists who strove for 

the Liberation of UMnian lands from Soviet and Polish control especially, and Japanese 

70 Hawrelko, interview. 
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irsei who still regarded themselves as part of the Japanese empire. The attitudes of these 

two circles towards their respective homelands played an important role both in providing 

them with great causes and points of iden6fication and in determining the mental 

boundaries of "community" through obligation and loyalty to countries other than Canada. 

The resulting politicized Ukrainian and Japanese identities existed alongside a multitude of 

informai and personal ties which people maintained with their hornelands. Ukrainian 

nationdist and i m i  attitudes also drew a line between themselves and Ulrrainian 

communists and the nisei. On the grounds that Uhinian Canadians had an "obligation" to 

help their homeland, Ukninian nationalists rejected ideological "divenity among Ukrainian 

Canadians" as undesinble. And because "blood origins" and not interests determined this 

obligation, individuals concemed only with their lives in the new land or the class struggle 

like the cornmunists were regarded as outsiders to the ethnic c~rnrnunity.~~ A strong 

attachent to their homeland also gave Jopmese issei a different perspective from other 

ethnic gmups and the nisci. building on a common feeling that hpanese erni4pnts were 

part of a world-wide Jnpanese empire. The issei elite reminded their people of their ties 

with and duties to Japan. As Japan became increasingly impenalistic in the late 1930s, 

expanding its territories and international d e .  a "Vapanese spirit" and "loyalty to the 

Japanese empemi' were considered significant elements of belongisg to the Japanese 

CO mmuni t y 

Ukrainian and Japanese settlers in the OpriVMay bridge area did not exhi bit the same 

politicizedvision of their homelands as their respective elites, yet they maintained penond 

contacts and roots in their places of ongin. There was also a ciifference between Ukrainian 

and Japanese people in the district in terms of a sense of belooging to Cana& or the old 

country. Because of their marginal political, social and economic role in Canada, and the 

" Ukruim~i  holos, 19 January 1921,3; 10 August 1921.32; 27 June 1928,26. 

'' Tuirih Nippo, 1 Januafy 1935, 1 ; 1 January 1936, 1 ; 1 January 1938, 1 . 



relatively short distance between Canada and Japan, Japm was still a part of Iife for the 

Japanese immigrants. According to Florence Shikaze, the Japanese in OpaiMaybridge 

called Japan the "mother country. They were very loyal and they felt much part of it"" 

Many thought that their stay in Canada was temponry. ''Papa [her husband] and 1 had 

promised Father we would retum in three years' time io take up our family duties." Mary 

Kiyoshi Kiyooh stated in her mernoin, "but things just didn't work out. 1 know Papa felt 

badly about that broken promise even though he had long 3go made up his mind to becorne 

a b ana di an."'^ A sojourner mentality could also be seen in the common practice of leaving 

one's children or sometimes wives in Japm. For example, Hamy and Mary Kiywka and 

Toyomatsu and Kuni Kirnun. left their oldest children in t!!e care of their parents in Japan. 

because they were busy working and moving around in Cana&; Kimuns' chilci never 

joined his parents, whiie Kiyookas' daughter came to Canada after World War II.'? 

Ukrainian settlen seem to have developed local or "Canadian*' roots more quickly t b n  the 

Japanese. Because they usually imrnigrated as faamily units or groups of villages, and 

because few had any intention of going back to the homeland, Uhininns' identification 

with their ancestral villages was not as sharp or ~ustained.'~ Loolring back, William 

Barabash says that contacts with their former countrymen soon died out: a high Uiteracy 

rate making lettetwriting difficult, and the absence of common topics or interests, were the 

reasons. Barabasti also daims that between the wars local U M i a n  settiers tended not to 

identify themselves with a specific nati~nality.'~ 

'' Shikaze, interview. 

" Roy Kiyooka, MothertaIk: Life Stories of M q  Kiyoshi Kiyookn, ed. Daphne Mdatt 
(Edmonton: NeWest Press, 1993, 1 14. 
n Ibid., 141; and Chizuko Kimura, interview. 
78 Hawreiko, interview. 
79 Barabash, interview. 



The Ubinians and Japanese at Opal/Maybridge ûlso inhabiteci distinctive religiow 

worlds that simultaneousiy created local divisions dong ethnic lines and absorbed the 

settlen into *'imagines' spaces linking them with CO-religionists elsewhere. Reiigious 

boundaries often overlapped with ethnicity, as the local Roman Catholic church was erected 

by Polish families, but not exclusively identified with it, and the Presbyterian church had a 

predominantly British congregation. Although neither Ukninians nor Japanese had their 

own religious institutions in the immediatearea, which reduced contacts with their religious 

leadership and weakened cohesiveness to a certain extent, the settlers by and large retained 

their religious identifications. For example, even those Japanese families such 3s the 

Nishimotos and Yamauchis who converted to Roman C~itholicism for pnctical reasons still 

adhered to their traditionai Shinto beliefs and did not change inside. Her parents. Lucy 

Takahashi contends, "were more or less forced into it (Catholicism] because they were in a 

Roman Catholic settlernent. It was for necessity, because they were restncted from a lot of 

things."@' Rnorence Shikaze descnbes how her mother tumed to the comfort of Shintoism 

when her older brother had a serious accident= 

He was kicked in the back of his head by a littlecolt, a Little horse, so he went into a 
coma. And, of course, there was no doctor as well, so they looked after him as best 
as they could. Mr. Watanabe said he must have been kicked in the motor part of his 
head, becûuse he could not walk and could not move really. So what my mother 
had done was - 1 don't h o w  if you have heard of it, but in Japan they said that 
when you hit rock bottom, women cut their hair - she washed the hair and then 
wrapped it up and sent it to the shnne in Japan. When my father came home. she 
said? "Would you send this to Japûn?" She had her head covered with wbat we 
used to cail a dust cap. He said "Oh." He couldn't say anything. He sent it. Did you 
hear what else they do? In the darirest part of the ai@, you went to the well, took 
three buckets of water, and poured it over any part of your head. She did that for 
twenty-one days. And she said b t  there were nights when it was so dark, al1 of a 
sudden you just bumped against it [the well]. And there was a night when the moon 
was so bright, in the full moon. she was afraid that somebody would see her. She 
fuffîled her belief and before long my brother did get up and walk with no iii 
effccts or brain damage?' 

" Takahaîhi, interview. 
81 Shikaze, interview. 



Florence Shikaze's story shows that her rnother not only maintained her  fi^& and her 

strong ties with the shrine in Japan, but also was slightly self-conscious about rituais 

outsiders might not undentand or nppreciate. The Kirnura family ais0 kept personai 

connections with Buddhist churches in both British Columbia and Japan? For example, 

they obtained a honlyo (Buddhist name for a dead penon which usualiy changes after 

death), stiii kept in the shnne on the Kimura f m  in 1999, from the Buddhist church in 

British Columbia whenever family members passed away." They also made donations to 

the Steveston church "in spite of their hardship" on the f a m .  Because Buddhism and 

Shintoism did not put as mmuch emphasis on worshipping commundly as Christianity did, 

their adherents in OpdMaybndg did not necessariiy need a sacred place in the area. As 

Frank Kimura recalls, "they had church services at home. They had shrines at home."" 

Sirnilarly. Ukninians tended to identify with their own fiiiths, Uhainian 

Catholicism and Greek Orthodoxy. While some Ukrainians attended Roman Catholic 

services, mnny othen, whether Catholic or Orthodox. prefened goiog to Eastern-rite 

churches in sumounding centres, such as the Russian Orthodox church at Eastgate and the 

Uktainian Catholic churches at Waugh and Egremont. Language, the officiai split between 

Roman and Greek Catholics, and differences in rite or forrn seem to have kept many 

Ukrainians away from the Roman Catholic church. For example, John Hawrelko recalls 

his father p i n g  to the Russian Orthodox church even though he was Ukrainian Catholic. 

Josie Stepchuk dso rememben a Roman Catholic priest who preached thrit "you were 

better than othea, ours were better than youn." Ukrainian dissatisfaction with the Roman 

Catholic church, on the grounds that it only did "spiritual teaching" and did not "help" 

LP- Chizuko Kimura, interview. 

Homyo, Fairview Buddhist Church, 6 October, 1939, personal collection of Chiniko 
Kimura. 
" Chizuko Kimura, interview. 

'' Fm& Kimura, interview by author, tape recording, Edmonton, AB, i L July 1998. 



people, is corroborated by the instance in which the local Roman Cathoiic priest refused tu 

bury a Japanese boy in his cemetery. In addition, the money which they had to pay for 

pnests tended to determine who were welcomed to church services? The W n i a n  

settlea in the district, without their own churches, tended to seek out surrounding Eastern- 

rite churches over unfamiliar Roman Catholic practices, developing a sense of etho- 

religious comrnunity and circles of friends beyond the local senlement 

Mainstrearn political concems and ideologies often determined the role Ukrainim 

and Japanese groups were destined to play in Canadian society. While the dominance of 

Anglo-conformity thmughout the intemrar penod forced the leadership of both groups to 

reconcile themselves to the status of second-class citizens, they sirnultmeously adopted a 

variety of strategies to promote or to achieve their own goals. But whether the objective 

was full participation in Canadian society andor involvement in homeland politics, they 

needed to unite their respective peoples around s h w d  duties and loyalties. As the 

OpalMaybridge example shows. the campaign to involve the gnssroots in their agenda h d  

limited success. Neither Ukninian nor Jûpanese settien necessarily shared the politicai 

interests or biases of their leaders, and geographical remoteness often prevented the 

messages of an urbm elite from reaching ninl settlements. As a result, tensions and 

hostility based on ethnicity, or ethnicity augmented by religion, were relatively moderate in 

OpalMaybridge. Nevertheless, to a p a t e r  or lesser degree. local Ukminians and bpanese 

were incorporated into larger ethnic comrnunities and mental spaces that existed outside the 

narrow world in which they lived. 

86 Stepchuk, interview. 



Chapter 5 
Test of Loyalty and Identity: 

Ukrainian and Japanese Canadians during World War II 

Special or unprecedented events can have a profound impact on how immiaant 

groups, ethnic communities, and the host society perceive and intenct with each oiher. The 

Second World War proved to be a time of uncertainty and a test of loyalty for both 

Japanese and Ukrainians at dite and mpssroots levels. Moreover, regardless of where they 

lived, including rural Alberta rnemben of each group were forced to reconsider or at least 

to think about their roles as Canadians. At the same tirne, the war and its aftenath 

transformed the social and economic structures of the OpalMaybridge area. This chapter 

examines how the war yean changed the political and social aîmosphere in which the 

Japanese and Ukrainian elites maneuvered and how they affected the relatively good 

reiationship between Uhinians and Japanese in OpalMaybridge established during the 

intewar period. At the elite level, Ukrainian nationalist, and after June 1941 pro- 

communist, leaders tried to demonstrate their support of Canada's war effort to destroy any 

suspicions of disloyalty, while the Japanese did not have many ways to cope with or 

counter intensifying discrimination once they became Enemy Aliens. But the war uitimritely 

also gave momentum to the Japanese in seeking citizenship rights in Canadian society, 

assuring the ideals of democmcy. At the grassroots level in OpalMaybridge, according to 

informants, local collective memory, previous close relations created among neighbours, 

and the necessity of interaction to survive and build a community on the froncer tended to 

eliminatemany potential wartime difficulties. Yet the war also tended to draw lines between 

Ukrainians and kpanese settiers, as Japan becme a syrnbol of evil. 

During World War II, the fate of U h a h i a n  and Japanese Canadians at both elite 

and pssroots levels was always controlled by the international situation and the actions of 

Canadian authorities. In September 1939, led by Liberal Rime Minister Mackenzie King. 



Canada supported Great Britûin, the mother country, and declared war on Germany. The 

federal govemment's subsequent policies and propaganda to unite the diverse peoples of 

Canada behind the war effort drew attention to the "foreip elemenf' in the country, 

particularly those groups whose homelands becarne Canada's enemies or which rt some 

point had expressed Nazi or fascist sympathies.' Given the fact that the Canadian 

governrnent did not widely intem German Canadians except for some eight hundred 

individuals who were regarded as pro-Nazi, however, the rnainstream war regirne showed 

a certain racial or ethnie bias.' Under such circumstances Ukrainians and Japanese came 

uoder close scnitiny. 

Ukrainian Canadians entered the war ccarrying the scars of large-sale internent a 

quûrter of a century exlier, although only communist sympathizers were incarcented in 

1939. Complicating the Ukrainian situation were the sharp intemal divisions between 

communists and nationalists and the intewar acYvities of some of the htter. Initidly, 

mainstrearn society regarded the Ukrainiûn-Canadian communists, who opposed Canada's 

participation in the war because of the Geman-Soviet non-aggression pact, as enemies. 

The hdls of the Ukninim Labour-Famer Temple Association were confiscated and many 

of its leaders arrested. Nationdist Ukrainians, on the otber hand, confronted a major 

dilemmain 1941, when the hated Soviet Union became a British ally, and their communist 

rivals suddenly became full and welcomed supporters of the war? In addition, nationalists' 

position dunng the war was sornewhat vulnerable, because they often saw the war as a 

grerit opportunity to rednw national boundaries in Europe and recreate a Ukrahian state, 

- - - - 

' For an example of governent projects, see Watson Kirkcomell, CÛnadianr Aff (Ottawa: 
MiBister of National War Service, 1941); and Norman Hiilmer. Bohdan Kordan, and 
Lubomyr Luciuk, eds., On G d  for Thee: War, Ethicipt and rhe CaMdan Srofet 1939- 
194.5 (Ottawa: Canadian Govemment hiblishing Centre, 1988). 

' Hillmer, Kordan, and Luciuk, On Gumd for 7hee, 55. 
' See Thomas M. Rymak, Maple Lpof and TNdne The Ukrninim Canadians during the 
Second Wudd Wm (Toronto: Muhicultural History Society of Ontario, 1988). 



and some of them regarded Hitler as capable of doing so. Mainstrearn concerns as to 

nationalist Loyalties were raised particularly by the activities the Ukrainian National 

Federation (UNF) during the intewar period, which were often labelled as anti-semitic, 

pro-Hitler, and friscist, although some mainstrearn activists such as academic Watson 

Kirkcomeiî t&d to defend the UNF, arguing that most U k n i a n  Canadians were 

oganized "not pnrnarily as Ukrainians and but as Canadian citizens in support of the war 

effort," and "that support has been loyaliy and generously given." Nationdists ,muped 

around the newly formed non-communist umbrella organization, the Ukninian Canadian 

Comrnittee ( 1 W), also confronted another dilemma, when many runl Ukrainian districts 

did not respond to their Canadian \var propaganda and e.xhortations and voted asainst 

conscription. Successive setbacks led nationalist leaden to stress their people's support for 

"Canada's" war and to promote a unanimous image of nationalist Ukninians as loyal 

citizens despite their inner ideologicd divenity. 

While wartime reactions to Uhin ian  Canadians were largely dictated by ethnic 

group politics, attitudes towards the Japanese crystailized in conjunction with international 

developments and showed a slight difference between residents of British Columbia and 

the rest of Canada. In genenl, the mainstream press outside British Columbia expressed 

little interest in the Japanese issue at the beginning of the war. Japan's alliance with the 

Axis powen in LW intensified anti-Japanese feelings, especially in British Columbia. 

where newspapers enpaged in racist propaganda, focusing on both the need for self- 

defense and disloydty among the province's Ja~anese? Japan's attack on Pearl Harbor in 

- -- --- - - 

'' Watson Ki rkconnell, Our Ukrainian Loyaiists (Winnipeg: U krainian Canadian 
Cornmittee, 19.13), 4; see also his Ow Communists and the New Cmdkm (Toronto: 
Southam Press, 1943). and Seven Pillars of Freedon: An Erpomre of the Sovier World 
Compiracy d i t s  Fifth Column in C d  (Toronto: Burns and MaEachem, 1944). 

See, for example, Patricia E Roy, J.L. Granabtein, Masako Iino, and Hiroko Talramura, 
Mufual Hostages: C d -  and Jupumse &ring the Second Wodd Wcu (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1990): and W. Peter Wwd, White C d  Forever: Popular 



December 1941 sealed their fate as Enemy Aliens without ûny distinction being made 

between issei and n k i .  As soon as Canada declûred war against Japan, al1 lapanese- 

Canadian aewspapen and language schools were shut down, and thirty-eight leaders who 

were regarded as suspicious were mestedl The following year, the Canadian governrnent 

decided to uproot al1 Japanese people from the West Coast and to confiscate their property. 

The experience of the evacuation, which totally destroyed the Japanese community in 

British Columbia physically and psychologically, becarne a defining moment for British 

Columbian Japanese and tended to exclude Albertan Japanese from their collective memory 

of pain. The Japanese in Alberta were not forced to move or stripped of their possessions, 

and some settlements, especially in southern Alberta, received evacuees who suddenly 

emphasized the Jûpanese presence in the province. As the war drew to an end, the treatment 

of the Japanese evacuees becarne contraversial, and many Canadians generally argued that 

the govenunent should not deport loyal ~apanese.' Some stood by the Japanese, insisting 

that "the younger genention of Canadian Japanese" were "thoroughiy and obviously 

c ana di an,"' and that many of them did not have "the slightest sympathy with Japan's 

present day culture or mode of Criticism of racism in British Columbia also appeared 

in a few places, particulariy from Co-operative Commonwealth Federation circle~.'~ 

-- - - - - - - -- - - - 

Attitudes und Public Policy Toward Orientah in British Columbia (Montreal: McGill- 
Queen's University Press. i978). 

Masako h o ,  Nikkei Kmadajin No Rekirlii (Tokyo: University of Tokyo Press, 1993, 
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7 For example, Sttturdq Night, "Japanese Canadians," 24 kne 1944, 3; "The Japanese 
Canadians," 21 July 1945,3; Jarvis McCurdy, "Are Japanese Canadians Induced To Deny 
Their Citizenship.' 15 September 1945, 2; WJ. Williams, "Indignation in B.C-T" 24 
November 1945 2; and Dorothy Anne MacDonald, "Keep Jap Canadians' Faith in 
Democracy," 1 December 1945,20-20a. 

* "Once a Jap ... ?" ibid., 3 March 1945,3. 
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and Solution," 5 February 1944, 12; "Against Chientais," 13 October 1945, 3; and A. 
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Howeve- anti-Japanese feeling remained strong in British Columbia on the grounds that 

the Japanese had never assimiiated to Canadian society and never would.' ' 
Governrnent actions with respect to Canada's so-called foreign elements tested the 

loyalty of and imposed a strain on both Japanese and Ukrainians, but they ais0 provided an 

opportunity to seek to improve their position in Canadian society. Always conscious of 

their communist and issei counterparts with whom they hûd to share infiuence and a public 

image, Ukninian nationalists and Japanese nisci at the elite level adopted somewhat sirnilar 

propaganda to prove their loyalty to Canada and its allies md to claim to represent "ail 

people" in their respective communities. Mobilizing their people behind the Canadian war 

effort was 3 major step in acceptance, because it would both confirrn the elite's leadership 

and promote a much more Canadianized and positive image of themselves and the group. 

Both the Ukrainian nationalist organ, Ilkruinsbi holos, and the Japanese nisei newspaper. 

the New CCUtClLiim, pledged dille@ûnce to Cana& and identified their people strongiy with 

its ideds and current challenges as loyal citizens. Wkrainshi holos. for example. 

A large majority of Ukrainiens in Canada were not only educated in Cmdn but also 
born in Canada, For that reason, there is no room for hesitation on where we stand 
now; Ukninim Canadians oppose the agpressions of Russia and Gemany, and 
hope for the Ukrainian peopie cm only be seen in the victory of Great Briiain and 
France. the ideal of democracy, and harmonious ru-existence." 

The New CCIIlCICiian took a similar stance: 

There is hope for Canada. Like al1 healthy peoples, we Canadians argue and bicker 
in time of peace. But now that we are faced with a national emergency, we draw 
together and narrow sectionalkm is forgotten. . . It must be the Japanese in us that 

'' For esample, see ibid., JA. Paton, "Says Shinto Jap Can't Keep Oath of Loyaity to 
Canada," 22 July 1944, 2; Ben Hughes, The Diehard AttitudeTowards Japanese Living 
in Canada," 11 August 1945, 2; and H.W. Farnier, "How About Citizenship?" 3 
November 1945,2. 



makes us love so ardently the land which gave us birth. We have no other choice. 
Canada is our home and we must be: kcep i t  f m  and beautiful.'' 

The war effort of Ubainian nationalists and Jûpanese nisei often crystallized around cdls to 

purchase Victory Bonds, participate in Red Cross work, and enlist in the military - 

publicizing the amount of money each group collected and the names of those who had 

volunteered.'" The New Cumdiinn, for example, featured the oldesr son of the Yamauchi 

family who joined the army from the OpalMaybridge area. Because Japanese could not 

enlist after Pearl Harbor, the few exceptional servicemen were very important in showing 

"Japanese" loyalty. Such topics as criticism of the Nazis. loyalty to Canada. and efforts on 

behalf of Canadian victory repeatedly appeared on IlkrainsA?i Izolos and the New 

C'clllim. In this wûy, Ukrainian nationalists and Japanese nisd sought not only to 

improve the image and position of the Uhinian and Japanese communities in Canadiûn 

society. but also to distinguish themselves from Ukrainian communists and Japanese issei 

who were not always supporters of "Canada's" war. 

Afterthe sudden challenges of 1941, fint Germany's invasion of Russin and then 

Japan's attack on Pearl Harbor, Ukninian nationaiists and Japanese n k i  found it 

particularly imperative to emphasize the pnnciple of fighting for Canada. They did not, 

however, totally neglect how their own specific agenda could be fulfilled in the coune of or 

riftet the war, and saw an appeal to democratic ideals as a useful stmtegy to e l ina te  

persistent discrimination, as Nazi policy increasingly created an atmosphere opposed to 

racism. In this sense, even though World War II created a challenge for the Ukninims and 

Japanese, it also provided an opportunity to work for their respective political goals in the 

Canadian context. As Thomas M. Rymak argues, the British and Soviet alliance, which 

- - 

l3  New Canadian(Vancouver edition, lapanese), 15 September 1939, 1 .  
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rehabüitated the communists and made Russia "our fatherlûnd," prevented nationalist 

Ukminians from openly criticizing the Soviet Union; they also had tu watch comments on 

Ukrainian independence which might be coostnied as "pro-German*' or "pro-fascist." In 

fact, the fint national congress of the Ukrainian Canadian Cornmittee (UCC) in 1943 

decided to diseuss the Ukrainian issue only with in a "Canadian context? But it 

obviously ernbraced nationalistagenda. For example, the opening address of president W. 

Kushnir set the stage, linking Canada's cornmitment to lofty ideafs with the rights due all 

peoples and nations, including Ukrainians' homeland: 

As dl other peoples the Ukninian Canadians long for peace, but not for peace iit 
any price. We long for a peace based on victory and justice. . . This is tu be a 
victory not only on land, on sea. and in the air, but a complete and iotaî victory for 
the ideals of Canada, - ideals which guarantee to al1 the freedom to wonhip God, 
and which respect thc pcrsonal liberty of evcry individual and of every nation.'' 

The lapanese n k i  newspaper was always censored, and between 12 April and 30 June, 

1942 came under the control of the British Columbia Security Commission (BCSC) 

appointed by the federal govemment to ded with the Japanese evacuation; thereafter, it 

tended to emphasize the good part of the evacueesb lives and loyalty to Canada among the 

~apanese." Some articles in the New CCUICI~UUI even argued that the Japanese were "not 

guiltless" in being uprooted and that "ncially segregated colonies" like those created by the 

Japanese on the West Coast hindered assimilation.'* But the Japanese n k i  aiso tned to 

address their own concems, criticizing racisrn and cdling for the kpanese to receive the 

franchise. The evacuation, to some extent, gave Japanese activities rnornentum, as the 

Canadian generation stood agtinst i ts people's unjust treaûnent. Spokespenons equated the 

'" Ukraiaian Canadian Coaunittee, First A I [ - C d a n  Congress of &uiniuw in Cima& 
(Winnipeg: Ukrahian Canadian Cornmittee, 1943). 28. 

'' Norio Tamura and Mitsuru Shinpo, "Senji Chu Kanada No Niklceishi 1," Tokyo Kei=ai 
Daigakr~ Kuishi 145 (March 1986): 250-251. 

18New Cm~?i~(Vancouver edition Japanese), 4 February 1942, 1; 20 Ianuary 1944,7. 



anti-Japanese policies of the Canadian government wi th the Nazis, w ho increasingly 

became an international symbol of evil. For example, the New CUlUUIim quoted an ûtawa 

newspaper which stated that "this country in the treatment of its citizens can't afford to be 

pulled d o m  to the Nazi level of barbarie notions about race."" The nisei were also 

concemed about the treatment of the Japanese after the wu and hoped for "goodwill" on 

the part of the g~vernrnent.'~ In particular, nisei leaders often denounced the arbitrary loss 

of civil li berties: 

It is, perhaps, inconceivable that in a supposed democntic country so grave an 
invasion against any other penon, wholly innocent of any indictable crime, could 
be countenanced. Certainly, legai restrictions upon even Enerny Niens of other 
racial origins had not reached the Iimits irnposed upon natud-born or naturalized 
Canadian citizens of Japanese descent. . . But the entire fabnc of Canadian 
dcmocmcy is likewise heinp testcd." 

This firm statement clearly indicates that the nisei became increasingly vocal about their 

rights as Canadion citizens, drawing an unspoken line between themselves and "Enerny 

Aliens" who retained their Japanese nationality at the outbreak of the war. The war 

apparently brought a mord tuming point for ethnic and racial issues, creating a sense of 

rïghts and injustice by which the Ukrainian and Japanese elites argued for full intePtion 

and equality in Canadian society. 

While Ukninian nationalists and Japanese nirei alwûys supported the mainstream 

Canadian war effort, Ukrainian communists and Japanese issei did not. As a result, both 

subgroups lost their press. Ukrainian communists, however, regained their voice after 

spring 1941, publishing Ubainrkc *.nia (Ukrainian life) and Ukrainskc slovo (Uktainian 

word). The Japanese issei newspaper, Tairiku Nippo, in contrastT continued to be banned 

" Ibid.. 1 January 1944, 1. 

'O For postwar concem, see, for example, ibid., 27 March L943, 3; 2 June 1943, 2: 18 
March 1944,2; 15 July 1944, 1. 

" Ibid., 3 June 1944.2. 



as long as Japan was P be~ligerent.'~ Although individuais retied on the New Canrdicui, 

which started to publish messages from the govemrnent in Japanese and English, the ki 

did not necessarily support the ideals of the newspaper. In fact, some remained loyal to the 

Japanese ernperor. Before Canada officially declared war on Japan? Tairiku Nippo canied 

messages from abmad that encouraged the Japanese in Canada to have a "Japanese spirit," 

to iake part in "Japan's war effort," and to be proud of thernselves as "part of imperid 

~ a p a n . " ~  Even durinp the war, residents of one of the biggest interior camps, Tashme, 

produced their own daily newspaper transcribed from Japanese broadcasts through a short- 

wave radio; the news did not hesitate to publish "Japanese viciories in the Pacific, Burma, 

and North Chir~a."'~ That the large number of k e i  loyal tu Japan still secreily wished for 

Japan's victory is illustrated by their attitude on lenving British Columbia. described as 

hoisting Japan's "Rising Sun flag" in their rninds." The mernoirs of an evacuee also 

describe how people were pleased to receive soya sauce, ntiso. and green tea sent by the 

Red Cross: 

We did oot know who sent them. We said, Thanks to Japan. Long live the 
Emperor! Good luck to our fellow Japanese." We put soya sauce, ntiso and green 
tep on the table. and let even newly-born babies bow, with tean in everybody's 
eycs. . . The iaste of the Japanesc rood was bcyond description? 

Obviously, the issci's thoughts and interests stayed far away from those of the New 

Cnnadim, which also distinguished nisei and natunlized issei from the rest, Enemy Aliens. 

" Tairiku Nippo was reissued from Novernber 1% to 31 March, 1982 in Toronto as 
Tain'hw Jiho. 

" Tuirikrt Nippo, i January 1938, 1. 

" Roy. Granatstein, h o ,  and Takamura. Mutuaf Hostages, 129. 

" Tomoko Makabe, Pictm Brides: Jopancse Wumen in Canmfa, trans. Kathleen Chisatu 
Merken (Tokyo: Miraisha, 1983; reprint, Toronto: MulticuituraL History Society of Ontano, 
1995.), 59 (page citations are to the repnnted edition.) 
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The war forced the Japanese in Canada tu rethink where they psychologicaliy belonged, 

and served to increase the distance between two genentional subgroups. 

While Worid War l I  changed the roles that the Ukr;iinian and Japanese eiites could 

play, completely excluding suspicious elements from Canada's war effort, it also affected 

the grassroots, especiaily among the Japanese who saw their lives uprooted. The war not 

only codiscated the property and homes of British Columbian Japanese, but also deprived 

them of secunty. liberty and occupations. Exclusion frorn Canadian society and the w u  

effort, combined with the series of governent policies and anti-lapanese sentiment, also 

created 3 sense of humiliation and hopelessness. Another challenge came when the King 

gavenunent announced its post war plans to resettle the Japanese in the eastern part of 

Canada or to deport them to Japan. The Ukrainians, for their part, also faced uncertainty 

and insecurity, given their persona1 or collective memory of internent during the Great 

War. They, however, also had their fint opportunity to work together with mainstram 

society, on behaif of the Canadian war effort." Involvement in home-front activities, 

together with military service overseas, strengthened Ukninians' sense of belonging to 

Canada, and becme a crucial step for their reco,dtion by mainstream society as partnen. 

This difference with the Japanese perhaps created the greatest gap between the two minority 

groups since iheir mival  in Canada, and even affected the multiethnic f m  settlement of 

OpaiMaybridge where Ukrainians and kpanese lived side by side. 

The impact of the war on ethnic relations in OpaiMaybridge was quite cornplex. 

The settlea had already developed r sense of community through personal contacts for 

twenty years by the time hostilities broke out, and the emergence of Enemy Aliens among 

their neighbours and friends punled many people. At the same time, in looking back at 

these years, and constructing their own collective memory and identity, Japanese and 

" Frances Swyripa, Wedded ro rhe Cause: Llkrainim-Canadiun Women 
Identity, 1891-1991 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1993), lm- l8'.  
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Ukrainian infomants often emphasize similarities rather than differences in their 

e~penences.'~ John Hawretko, for example, conveyed his assessrnent of the war years 

when he said, "We were bom here, we went to the same school, and we played on the 

same bal1 team."' Many settlen, including the Japanese, rernember OpaiMaybridge as a 

peaceful place with no discrimination, even during the war, emphasizing they were already 

"Canadians." This stress on the "Canadian" side of their expenence, however, tends to 

hide more sensitive ethnic divisions and tensions in the district, as Ukrainian and Japanese 

infomants did not always have a consensus on how ethnic issues were treated during -the 

w ar. 

The outbreak of World Wûr 11 brought many changes to the srnall mral settlement 

of Opûl/Maybndge. The genenl govenunent wartime policies and activities affected 

Ukrainian and Japanese settlers equally, creating a "comrnon" experience which informants 

emphasized. Like Canadians elsewhere, families in OpaiMaybridge felt the impact of the 

enlistment of young men, the rationing of luxunes and oil, and a geeneenl wartime 

atrnosphere fueled by government propaganda and the activities of orgmizations like the 

Red Cross. As the results of the conscription vote in 1942 indicate, area resideots did not 

always support the war wholeheartedly, as the heavily Ukrainian electoral district of 

Vegreville, to which OpalMay bridge belonged, had the lowest percentage of Tes"  votes 

in Alberta?' The departure of young men, in particular, spelled a big challenge: not only 

" Bruce M. Ross points out the pnerai tendency of social illusion to emphasize sirnilarities 
rather than differences; see his Remmbmenng the Personal PM: Descriptions of 
AwobiographicalhZemory (New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 199 1). 153. 

'9 John Hawrclko, interview by author. tape reçording. Edmonton, AB. 9 July 1998. 

30 The approximate percentages of "Yes" votes in each constituency in Alberta were as 
follows: Acadia, 70; Athabaska, 50; Battle River. 72; Bow River, 75; Calgary East, 85; 
Calgary West, 90, Camrose, 64; Edmonton East, 80; Edmonton West, 86, Jasper-Edson, 
59; Macleod, 73; Lethbridge, 78, Medicine Hat, 57; Peace River, 75; Red Deer, 80, 
Vegreviile, 39; Wetaskiwin, 57. Ed~onfon jolana(, 28 Apnl1942, 1. 



did parents worry about their sons, but farmers also lost a source of labour, increasing the 

workload of those w ho remained. Edward Wachowich remembers: 

I t  [the war] chanpd the structure of our town. . . . No longer any basebail team, a 
shortage of worken on the f m s ,  the other boys were conscripted in the amy. 1 
had to start working. On my cousin's fam, I used to drive a tractor, cut hay, which 
1 wouldn't have been doing if things had stayed the same. They had threshing in 
fail. I worked on the threshmo machine, 1 worked hard. So Wald War iI in manv 

Y 

ways had a very big impact on me? 
4 

As Wachowich mentions, recreational activities such as basebdl, organized and dominated 

by young people, died out. Also, the school became an important ally in the govemment's 

effort to unite people regardless of ethnic ongins behind the war effort, supporting the Red 

Cross and Victory Loan campaigns. Allan Wachowich rememben coliecting bottles and 

soap for bullets in the school; teachers also spent time discussing the progress of the war 

before classes began in the morning. The community seemed to show great interest in these 

activities. "We had tea and chaqed to get funds for the Red Cross," Josie Stepchuk recdls. 

"We bought a bed for a hospital. That was a big thing."" The war obviously promoted a 

sense of belonging to Canada by creating a cooperative atmosphere, which helped 

Ukninian and Japanese informants to create a "bettei' memory of the war. consistent with 

their intewar experience of working topther. 

In addition to these pan-Canadian phenornena, people in OpalMaybridge also felt 

the impact of the mesures taken by the federal govemment against specific ethnic groups, 

particularly the Japanese. While local Japanese were not depnved of any properties or 

uprooted, they could not tnvel without registering with the RCMP, were finger printed, 

and had to pive up their g ~ n s . ' ~  In addition, war propaganda feaninng the evil conduct of 

Nazi Germany and Canada's enemies generally was uansmitted thmugh rnovies shown 

3 1 Edward Wachowich, interview by author, tape recording, Edmonton, AB, 9 November 
1998. 

" Josie Stepchuk, interview by author, tape recording, Edmonton, AB, 21 Au,gtst 1998. 

'' Joyce Kiyooka, interview by author, tape recording, Edmonton, AB, 12 June 1998. 



locaily and often increased anti-bpanese sentiment in the district, partieulady &ter on P e d  

Harbor. Allan Wachowich, for example, rememben portnits of Hitler, Mussolini, and 

Tojo being brought to Opal and painted out by a group of local farmers. The evacuation of 

British Columbian Japanese from the West Coast was dso regarded as the "ri@ thing" to 

do and "what they deser~e."~~ Yet nodapanese informants tended to detach the evil image 

of Japan from local lapese  families, emphasizing that they were "neighbours" and 

"friends." The remarks of Edward Wachowich suggest that the situation was a compticated 

one: 

There was a bit of that [name-cdlingj. They thought that Japanese were disloyal. 
Some people would Say "dirty Jap." We occasionally heard of that. But at the sûme 
time, the oldest Yamauchi boy joined the amy. Henry Ymauchi was in the reserve 
army, so you could not turn on those people. The oldest Yamauchi boy, Shoji 
[Peter], because he spoke Japmese, got into the inteilipnce. When the war ended, 
he had a pwtty good job. So. somcwhat mixed.' 

However, the Japinese, who did not always distinguish themselves from Japan, for their 

part often thought that discrimination and prejudice were directed towards themselves. As 

Florence Shikaze recalls, they had iittle recouae: 

Once they got to know you, they were dl right. But there was the time when we 
were callednames. At that time, you did not react. You felt badly. When they said 
someihing about that, I would Say my brother was a soldier in the Canadian anny. 
This was all 1 could say. You could not say very much ~ l s e . ' ~  

Although both Wachowich and Shikaze admitted that anti-Japanese sentiment existed in the 

district, they differed slightly in how they perceived local feelings arginst the Japanese 

caused by the war. Also, the possibility that the Uhnians,  who wanted to be seen as 

loyal, might distance themselves €rom suspected Sapanese despite their close relationship, 

'' Edward Wachowich, interview. 

35 l'id. 

'' Florence Shikaze, interview by author, tape recording, Edmonton, AB, 15 June 1998. 



was completely absent, as both sides were uncornfortable discussing such cleavage within 

their cornmunity ?' 

Whiie tensions between the Japanese and other local farmen sornetimes emerged in 

OpdMaybridge, intra-group ideological divisions at the elite or national level between 

communists and nationalists or issei and nisei were not greatly apparent. The war. 

however, was a time when residents of the rural cornmunity became more conscious of 

theirethnicity in many ways - not because they undeatood or supported the political pals 

of their elites, but because they were concemed about immediatesuspicions caused by their 

old-country ongins. This tendency was especially seen among the Japanese. The only 

Japanese to volunteer from the area. Peter Ymauchi. became an important figure of 

legitimacy for the Japanese in the OpaiMaybridge area. and was often referred to by 

informants, even though his main reason for enlistment was that he couid not find any 

other job. In addition, the Japanese families in the district dernonstrated their Canadian 

consciousness, collecting donations together and offering hem to the Cmadian 

govemment.'8 Ukrainian farnilies like the Hawrelkos and the Andruskis also sent their 

military-age sons oveneas, as it was a highly respectable and "Canadian" thing to do, 

despite the fact bat  their parents were reluctant to Let them go. While Ukninian informants 

did not always see enlistment as a particularly "Ukninian" gesture, there is some indication 

tint fear of a disloyd label existed even among local Ukninians based on their ethnic origin 

and memory of internent d u ~ g  the Great War. Josie Stepchuck, for example, recalls' 

- - - - - - - - - - 

37 G l ~ n a  Kupchenko Frolick wrote a short story about a married Ukrainiaa woman 
ostracized in the Ukrainian bioc because of her wartime affair with a Japanese worker. 
whose child she bore. This kind of attitude towards the Japanese was not seen in 
OpaYMaybridge. See "Another Wartime Casualty," in her The Green Tomto Yems: Short 
Sroties (Toronto: W illiams-Wallace, 1 985), lO3- 1 1 2, 

" Minister of NationaI Delense. letter to T. Saito. 18 Novernber 1940, personal collection 
of Chizuko Kirnum. 



"Everything was very quiet dunng the war in the country, because you were afraid of 

saying something, and you were afraid of doing anything."39 

This does not mean, however, that Local famers were totaily ignorant of or 

disinterested in the situation in their homelands; often evidence suggests that the immigrant 

generation in particular was concemed with w hat was happening in the old country. People 

sometimes gathered in Wachowich's gened store to listen to the radio news from the 

European front. Edward Wachowich rememben a Pole saying that "Polish people are 

going to have to stick topthei' and a Japanese insisting that "the Japanese are going to win 

this war? William Barabash explains the position of their parents' generation: 'They 

were certainly interested in what WBS happening there (overseas j, because i t  was ptting too 

close to what they still considered the original homeland."'" While these concem were not 

frequently expressed in public to the extent that they caused political labels such as "pro- 

Soviet," "pro-Nazi," or "pro-Japan," the war made the OpalMaybridge settlement more 

ethnically sensitive, often reminding residents of their in-between identity. 

The Second World War chdlenged both Ukrainian and Japanese communities in 

Canada, long used to marginalization, and tested their loyalty. Govemment policies to unite 

Canadians behind the w3r effort and to single out "foreign elements" which might 

undermine national unity also affected both groups. The Japanese, most of whom lost their 

livelihood, particularly, felt r sense of self-worthlessness luid injustice. The Ukrainians, 

for their part, were wanted and expected to fulfill "Canadian" goals, being given the 

oppoitunity to participate in rnainstream society for the first time. Yet by encouraging an 

emphasis on the ideals of dernocmcy and an anti-racist mood, the wu created an 

environment for Ulirainians and Japanese to argue for their place in Canadian society. The 

3y S tepchuk, interview. 

'O Edward Wachowich, interview. 



impact of the war on ethnic relations could also be seen in a relatively isolated rnultiethnic 

settiement Iike OpdiMay bridge, despi te the close relationship between local U hinians and 

Japanese, fostering ethnic sensitivities in the distnct or exagprating consciousness of 

ethnicity. However, the fact that the distnct had already developed a sense of cornmunity 

throughout the interwar period, with which local Ukrainians and Japanese felt cornfortable, 

facilitated the development of a the collective wartime mernory of OpaVMaybridge 

cornmunity as a "peaceful" and "tolerantl' place. 

.'' William Barabash, interview by author, tape recording, Edmonton, AB, 24 October 
i998. 



Conclusion 

An examination of the relationship between Ukrainians and Japanese in the 

OpaVMaybridge district of east central Alberta provides a good case study of the impact 

of ethnicity on cornmunity building in multiethnic settlements on the prairies. Ethnicity. 

as a politicized phenornenon, ernerged around the cultural traditions, languages, beliefs 

and values that the Ukraioian and Japanese immigrants brought from their respective 

homelands, as these elernents gained significance as etbnic symbols and points of 

identifications once they entered Canada. An acceptance of ethnic difference was 

incorponted into the local OpdMaybridge identity through vanous kinds of interaction 

such as bonowing, socializing, coopenting, and more formal gatherings involving the 

two groups. Local famen gradually developed a sense of "cornmunity" beyond cultural 

and linguistic barrien, and gndudly promoted û sense of belonging tu Canada, or their 

own specific geographicûl area. reflecting a homogeneous and homogenizing aspect of 

their experience. Ethnic, religious, and racial divisions rarely caused tensions or 

discrimination in normal everyday Me. Rather, the multiethnic chliracter of the settlement 

created a positive self-image and idendty, as the informants, in retrospect, emphasized 

the difference between OpalMaybridge and other prairie settlements in their cultural 

tolersince. 

While ethnicity did not usudly cause any hostility in the settlement, tensions 

between Anglo-Canadians and the Ukrainians and Japanese increased when the 

OpdiMaybridge area was influenced by forces outside its narrow world. The main 

institution which propagated Anglo-Canadian assimilationist idem was the school, in 



which the immigrants' children felt that they were treated as infenor. The political 

messages €rom Ukainian and Jqanese ethnic elites, on the other hand, entered the area 

through ethnic secular or religious institutions such as a Ulrrainian hall and church. 

Although the settlen did aot always regard themselves as an active part of their larger 

ethnic communities, the divisions important at elite levels could function as divisive 

forces in OpaUMaybndge. Ukrainians, for example, were often regarded as 

"communists" by othen, and while churches were usually open to the general public, 

they sometimes drew lines between the non-Christian Japanese and the Christian others. 

Ethnic tensions became strongest in the district dunng World War I I ,  when the 

Ukninians were expected to work for the war effort alongside the mainstream society 

and the Japanese becrme Enemy ALiens. Although the sudden appeamce of Enemy 

Aliens arnong their neighboun puuled people who dready had o well-established sense 

of community by the outbreak of the wor, anti-Japanese sentiment segregoted the 

hprinese families from those of other origins. In this way, ethnic differences became 

pronounced and divisive. 

This thesis provides some new perspectives on ethnic groups in the Candian 

West, investigating the interplay of different kinds of community and identity - local, 

Canadian, and ethnic. Fint, although many studies of ethnic gmups focus on ethnic 

poIitics ody at the elite level, and neplect the "people" which constitute a significant part 

of their ethnic community, this thesis incorporates the attitudes and responses of the 

grassroots. While OpalMaybridge Ukrainian and Japanese were not as politicized as 

their ethnic leaders, they seem to have maintained or discovered ethnic identities. Second, 



this thesis offen insights into how both ethnic agenda and mainstreiirn notions such as 

Anglo-conformity and the rnelting pot worked out in a multiethnic and multiracid 

settlement on the frontier. An environment in which the settlers, more or less, had to rely 

on their neighboun and develop face-to-face relations, alleviated ethnic tensions and 

hostiiities, at the same time as Anglo-Canadians often profited from their linguistic, 

cultural, and political advantages even through Ukrainiûns dominated in the settlement. 

In the OpaVMaybridge area, racial and cultural differences between the Ukrainians and 

Japanese normally seem to have affected their relationship M e ,  and especially with the 

second peneration a homogeneous "Canadian" side to their local identity became 

apparent. Third, the comparative approach to the cultunily. ncidly. and linguistically 

different groups, Ukninians and Japanese employed in this thesis presented a different 

process in which two minority groups were accepted by mainstream Canadian society at 

national level, yet sbowed that OpallMaybridge Llkninians and Japanese went through 

relatively similar experiences as non-British people and as prairie farmers. While 

Ukrainian cultural influence wns much stronger than Japanese in the district, cnused 

mainly by their numenc strength, Japanese families also had a impact on the formation of 

OpaiMay bridge local identity. 
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Appendix 

Interviews and Questionnaire 

Five Japanese and six Ukrainians were selected for interviews arbitrarily from a List 
of acquaintances provided by the first two interviewees, John Hawrelko and Chizuko 
Kimura. Both are long-time residents of the area, active in preserving its history, and in the 
1990s they spearheaded the erection of a historic marker on Highway 28 cornmernorathg 
the Japanese settfernent The initial approach was by telephone, informiag potentiai 
interviewees of the research project and how any information would be used. Interviews 
were one-on-one and taped, based on questions prepared in advance (see attachecl 
questionnaire). The questions had five main themes: background, everyday Me, institutions 
(schools, churches, political / cultural organizations), recreational activities, and World War 
II. At the end of the interview informants were encouraged to talk about whatever they 
liked and remembered Informaots were later given the chance to review the typed 
transcnpts and make corrections if they desired. The recorded tapes, transcnpts, and signed 
release and consent fonns (as required by the ethics review cornmittee of the Faculty of 
Arts) are kept by the author. 

I. BACKGROUND 

1. When were you bom? 

2. Where were you boni'? 

3.  Who were your parents'? 

4. Who were the other memben of your family 1 household when you were growing up? 

5. Where did you live when you were growing up? 

6. Where did your parents corne from in Japan I Uicnine? 

7. Were your mother and father m&ed &fore they came to Canada? How did they meet 
each other? 

8. What were your parents' occupations in Japan I Ukraine'? What Iiind of education did 
they have? 

9. W hen did your parents leave apan 1 Ukraine? How old were they w hen they leftb? 

10. Did your parents settle anywhere else before corning to Canada? How long did they 
stay? What did they do? 

1 1. How did your parents l e m  about Canada? 

12. Why did your parents decide to come to Cana&? 

13. Did your parents have any relatives or friends in Canada? 



14. What were their expectations of Canada'? 

15. How did your parents get the rnoney to come to Canada'? Were they supported or 
sponsored by anyone? 

16. Did your parents come alone or with famiiy members or friends? 

17. What did they do in Canada before corning to Opal 1 Maybridge? 

18- When did your parents come to Opal 1 Maybridge? Why'? 

19. How much did your parents know about Opal I Maybridpe before they came'? 

20. What was your parents' first impression about Opal / Maybridge'? 

2 1. What did they know about farning on the prairies'? 

II. EVERY DAY LIFE 

1. Did your parents purchase their farm or rent'? From whom'? 

2. What was your famity's farming operation like? (For example, livestock or grain, use 
of hired hands, gendered division of labour, farm size compared to other Japanese I 
Ukrainian neighbours) What particular proMerns and challenges did your parents face'? 
How did they solve them'? 

3. What was your house like'? LXd your parents build it or buy it'? Was there anything 
specificall y Japanese / Ukninim about the inside or furnishings'? 

4. Was food 1 clothing homegrown 1 homemade'? Did you make 1 eat Japmese or 
Ukrainian foods? Which ones? 

S. What problems (such as disease, childbirth, and distance) did your parents face'? How 
did they solve them? Did you ask others for help? Did they go to the hospital when you 
became sick? Who helped your mother when her children were boni'? 

6. How did the Depression during the 1930s affect your family? Do you remember going 
without things? 

7. What kinds of people were your neighboms? 

8. Did you often visit your neighbours? Did they often visit you? On whaî occasions'? 

9. Did you socialize more with feiiow Japanese ! Ukminians with than people of other 
origins? 

10. How did you view the British? Japanese? Ukrainians? Did your ethnie and raciai 
backagound affect yom reIations with your neighbours and circle of friends? 



1 1. What Ianguages did you speak at home'? 

12. Did your family or parents keep in touch with anyone in Japan (Ukraine)? Who and 
how'? 

13. What personal contacts did your family have with Japanese 1 Ukrainians in other parts 
of Canada'? 

14. Did you learn much about Japan 1 Ukraine and Japanese / Ukrainian culture from your 
parents? W t  specificaiiy? 

L5. Were there ruiy points on which you were culturally different from your parentsb? 

16. Were there any points on which you were cuiturally dirferent from people of other 
ethnic origins in the community? 

III. INSTITUTIONS 

SCHOOL 

1. Where did you go to school'? From w hat year to what year'? To what grade'? 

2. How did you get to school'? 

3. How many students were in your schooi'? W h t  was the e th ic  1 racial background'? 

4. Did you repulady attend schooi'? Did weather. transportation. seasonal work on the 
f m  or other factors affect your attendance? 

5. Were your teachers local or did they corne from elsewhere? What did you learn from 
outsiders compared to someone from the community? 

6. What did you l e m  about Japan I Ukraine in school? What countries 1 history did the 
cumculum focus on? 

7, Were there any differences between what you learned at home and at school? 

8. Did you see your classmates outside school? On what occasions? 

9. Were you aware of etbnic differences arnong yow classmates? On what points did you 
think you were different from others? 

10. Did ethnic, racial, or religious diifferences affect your fnendships? 

1 1 : ~ e r e  there aay other purposes than leaming for which you went to school? 

CHURCH 

12. Did your family identify with any piu-ticular religious faith? Which? 



13. Was religious belief I ritual an important part in your family's private M e  in the home? 

14. Did your family regularly go to church? Which church did you attend? Was there a local 
resident pliest? 

15. Was it important for your parents to woahip together with othen of the same faitif? 

16. ForJopanese. Were there many Buddhists in Opal I Maybndp? Did you have 
opportuaities to get together? Did you go to other churches? why? 

17. Did you or your parents ever convert or change your religious Why? 

18. On special occasions such as death and mamage, did you have ceremonies based on 
Buddhist / Ukrainian tradition? 

19. Did you have any contacts with Buddhist I Ukrainim cchrches outside Opal / 
Maybridge? What kinds of contacts? 

CULTURAL I POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS 

20. Did you use any community based institutions such as community halls? For what 
purposes? 

2 1. Were there any associations, organizations, concerts, or lectures through which you 
received a political or cultural message fmm Japanese I Ukrainian community outside 
Opal / Maybridge? What were these gathenngs like? 

22. Were there any institutions such as ceoperatives which connected Japanese I 
Ukrainians in Opal I Maybridge with outside comrnunities? 

23. Did Japanese / Ukrainians outside the community ever visit Opd I Maybridge for any 
purposes other than penonril visiting? 

24. Did you or your parents read any Japanese I Ukraioian newspapers? Which ones? 

25. Did you and your parents see yourselves as part of a larger Japanese I Ukninian 
oqanized community in Canada? How? 

26. What were the attitudes of local Iapanese I Ukninians to bpan I Ukraine? 

27. ForJupanese. Did you attend Ukrainian cultural events? Which ones? What did you 
thiak of them? 

28. Do you remember your parents attending local political meetings, or talking about the 
United Farmers of Alberta, Social Credit, or even the Rime Minister? 

1 . How did you play in your childhwd'? Who did you play with'? 



Did you participate in formai recreational activities'? What kinds'? In comection with 
school? Outside school? 

Were recreational activities important in your Me'! In what sense? 

How did you find out about the recreational activities you attend'? 

Where did you participate in the recreationd activities you attended? 

When did you participate in activities? What age were you? 

Were there any factors (environmentai, social, physical, economic, etc.) which 
hindered or facilitated your participation in recreational activities? 

What culture was dominant in recreational activities? For exmple, what Içinds of 
sports, foods, dances etc.? 

Did you ceiebnte traditiond Japanese i Ukninian or other ethnic events'? With whom? 
How? 

10. Why did you participate in recredonal activities'? Did you have reasons other than 
enjoying the activities themselves? 

1 1. Who organized the activities in which you participated? 

12. Who did you rneet through recreational activities? Was ethnicity, age, gender, or 
religion relevant to these activities? Were there any activities which tended to be 
dorninated by a specific group? Were there any activities in which rnany people 
paticipated regardles of ethnicity, age, gender, and religion*? 

13. Did you meet new people?Travel to surmunding centres? 

V. WORLD WAR II 

1. What do you remember about the beginninp of World War II? Did it affect your Me'? 
How? 

2. Were you aware of events outside Canada? How? 

3. How dici the war affect people in Opal i Maybridp pnerally? 

4. Did things change after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor? 

5. Did you and your parents feel the impact of the war in the same ways? 

6. Were you aware of the situation of the Japanese people on the West Coast? How did 
you find out? What was your reaction ? 



7. Did your neighboun I you change their 1 your attitudes toward your I Japanese family 
dunng the war'? HOW? 

8. Was there any specific point or pend during which your oeighboun J you chanpd 
their I your attitudes toward your l Japanese family throughout the war? 

9. Did you face any officia1 restrictions during the ww'? What End? 

10. Did you attend any activities in Opd I Maybridge during the war? What? Were there any 
recreational activities which were suspended during the war'? Were there any special 
activities dunng the war? 

1 1. Did you attend any institutions such as schools and churches during the war? Did they 
change their styles? 

12. Did you take rnilitary training or volunteer rni1it.q service'? 

13. Was the war influential in your or your parents' leaving the area? 

L 4. What factors prompted you / your family move away'? When? 




